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PREFATORY NOTE

The Report of the Impeachment Trial Committee ( the

°Report') presents a diligent and balanced statement of the

evidence from a neutral perspective. Some of the events are

juxtaposed in the way the House would juxtapose them as a ba-

sis for the further inferences it would ask Senators to ac-

cept. Others are juxtaposed in the way the judge would juxta-

pose them to demonstrate they are consistent with and support

his claim that he is innocent.

The Comprehensive Statement is also a balanced statement,

but it is balanced from a different perspective. Throughout,

events are juxtaposed and set in a context that respects the

presumption of innocence. Balance is achieved by the inclu-

sion of events the House claims are material, reported in a

context that also respects the presumption of innocence. It

was offered to aid Senators in assessing, at a more detailed

level, whether the House has carried its burden of rebutting

the presumptive juxtaposition and proving that the juxtaposi-

tions that it urges are the proper juxtapositions and, if so,

whether the juxtapositions provide the necessary support for

the further inferences the House urges in support of its claim

that the judge's guilt has been established with the degree of

certainty that should be required.

The Post Trial Memorandum of the House of Representatives

devotes almost 100 pages to presenting a detailed statement of

the House's view of facts that can be culled from the evidence

and marshalled to support its claim that the evidence



establishes the judge's guilt with respect to the main

accusation, the conspiracy alleged in Article I. The detailed

statements and analyses that follow meet the House on its own

terms. In the first part, we present the facts and marshall

them in support of the judge's case: The judge is an innocent

man. In the second, we analyze arguments advanced by the

House in more detail to demonstrate that the case against the

judge remains six years after the fact exactly what the jury

saw it as: A circumstantial case that is 'shaky at best"

provoked by "an investigation that did not finish.'

I. MORE DETAILED STATEMENTS OF THE EVIDENCE CONCERNING ARTI-
CLES I - XV: TEE ALLEGED CONSPIRACY AND

PERJURY ACCUSATIONS

A. Before 1981: Necessary Background

1. Judge Hastings. The Report does not and probably

could not adequately convey the evidence presented concerning

Judge Hastings's record as a man and a judge and his character

as conveyed in the opinions and by his reputation among those

who know him best. The statement of the evidence presented

there does need to be supplemented in at least two respects.

a. The Character of the Man. It was not merely wit-

nesses called by Judge Hastings who attested to the judge's

character and reputation, and the list identified in the Re-

port is far from complete. Neal Sonnett, the lawyer who

represented the Romano brothers in post-trial proceedings and

the appeal in the Romano case was called by the House to offer

testimony against the judge. Sonnett was a former Assistant

United States Attorney who had served as Chief of Criminal Di-
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vision in the Office of the United States Attorney in the

Southern District of Florida before entering private practice.

Sonnett is a member of the ABA House of Delegates, a past-

president of the Dade County Bar Association and president-

elect of the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers

(the "NACDL"). Sonnett has practiced before Judge Hastings

and before other federal judges in Florida and throughout the

nation.1

Based upon those experiences, Sonnett ranked Alcee L.

Hastings as an outstanding district court judge and confirmed

that his opinion was corroborated by the judge's reputation

among other experienced federal practitioners. Based upon his

experience, Sonnett declared that he had confidence in the

judge's integrity and honesty and that his opinion on these

points was also corroborated by the judge's reputation among

other experienced practitioners.2

Sonnett also expressed an opinion based upon his years of

experience as a prosecutor. In Sonnett's view, the FBI's de-

cision to arrest Borders at the scene of the payoff, when no

money had gone to the judge and when there was no direct evi-

dence of his guilt, was an outrageous departure from the in-

vestigative and prosecutorial standards that should have been

observed.
3

Sonnett was no stranger to the accusations. He had be-

come involved after Borders's arrest and had been called be-

1. Sonnett, 2A at 199-200, 207; Resp. Ex. 7, 3B at 2344-50.
2. Sonnett, 2A at 206-07, 214.
3. Id. at 208-09.
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fore the committee of five judges who conducted the post-trial

investigation (the 'Investigating Committee"). He had served

as a member of the NACDL board while the matter was under

study there. He had lived and practiced in Miami throughout.

He had agonized about the case over the years. When pressed

he expressed his reasoned view that the judge was innocent.4

Then there was Jeffrey Miller. Miller was the young man

who had interned in the chambers of District Judge James C.

Paine of the Southern District of Florida during his third

year in law school and who had been hired by Judge Hastings to

serve as one of his clerks after his graduation, from Septem-

ber 1980 to September 1981. Miller was the law clerk whose

performance had been such that Judge Paine had invited him to

return to his chambers as a clerk upon completion of his term

with Judge Hastings.5

Miller was the clerk who had lived with the Romano case;

who was with the judge on dates that have been identified, af-

ter the fact, as significant; and upon whom the burden of

recounting and reliving his experiences has now been imposed

at least five times over the past eight years. By the time

Miller was called here, he was a former law clerk who had ac-

quired eight years experience and perspective as a trial

lawyer.6

This much imposed upon Miller had observed the judge dur-

ing the critical year. He had observed the man, and he iden-

4. Id. at 214, 222, 230.
5. Comp. St. II, ¶1 5, 51.
6. Comp. St. II, ¶¶ 5, 21, 34, 35, 38, 50, 74, 80; Miller,

2A at 611, 625, 636.
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tified the facts that underlay his opinion that this was a man

for whom concern for financial success was far subordinate to

concern for his family, his community, and his court. Miller

also expressed his opinions and attested to Judge Hastings's

reputation as an outstanding judge and a man of the highest

integrity and honesty. Notwithstanding the years and the im-

positions, Miller's confidence remained unshaken. He still

clearly believed in the judge's innocence. In his words: "And

I will tell you that if we lose Judge Hastings as a judge, it

will be a sad day in the Federal court for south Florida. It

will be a sad day.'7

There was also David Thomas, the young man who had met

his prominent cousin, William Borders, at the airport and

driven him to the family reunion in West Palm Beach. This was

a young man who had emerged into adulthood, not as a lawyer,

but as a citizen who could recount the admiration and respect

with which he and others viewed the judge then and now. What-

ever his views on the accusations establishing his cousin's

corruption, the accusations against Judge Hastings had not al-

tered his view.8

The evidence concerning Judge Hastings's character did

not come merely from those called for that purpose; it came

also from others. Others such as Dr. Andrew Chisolm, the man

who had served as Director of Minority Affairs in the Carter

presidential campaign and had met Borders in that capacity.

7. Miller, 2A at 634-636.
8. Thomas, 2A at 430-32; see also PT Goldstein, 2B at 2086-

87.
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Re could attest that the judge's reputation as a charismatic

political figure in the mid-1970's was such that Chisolm was

told the presence of Alcee L. Hastings diminished the need for

concern about the Black vote in Florida. There were others

such as Dr. Roy Phillips, a Vice-President of Miami Dade

Community College, who had been present at the MMAP conference

on September 6, 1985, and who had seen the judge exit through

the service doors without going into the audience. They too,

had opinions or knew the judge's reputation in the larger

community, and they too shared his views with the Senate.9

In addition to the testimony summarized in the Report,

Martin R. Raskin also attested to the judge's ability and rep-

utation. Raskin had been the Chief of the Criminal Division

in the Southern District of Florida in 1981 when the investi-

gation was undertaken. He had prosecuted a major case involv-

ing sensitive information before Judge Hastings. As the Re-

port notes, he and the then-United States Attorney Atlee

Wampler had jointly expressed -their outrage and disagreement

when the Justice Department advised them, the day before the

arrest, that the decision had been made to arrest Borders at

the scene of the payoff rather than letting the money run to

see if any would go to the judge. But Raskin too had an opin-

ion of the judge's ability, his integrity, and his honesty.

He too was familiar with the judge's reputation among experi-

enced practitioners in the Southern District of Florida. He

9. Chisolm, 2B at 1885-86; Phillips, 2A at 1388-89; Ruiz,
id. at 1281.
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too shared his opinions and reports with the Senate. 10 They

should be heard and seen.

The Impeachment Trial Committee early cautioned Judge

Hastings to limit the number of character witnesses he called

to a reasonable number. The admonition was unnecessary in

this case. Except for those who had interest in the outcome

urged by the House, virtually all the witnesses who knew the

man and appeared had opinions and knew his reputation.11

These views did not differ. This is an extraordinary man by

any measure. The managers recognize as much when they

acknowledge that the judgment they seek would represent an

"enormous tragedy, both for the nation and Judge Hastings.
N12

b. A Question of Standpoint: The House invites the

Senate to engage in after-the-fact speculations on the rea-

sonableness of the judge's behavior on various occasions in

1981. Should the fact that the judge, Jesse McCrary, and

their guests had not gone to dinner and were still socializing

over drinks and snacks in their suite at the Sheraton at 10:00

p.m. on a Saturday evening, September 12, be viewed as so ex-

traordinary as to incite suspicion that they were waiting for

someone? Should Judge Hastings have made more (or fewer) at-

tempts to locate Borders to demonstrate the truth of the

10. Raskin, 2B at 1891-95, 1896-1902.
11. See Rep. at 24 (for identification and summary of other);

see also M. Perry, 2B at 1732-33 (federal judge, acquain-
tance, fellow NBA member); B. Williams, id. at 1747-48
(judge's secretary for nine years); S. Pride, id. at 1794
(H. Pride's former wife); PT Gary, id. at 1949-52 (South
Florida lawyer); Stewart, id. at 1960-61 (same).

12. Post Trial Memorandum of the House of Representatives
("House Mem.") at 1.
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judge's claim that Borders had asked the judge to meet him at

the Fontainebleau on September 16? Or would a more (or less)

extensive series of actions have merely been construed, after-

the-fact, as the conduct of a man trying to establish a cover?

Should the seventy-nine word recorded conversation be-

tween the judge and Borders be taken at face value? Or

should it be assigned a darker meaning? Was the shock with

which the judge reacted and his conduct in going home on Octo-

ber 9 after he had learned that the FBI had arrested Borders

and that its accusations concerned bribery in his courtroom a

reasonable response by a man who had just received shocking

news? Or did it evidence a guilty state of mind?

Questions such as these are explicitly and implicitly

scattered throughout the House's arguments. They call upon

Senators to speculate about the reasonableness of the judge's

behavior and his explanations in light of- unspecified norms

about how reasonable persons would behave in the same or simi-

lar circumstances. If these questions merit consideration at

all, the norms that must be observed in this case should be

clearly understood.

Judge Hastings is black. He was born black 52 years ago.

He was educated and reared black. He entered his profession

and political life early in the struggle to break down the le-

gal barriers that kept blacks out of white society. He had

participated in the battles and seen full-face outrageous ac-

tions directed at black leaders, such as the FBI's surveil-

lance and attempted character-assassination of Martin Luther

8



King. He and Borders were career-long members of the National

Bar Association, the small, close-knit association of black

lawyers formed in an era when blacks were not welcome in the

profession. Both were black lawyers who had overcome barriers

to obtain prominent positions in an essentially white estab-

lishment. They, too, were black leaders in 1981.13

The Senate may and must judge Judge Alcee L. Hastings.

But any Senator who would engage in speculative inquiries such

as those posed by the House must, in fairness, judge Judge

Hastings for what he was and is and assess his conduct from

the standpoint of one in his position. The Report recognizes

the point and its potential significance in addressing an

issue identified as significant. 14 The point is one which

should be taken and recalled by all and throughout.

2. William Borders. The evidence makes it clear that

there were two William Borders. One- was the William Borders

who was known among friends, prominent members of the profes-

sions, and persons high in the Democratic Party and the Carter

administration as an ambitious young man who had risen to a

position of prominence in his profession and his party. The

cryptic nature of this William Borders's conversations and his

eccentric insistence on using pay phones for routine conversa-

tions even with prominent persons had been noted as early as

the mid-1970's, but had excited no suspicion. Prior to Oc-

tober 9, 1981, this William Borders was uniformly viewed as a

man of high integrity and honesty among his friends and

13. Comp. St. I, 11 1-10, 23, 24, 25.
14. Rep. at 122.
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associates in high office and prominent positions.15

There was another William Borders. This was the Borders

who associated with the likes of Joseph Nesline and William

Dredge and bragged that he could fix cases before judges in

Washington and elsewhere. This was the Borders who was a

criminal lawyer who had no files and wrote no pleadings. The

FBI had information concerning this Borders's "rainmaking"

claims with respect to judges other than Judge Hastings, other

judges of unquestioned integrity.
16
 Dredge's contribution was

merely to add the judge to the list.

The FBI had reason to doubt before October 9, 1981; 17 but

none of Borders other professional and political associates

perceived this darker side of Borders prior to that date.

Senators must assess the reasonableness of the House's claim

that Judge Hastings should be held to a higher standard and

that he must have had knowledge about Borders's dark side

throughout. The fact that there were two William Borders

bears upon that assessment. The House has never explained why

the judge should be held to a higher standard of perception

than others in responsible positions who knew and were close

to Borders.

3. Hemphill Pride. Pride was a convicted felon who had

been suspended from the bar. His overriding concern through-

out the period relevant to this case was avoiding permanent

disbarment and one day regaining his license to practice law.

15. Comp. at St. I, ¶1 23, 25, 26.
16. Comp. at St. I, 1j 27, 28.
17. Comp. St. II, ¶¶ 42, 43.
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Apart from Borders and Dredge, he was the only witness who,

insofar as the record reflects, came to the hearings accompa-

nied by counsel.18

Pride acknowledged that he had regularly spoken with Bor-

ders and Judge Hastings by telephone following his release

from prison. He acknowledged that he consulted them regularly

concerning his desire to regain admission and how best that

goal might be achieved. He acknowledged that Borders and

Hastings had taken actions to assist him before without prior

consultation and without seeking his prior approval. He ac-

knowledged that he was in desperate financial straits and that

Borders knew it. Pride's testimony suggests that his concern

over the draft 'letters for Hemp" stemmed from his view that

Borders had planned a solicitation and had urged the judge to

act, without consulting Pride, which would have injured rather

than enhanced Pride's prospects for -readmission, rather than

from any serious doubt that this was the kind of effort that

Borders and the judge might well have initiated without prior

consultation.18

The House managers urge what they describe as 'unequivo-

cal' propositions from Pride's testimony as supporting their

theory. Pride testified and probably believed that he was the

judge's friend. But Pride was also a man driven by perceived

self-interest. He was the kind of man who, to curry favor,

would secretly record a telephone conversation with his best

18. Comp. St. I, 11 14, 17, 18, 19; Pride, 2A at 685.
19. Comp. St. I, 11 13, 15, 17, 19, 20; II, 10, 24, 52;

Pride, 2A at 702, 707-12, 717-19.
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friend and deliver the tape to the FBI without ever disclosing

to his best friend what he had done. Pride is a man who is

defined by his conduct and trapped by his story. Senators

should be cautious in assessing the House's claims that those

of Pride's assertions it views as implicating the judge should

be given more credit or weight here than they were when he

testified before the jury in 1983.20

4. William Dredge and Joseph Nesline. The Report fairly

summarizes what is known about these two career criminals. A

few additional points need to be highlighted here. Borders

had apparently known Nesline for some time before Dredge en-

tered the picture. At some point, Borders apparently made his

rainmaking claims known to Nesline. Nesline was, if the FBI

is to be credited at all, a man who could have identified the

Romano brothers as potential "customers" who might purchase

Borders's alleged services. Nesline had-the resources to

gather information about the Romanos and the status of their

case at any time. Nesline's underworld connections extended

to South Florida and included ranking members of the Genovese

organized-crime family, if the FBI is to be believed.21

Whatever his other attributes, Dredge apparently had sim-

ilar ability to gather reliable information and probably could

have found out about the Romano case and their lawyer's views

directly, from their associates, or from Nesline. 22 These

20. Comp. St. I, 20; Pride, 2A at 703-05, 712-15, 721-22,
728; PT: H. Perry, 2B at 1981-85.

21. Comp. St. I, 1 28; Dredge 2A at 76-77; Shull 2B at 1823-
24.

22. Harmon, 2B at 1867-68.
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facts are important for those who seek to discover how Borders

might have obtained his information and place his deal with

Rico/Romano.

5. The Romano Case and the Romanos. The evidence con-

cerning the Romanos is necessarily fragmented, and they are

both now dead. There is a view of the Romanos, held by Son-

nett, that the Romanos were essentially decent men who would

have been acquitted had they been retried. In that account,

the Romanos were character witnesses for the judge who thought

him incorruptible and fair. There is another view, advanced

by Dredge, that the Romanos were underworld figures affiliated

with the Genovese organized-crime family. In that view, the

Romanos would have been fully capable of deceiving their

lawyer and pursuing a corrupt scheme with Nesline, Dredge, or

others. There is scattered support for both views in the

fragments that remain.23

The point is important. Nesline is incompetent. The Ro-

manos are dead. 24 Something was going on, but it is no longer

possible to do more than speculate about what. The House

would have the Senate accept speculations suggested by incom-

plete data as established fact because those speculations form

a significant part of the foundation upon which its house of

cards is built. The fragments can be marshalled to the con-

trary, however, and it should be clear that, if speculations

are to be indulged here, only those that favor the accused may

23. Sonnett, 2A at 199, 211; Dredge, 2A at 77-78; App. B at
2.

24. App. B at 1-4.
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be favorably considered. That is what any proper application

of the burden of proof and the presumption of innocence would

require.

B. The Relevant Events Of 1981:
The Innocent Account

1. The First Half of 1981: February 20-June 30. The

House alleges that the conspiracy was formed 'sometime in the

first half of 1981.' In support of this theory, its managers

have produced telephone records showing twelve telephone calls

one three-minute call, five message slips, and six calls

lasting a minute or less -- calls that occurred over a four-

teen week period from February 20 through May 29, 1981. Over

the same period, the evidence shows that there was activity in

the Romano case on seventeen different dates. Most of the

telephone contacts indicated preceded or followed an event

that occurred in the Romano case. Given the number of events

that occurred in the case, it probably could not have been

otherwise.25

Even at this late date, the judge has identified events

that also coincided with or accounted for the indicated con-

tacts -- the NBA/Judicial Council meeting in Miami in late

February; Pride's release from prison in March; an April pro-

posal for the NBA/Judicial Council annual meeting in July;

President Reagan's decision to remove Borders from office and

the South Carolina Supreme Court's decision not to permanently

disbar Pride in May. He has testified that these events were

25. Comp. St. II, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 19, 23, 24; House
Ex. 2, 3A at 3-16.
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the principal topics of discussion in his conversations with

Borders during this period, and that they never discussed the

Romano case. The fragmentary records that remain support a

reconstruction that is wholly consistent with the judge's tes-

timony and innocence.

a. The February 20 call. The midwinter meeting of the

Board of Governors of the National Bar Association and the NBA

Judicial Council was scheduled to be held at the Carrillon Ho-

tel on Miami Beach from February 26 to March 1, 1981. Borders

was president of the NBA and had planned to attend. Judge

Hastings was scheduled to be the keynote speaker for the Judi-

cial Council Meeting and planned to host a small reception for

friends and visiting dignitaries, including Borders. The

judge called Borders at 7:30 a.m. on Friday, February 20, to

coordinate their respective schedules during the meeting and

to discuss the meeting itself. They spoke- for three minutes

or less.26

b. The April 9 call. Pride was released in March, and

he promptly resumed regular telephone contact with the judge

and Borders. Pride called Borders's office at least twice on

April 9, leaving messages both times. Even in the absence of

any records, it seems safe to conclude that he also wanted to

speak with the judge. The judge called Borders's office that

morning and left a message for Borders to call him °between

12:00 and 1" that day. If the House's undocumented specula-

tions are correct, Borders called the judge from a pay phone

26. Comp. St. II, 1 7.
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at the federal courthouse and, as he had with prominent

friends since the mid-1970's, asked the judge to call him from

a pay phone. In this view, the judge indulged his friend's

eccentricity and went down the corridor to a pay phone outside

his office. The judge's lack of concern is evidenced by the

fact he charged the call to his home telephone. In any event,

if the House's speculative reconstruction is true, the two men

devoted a minute or less to discussing whatever concerns had

motivated Pride to cal1.27

c. The April 27 - May "'Cluster." On April 21, the

judge proposed that a fund-raising dinner be held for the NBA

Judicial Council at the annual meeting in Detroit the follow-

ing July. He suggested that, through Borders, the NBA should

try to get President Jimmy Carter and/or former Attorney Gen-

eral Griffin Bell to attend a dinner honoring them for their

efforts to appoint qualified minorities to -the federal bench.

The judge sent a copy of the proposal to Borders, asking for

his views and reminding him of a report that the two men were

supposed to be preparing. According to the judge, he under-

stood that there was to be a meeting of the NBA leadership in

Los Angeles over the weekend on May 5 when this proposal would

be discussed. There are indications in the record that

corroborate the judge's recollection.28

27. Comp. St. II, ¶ 12; House Ex. 311, 3A at 283.
28. Comp. St. II, ¶¶ 13, 14; Hastings, 2B at 2222 -26. The

message slips from Borders contain a message from Warren
Hope Dawson asking Borders to coordinate his flights so
the two men could travel together to Los Angeles on May
2. Resp. Ex. 31, 3B at 2430. Mr. Dawson was a special
assistant to Borders during his presidency of the NBA and
a member of the "Host Committee" for the NBA annual meet-
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The judge called and left messages at Borders's office on

April 27 and 30 and on May 1 and 4, the last one being marked

"urgent." The judge also apparently tried to reach Borders in

the aftermath of the Los Angeles meeting. He called the home

of one of Borders's friends, a Madeline Petty, shortly after

midnight on May 6 and left a message at Borders's office on

May 7. He tried again on May 11, first calling Borders's home

at 6:27 a.m., and then Ms. Petty's home at 6:28 a.m.29

All of these calls resulted in a message slip or lasted a

minute or less and these do not provide a basis for deter-

mining whether the two men spoke. So too, Borders's telephone

records prior to May 7 are missing and it is, of course, pos-

sible that Pride, whose records are also no longer available,

or others had called with information or concerns that the

judge thought he and Borders should discuss. At this stage,

the only plausible speculation from -the data that remain is

that the judge was following up on his proposal and wanted to

discuss the report that he and Borders were supposed to COM-

plate and, perhaps, to discuss Pride and his problems."

d. The May 29 Calls. Two events occurred in the lat-

ter half of May that provoked discussions between the judge

and Borders. On May 16, President Reagan sought to remove

Borders from his office as a member of the District of

Columbia Judicial Nominating Commission before the expiration

of Borders's term, an event the judge recalled discussing with

ing that year. Resp. Ex. 75, id. at 2595, 2607-08.
29. Comp. St. II, 1 14.
30. Id; see also App. B at 6-7.
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Borders. On May 26, the South Carolina Supreme Court issued a

3-to-2 decision determining that Pride's conviction merited

only indefinite suspension other than permanent disbarment.

Pride and the judge both recalled this as an event that gener-

ated considerable relief and cause for discussion among Pride,

Borders and the judge. The available records record only two

calls during this period, both in the morning of May 29 from

Borders's residence to the judge's home and office respec-

tively. Each lasted a minute or less. If the two men spoke

on that occasion, the decisions by the President and by the

South Carolina court and what should be done in light of them

were what they spoke about.31

The House asks the Senate to discern a pattern in the

partial data the managers have presented that overwhelms the

obvious pattern established by the innocent events and the

explanations provided by a judge who- has earned over a life-

time a reputation as a man of integrity and honesty of the

highest order. 32 This is improper. 33 The required analysis

31. Comp. St. II, ¶¶  23, 24.
32. The House's request depends in significant measure upon

the testimony of William Dredge, the career criminal who
claimed in 1981 that he had known Borders for years, when
that version served his interests; who recalled in 1985
that he had first met Borders in early May, when his in-
terests were unclear; but who recalled in detail in 1989
that the first meeting occurred in March, after he had
eighteen hours to study the reconstructed data and master
the revised theory now being advanced. Dredge is a sig-
nificant witness, but not for the House's case. Dredge's
role and credibility are discussed below.

33. In any other tribunal, civil or criminal, Article I would
have been dismissed for lack of sufficient evidence to
support an essential allegation. The traditional rules
of pleading, practice, and evidence have evolved to pre-
vent such variances between the pleading and proof and
avoid evidence that invited the tribunal to substitute
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is developed below.

2. The Further Account of an Honest Man: July I - Oc-

tober 7. The events that brought the two men together or jus-

tified communication in July and thereafter and the judge's

explanations are consistent and thoroughly plausible.

a. The Events of July. Borders was scheduled to be in

Miami on July 11 and wanted to socialize with the judge and

Jesse McCrary. The judge was scheduled to be in Washington

from July 17 to 20 for a meeting of an American Bar Associa-

tion standing committee on which he served. On July 7, the

district court in Washington ruled in Borders's favor in his

suit against the president. The judge called Borders on July

5 and again on July 7. If he spoke to Borders in either of

these minute-or-less calls, the most probable topics were Bor-

ders's upcoming trip to Miami or the status of his suit

against the President or both. The judge called again on July

9 and 16. On the 9th, he left a message advising Borders of

the judge's schedule for returning to Miami from Key West, 

Florida, where he had been hearing cases. The conversation on

the 16th, if any, related to the judge's arrangements to

travel to Washington for the ABA meeting and his schedule

while he was there.34

Borders visited with the judge and McCrary while he was

in Miami on July 11. The judge had lunch with Borders and an-

speculation for proof. The Senate's rules do not cover
matters such as these. The House has taken advantage of
the deficiency by simply ignoring established principles
of pleading and proof that its managers found inconve-
nient.

34. Comp. St. II, 31, 32, 44.
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other lawyer, and Borders agreed to join the judge and others

for dinner while the judge was in Washington for an ABA stand-

ing committee meeting from July 17 to July 20. Borders did

not appear for the dinner and offered no explanation for the

failure.35

Both men attended the annual meeting of the National Bar

Association in Detroit at the end of July. Pride had not

come. Borders, the judge, and others called Pride to urge him

to come. Borders discussed Pride's financial distress and

"passed the hat" to raise immediate funds. The judge con-

tributed. During that meeting, Borders accelerated and there-

after persisted in insisting that the judge should circulate a

letter soliciting funds, as well as a letter to generate

character references, for 'Hemp' -- Hemphill Pride, the long-

time friend in desperate need -- notwithstanding any ethical

reservations the judge might have. 36 

b. September 1-10: The judge and Jesse McCrary had

made plans to spend a social weekend together in Washington on

September 12 and 13 when they discovered that their respective

travel plans made this convenient. The judge was aware that

Borders planned to be in Palm Beach, Florida, that weekend to

attend a large family reunion. The judge had planned to fly

to Washington on September 10, but an on-going jury trial had

forced him to cancel that portion of his plans. It was also

during the first week in September that Pride finally met with

the South Carolina Chief Justice. Pride called Borders and

35. Comp. St. II, 1 39. 40.
36. Comp. St. II, 1 44; Resp. Ex. 75, 3B at 2587-2645.
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the judge to review this meeting. Pride also planned at least

one trip during September during which he stopped in Washing-

ton and visited with Borders.37

The judge called Borders's office on the morning of

September 10 and left a message reporting that he would not be

coming to Washington that day and asking Borders to call be-

tween 4:30 and 5:00 p.m. that afternoon. Borders called the

judge's chambers at 4:40 p.m., but the judge was still on the

bench. The judge called Borders's office at 5:30 p.m., during

a recess, and left word that Borders should call and have the

judge's staff get him off the bench. Borders returned the

call a few minutes later, and the two men talked for four min-

utes or less. The most plausible inference is that they

talked about the judge's change in travel plans; if and when

the trial was likely to end so the judge could fly to Washing-

ton; and Pride's status and what should be done to aid him.38

c. September 11-14. The trial ended earlier than ex-

pected on September 11, and the judge went to the airport to

catch a 3:48 p.m. flight to Washington. The flight was twice

37. Comp. St. II, 1 52, 53, 54; Pride, 2A at 709. The House
reports that its copies of the record reflect a call from
Borders to the judge on September 1, the period im-
mediately proceeding Pride's second attempt to meet with
the Chief Justice of the South Carolina Supreme Court and
sometime before the trip during which Pride visited with
Borders. House Ex. 27b, however, has lines blocked out
in the copy reproduced in the record (3A at 259-65) and
in the copy supplied to counsel for the judge. The call
cited by the House is not shown in the legible portions
of this exhibit. If there was a call and if Borders and
the judge talked, they talked about Pride and his prob-
lems.

38. Comp. St. II, 11 56; Stip. Nos. 207, 211-13, 2A at 894-
95.
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delayed and the judge twice called Borders's office leaving

messages advising him of the delays. He also called Shirley

Ross, a friend who had made arrangements for his hotel accom-

modations and with whom he was to have dinner that evening.

The two men did not talk. The judge's flight finally arrived

in Washington shortly after 8:00 p.m. The judge's luggage was

delayed, and his cab driver had difficulty finding the resi-

dence of Shirley Ross. The judge picked up Ms. Ross, and they

went to the hotel by cab. The judge and Ms. Ross arrived at

the Sheraton shortly after 10:00 p.m.39

The judge and Jesse McCrary spent Saturday, September 12,

socializing as planned. They invited friends to join them

that evening. Between 7:00 and 8:00 p.m., a party of five

assembled at the suite the two men shared -- the judge, Mc-

Crary, Donna Myrill, Pearl Dabreau, who brought her sister

Margaret to the party. The group was still socializing at

10:00 p.m. when Borders unexpectedly arrived and joined the

party.40

During that weekend, Borders told the judge he would be

in Miami the following Wednesday, September 16, and asked the

judge to meet him in the main dining room at the Fontainebleau

Hotel at 8:00 p.m. that evening. The judge agreed. The judge

and his date, Essie Thompson, arrived at the hotel at 7:45

p.m. The judge left word with the maitre d/ and a hostess

that he was expecting to meet a friend from Washington. After

they had been seated, he went to another restaurant and lounge

39. Comp. St. II, ¶¶ 56, 58.
40. Comp. St. II, 62- 63.
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on the same floor to look for Borders and leave word. Upon

his return to his table, the judge reported to Ms. Thompson

that he had been looking for 'friends from D.C.'. Borders

again failed to appear.41

The judge later recalled a telephone call from Borders on

September 20 or 21 that is not reflected in the available

records. This was the period during which Borders was press-

ing the judge to write solicitation letters on behalf of

Pride. The judge asked Borders why he had not shown up at the

Fontainebleau. Borders again gave no explanation. The two

almost certainly discussed what should be done to aid Pride.42

d. October 5. On October 5, during the course of pre-

siding over a jury trial, the judge briefly succumbed to Bor-

ders's persistent requests and drafted two proposed letters

for Pride and a covering letter to Pride asking him to review

and comment upon the proposed drafts. At the end of the day

after his secretary had left, the judge called Borders, told

him he had drafted the 'letters for Hemp' and asked whether

Borders had talked with Pride to verify his needs since last

they had spoken about the matter. Borders led the judge to
believe matters were well in hand -- that Pride had written

some things down for him and that Borders was to go back for

more information. Thus reassured, the judge responded that he

saw 'no great big problem' and that he would send the proposed

drafts to Pride in Columbia, South Carolina, the following

41. Comp. St. II, ¶¶ 64. 65; Thompson, 2A at 521.
42. Comp. St. II, 1 70.
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morning so that Pride might review them.43

Over the evening, the judge reflected further and again

concluded such solicitation letters would be improper, given

his position as a federal judge. He decided to explain his

decision to both Pride and Borders the following weekend when

the three were together in Washington for the long-planned

dinner-cruise to honor Borders for his work as president of

the NBA. The drafts remained in his desk untyped.
44

3. Events in the Romano Case. The Romano case was only

one of the many cases for which the judge was responsible in

1981. It was neither the most important nor the most press-

ing. The trial was over. What remained were post-trial mat-

ters. In contrast, like all members of his court, Judge Hast-

ings had to give priority to the crushing load of criminal

matters that had to be tried within the speedy trial guide-

lines Congress had established and to those civil cases that

presented emergencies or where the passage of time had created

a substantial risk that justice delayed would be justice de-

nied. Post-trial motions, forfeiture hearings, and sentenc-

ings, however important, had to be scheduled and addressed

within the framework of the court's other business and other

priorities. Even at this late stage, however, the judge has

been able to provide explanations that are wholly consistent

with his innocence and that, in large measure, are corrobo-

rated by the testimony of others.45

43. Comp. St. II, 11 75, 76, 77, 78.
44. Comp. St. II, 1 79; Hastings, 2B at 2309-10.
45. Comp. St. I, 1 1.
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In December 1980, a jury had found the Romanos guilty of

violating the RICO statute. The government had claimed that

an interest in a motel and monies they had allegedly derived

from their illegal activities were subject to forfeiture under

that statute. The forfeiture issues had been tried before the

judge and briefs had been submitted by early April. On May 4,

1981, the judge had adopted the government's position and ad-

judged forfeit an interest in the Sea Inn Motel valued at

$316,000 and cash in the amount of $846,000.46

Final disposition and sentencing had been scheduled for

Monday, May 11, and the judge was ready to proceed. Neal Son-

nett, the lawyer who had agreed to take over the case and han-

dle the appeals appeared and asked the _court to allow ad-

ditional time so that he could supplement the post-trial mo-

tions filed by his predecessor in order to properly develop

the issue he wanted to preserve for-review. Sonnett's com-

mitments in other cases had prevented him from reviewing the

Romano file in time to give notice to the court and opposing

counsel of his intent to seek a continuance. He apologized.

The judge accepted the apology, and over the opposition of

James Deichert, the prosecutor, granted a short continuance.

Deichert, however, had commitments in June, and the judge

agreed that he and Sonnett should work out an acceptable date

for the final hearing and advise his clerk.47

Based upon counsels' agreements, the clerk scheduled the

final hearing for July 8. On June 19, 1981, after Sonnett had

46. Comp. St. II, 1 6, 19.
47. Comp. St. II, ¶¶ 19, 20, 21; House Ex. 4, 3A at 18-37.
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supplemented the post-trial motions and filed a motion to re-

consider the May 4th forfeiture order, the court of appeals

had issued a decision, united States v. Martino, ruling that

cash proceeds were not subject to forfeiture under the RICO

statute. The Romano's brief addressing Martino and its appli-

cation to the May 4th order was not filed until Monday, July

6. Both the Martino decision and the subsequent briefs were

routinely routed to Jeffrey Miller, the judge's law clerk re-

sponsible for the Romano file.48

The Romano case was one of several scheduled for hearings

on Wednesday, July 8. The judge had set the matter for argu-

ment on all post-trial motions and sentencing. Between cases,

and shortly before the Romano case was called, Miller briefed

the judge and gave him handwritten memoranda on the pending

motions. The judge was a °quick study'', but had had no

opportunity to read the Martino decision. -Based on Miller's

briefing, he questioned counsel during argument, stating that

he had read Martino. During the hearing, he denied the

Romano's motion for a new trial announced that he would deny

the motion to reconsider the forfeiture, but would issue a

brief order explaining that decision in light of the new cases

that had been decided; and entered judgments of conviction and

sentenced the Romanos to three-year prison terms. After the

hearing, the Romano's lawyer told his clients that he did not

think the judge had in fact read Martino and that he thought

48. Comp. St. II, 1j 20, 27, 28, 34.
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that, when the judge did, he would probably reverse his posi-

tion.49

After the hearing, the judge told Miller to draft an or-

der on the forfeiture. Miller understood that the judge

wanted to stand by his initial forfeiture decision, but only

if the law of the circuit permitted. Miller could not find a

way to justify that result. Instead, he prepared an extensive

draft order that would have required the parties to brief the

issue further. He did not finalize or show this draft to the

judge. He set the file aside at the end of July, and work

that he was required to do on other cases in August prevented

him from returning to it."

On August 27, the court of appeals issued a further de-

cision, United States v. Peacock. The court reversed a dis-

trict judge who had failed to follow Martino, noting that it

was and would remain the law of the -circuit unless and until

it was reconsidered or reversed. Early in September, Miller

discussed the Peacock decision with the judge and advised him

that the law of the circuit required that he vacate the money

portion of the Romano forfeiture. The judge agreed and in-

structed Miller to prepare an order that did this, but that

also made clear the judge's disagreement with the decisions he

was applying. By all accounts, this discussion and the

judge's instruction took place before September 10.51

49. Comp. St. II, 1j 35, 36, 37, 38.
50. Comp. St. II, 1 38.
51. Comp. St. II, 1 50.
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Miller continued to work on other matters. The judge did

not press him, and he had not completed the Romano order by

early October. At that point, the delay did become a matter

of some concern to the judge. Miller had been scheduled to

complete his clerkship with Judge Hastings in September and to

begin a second one-year clerkship with another judge on that

court, the Honorable James C. Paine. Judge Hastings had had

difficulty in the past when a clerk had left before completing

her assignments. At the judge's request, Judge Paine had

agreed that Miller could remain in Judge Hastings's chambers

beyond the end of September, if that was necessary to enable

him to complete his work. In addition to this problem, Judge

Hastings was scheduled to leave Miami on October 7 and had an

itinerary that was to keep him out of his chambers for most of

the rest of the month.52

On Monday, October 5, Judge Hastings -asked Miller about

the Romano order. When he was told it was not complete, the

judge told Miller he wanted it out that day. Miller, devoted

his full attention to the task. The July draft was revised

and converted into an order that complied with the judge's in-

structions. That order was completed, signed, and mailed late

the following day, October 6. In order to complete an on-go-

ing jury trial, the judge held court until 9:30 p.m. that

evening. When that trial ended the following day, the judge

left for Albany, Georgia, where he was scheduled to speak on

52. Comp. St. II, 11 51, 71, 74; PT Goldstein, 2079-83; Resp.
Ex. 97, 38 at 2672.
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Thursday, October 8.53

4. The Events of October 9. In August, plans had been

made to hold a dinner-cruise to honor Borders for his service

as president of the National Bar Association. Prominent

lawyers and judges were to be invited from around the country.

The judge was asked and agreed to act as a sponsor. In

September, the organizers fixed Friday, October 9, 1981, as

the date on which the gala celebration would be held, and the

judge made plans accordingly.54

The judge called Borders from Albany, Georgia, on October

8. The two men talked about the judge's plans to fly to Wash-

ington the following day for the long-planned dinner-cruise

honoring Borders and about the judge's inability to get a

reservation for a room at the L'Enfant Plaza because it was

fully booked. Borders said that he could arrange to get a

room for the judge. 55 	-

The following morning the judge flew to Washington. Bor-

ders met him at the airport.  The two men checked into the

L'Enfant Plaza, greeted Pride, his wife, Shirley, and their

new son, Elliot, in their room. The judge wanted to have a

bag repaired, and Borders agreed to take him to a luggage

shop. The judge accompanied Borders while he ran errands.

Borders stopped by his office, returned some calls, and told

the judge that he had to go out on business. The judge left

Borders's office, walked to a shopping area, visited some

53. Comp. St. II, 74, 80, 82.
54. Comp. St. II, 11 49; Resp. Ex. 85, 3B at 2646-48; Resp.

Ex. 97, 3B at 2672.
55. Comp. St. II, 1 82.
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shops, and purchased a small bag. He returned to the hotel

before 1:00 p.m.; called his chambers and told a clerk where

he could be reached; and ordered a light lunch from room ser-

vice. Pride joined the judge while he was eating. Around

2:00 p.m., the two went to a lounge in the lobby and had

drinks. They then returned to their respective rooms to rest

for the evening's festivities."

Shortly after his return, the judge received a call from

Pride, asking the judge to come to Pride's room. A few min-

utes later, Pride told the judge that the FBI had arrested

William Borders, and that the allegations had something to do

with bribery in the judge's courtroom. The judge was stunned.

Pride advised him to return to Florida so he could defend him-

self on his home turf. The judge lived in Ft. Lauderdale,

Florida, with his mother, who was crippled by arthritis. He

knew that any accusations involving-his name would generate

immediate and intensive media interest. He decided home was

where he belonged.57

As the judge recalled the events, he went back to his

room and made two calls -- one to his mother and one to Patri-

cia Williams, a close friend and lawyer -- before Pride joined

him in his room. After the judge had gathered his belongings,

the two men went to the lobby. The judge gave Pride $100 and

asked him to pay for any incidentals, to pick up the judge's

suit from the valet service, and to ask one of the South

56. Comp. St. II, 11 85, 86, 87, 94.
57. Comp. St. II, 11 94, 98.
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Florida guests to bring it to the judge.58

The judge took a taxi to BWI, where he thought he could

catch the earliest direct flight to Ft. Lauderdale.. As it

turned out, there was no direct flight until 6:30 p.m. The

judge took that flight to Ft. Lauderdale, arriving around 8:30

p.m. After checking on his mother, he went to the home of Pa-

tricia Williams. There he met with FBI agents and responded

freely to all their questions for more than two hours.59

The judge's account of the events that took place prior

to the afternoon of October 9 is thoroughly plausible and

wholly consistent with the available evidence. The events

that occurred on the afternoon and evening of October 9 were

themselves abnormal. The immediate past-president of the NBA,

a prominent advisor on minority affairs to the Carter adminis-

tration and an active participant in the Democratic National

Committee, a lawyer who had successfully sued President Reagan

over a job and won, and a long-time friend of the judge had

been arrested by the FBI. The judge, a prominent figure in

the civil rights movement and in the Democratic Party in

Florida and a liberal, black, activist federal judge responsi-

ble for two cases of national importance, was told the FBI's

accusations had something to do with bribery in his courtroom.

Viewed in context and from the perspective of someone with the

judge's experience and background, the judge's response to the

disclosure and his explanation of his actions were more than

reasonable.

58. Comp. St. II, ¶¶  96, 99.
59. Comp. St. II, 1T 100, 102, 103.
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C. 'Operation Apple Eye' and the Questions It Raised.

The foregoing is a summary of the plausible and

substantially corroborated account of the events given by a

man who had earned a reputation for integrity and honesty that

was unquestioned and, in the view of many, unquestionable.

The account has been twice challenged because three parties --

William Dredge, William Borders, and the two FBI agents and

the prosecutor representing the government -- had a common

objective. Each wanted to create a scenario that would

satisfy the others that Borders in fact had the authority to

solicit bribes on the judge's behalf -- Dredge, so that he

could maximize the benefits of his plea bargain; Borders, so

that he could realize an unearned $150,000; and the FBI agents

and lawyer so that they could make a case against a federal

judge. That is the only conclusion that can fairly be drawn

from the evidence concerning 'Operation Apple Eye' and its

implementation.

On July 20, 1981, William Dredge went to the office of

the United States Attorney in Miami. Dredge was a career

criminal operating as a fence, a burglar, and a drug dealer.

On April 29, a federal grand jury in Baltimore had indicted

him on drug conspiracy and distribution charges. He wanted to

make a deal."

Over the next few days, Dredge told government attorneys

that Borders was soliciting bribes to fix cases before Judge

Hastings and another federal judge in New Orleans. The FBI

60. Comp. St. I, 134; II, 1 41.
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had information that Borders had made similar claims concern-

ing judges in Washington, and they were able to observe Bor-

ders talking with one of the persons from whom Dredge said

Borders was seeking a bribe, Santo Trafficante, a defendant in

a case before Judge Hastings.
61

The FBI had no information to suggest that Judge Hast-

ings, or any of the other judges about whom Borders was re-

ported to have made claims, was a likely candidate for such a

scheme. Even Dredge later acknowledged that he had heard

other lawyers make claims about other judges over the years

and that he always concluded that such claims had been false.

That was not his story then. When it was a deal he sought,

Dredge claimed that he had known Borders for years and implied

that he had overheard conversations in which Borders and the

judge had discussed bribery schemes -- both assertions that

Dredge has since testified were false, 62

According to Dredge, the Romano case was one of the cases

in which Borders had been seeking a bribe. Dredge reported

that Borders was seeking $150,000 from the Romanos for assur-

ances that they would not go to prison and had offered to have

the judge appear at a particular restaurant on a specified

date to demonstrate that the judge was part of Borders's

scheme. Dredge claimed that he could introduce an undercover

agent posing as one of the Romanos to Borders to enable the

government to gather evidence of the scheme and that he would

61. Comp. St. I, 1 37; II, 11 42, 43.
62. Comp. St. I, 1 37; II, 42; Resp. Ex. 2, 3B at 2021-26.
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do so for a deal in his drug case.63

The FBI assigned Special Agents Anthony Amoroso and

William Murphy responsibility for the investigation. The Jus-

tice Department assigned Reid Weingarten, an attorney in the

Public Integrity Section of its Criminal Division, to advise

in the investigation and handle any prosecutions that re-

sulted. Agents Amoroso and Murphy promptly designed an under-

cover operation to develop evidence against the judge, as well

as Borders, a proposal Weingarten fully endorsed. The Assis-

tant United States Attorney in Baltimore was persuaded to ac-

cept a deal that satisfied 'Dredge, and Operation Apple Eye was

implemented."

On September 10, 1981, Dredge called Borders and told him

the Romanos were ready to deal. On Saturday, September 12,

Dredge introduced a retired FBI agent, H. Paul Rico, posing as

Frank Romano, to Borders. Borders confirmed the price Dredge

had quoted, $150,000, for the judge's eliminating the prison

terms, and agreed to two shows of proof -- the judge would ap-

pear at the Fontainebleau Hotel for dinner at 8:00 p.m. the

following Wednesday, September 16, and would issue an order

within ten days returning a substantial amount of the property

he had adjudicated forfeit. Rico/Romano agreed in turn to

meet with Borders the following Saturday and give him an un-

specified downpayment.65

63. Comp. St. I, 37; II 1 42; Resp. Ex. 2,
64. Comp. St. II, ¶1 46, 47, 55;
65. Comp. St. II ¶¶ 57, 59, 60.
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A mere dinner at the Fontainebleu was all the FBI sought

as a demonstration that a federal judge was in fact involved

in a corrupt lawyer's scam. Rico/Romano did not even ask

Borders to have the judge take any specific action that might

indicate his involvement more clearly and reduced the

likelihood that Borders was just running a scam. Rico/Romano

did not, for example, give Borders a tie that the judge should

wear. He did not specify that the judge should wear a red

carnation or carry a copy of the latest best seller. He did

not even indicate what the judge should order to drink or eat.

For Rico/Romano a mere dinner at the Fontainebleu was enough.

As it turned out, that was all they got."

The first two stages of the operation went as planned.

The judge was observed having dinner with a friend at the

Fontainebleau on September 16, and Rico/Romano met with Bor-

ders on September 19 and gave him $25,000. At that point,

Borders assured Rico/Romano that the forfeiture order would

issue within ten days of that date, by September 29, and in-

sisted that the balance be paid promptly thereafter. On that
basis, the two men agreed to meet a third time at Miami Inter-
national Airport on Saturday, October 3, for the final

payoff.67

The Director of the FBI conditioned his approval of the

remainder of the operation upon Borders being arrested at the

scene of the payoff. Even the prosecutor had recognized that

the two °shows of proof" specified -- dinner at the

66. House Exs. 38A, 38B, 3A at 307-18.
67. Comp. St. II, ¶¶ 65-67.
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Fontainebleu and issuance of the order by September 29 --

would not provide the kind of evidence that should be required

before initiating a case against a federal judge. The deci-

sion to arrest Borders at the scene appears to have reflected

the Director's judgment that the evidence of the judge's in-

volvement was so slight that the risk of an additional

$125,000 was not merited. That decision was made before

September 23 and was premised on the assumption that the judge

would issue the order by the end of September."

The FBI planned the remainder of the operation on that

basis. Authorization to tap Borders's telephones was to be

sought promptly after the judge issued the promised order.

Rico/Romano would then call Borders with questions about the

order to provoke discussions between Borders and the judge

that could be intercepted and recorded. Borders would then be

arrested at the scene, confronted with the evidence against

him, and offered an opportunity to cooperate against the

judge."

At that point the operation fell apart. Judge Hastings

did not issue the order by September 29. Authorization to in-

tercept Borders's calls at his home and office was obtained,

and Rico/Romano called Borders to find out what was happening

on Friday, October 2, and again on Sunday, October 4. No

68. Comp. St. II, 69; Resp. Ex. 23, 3B at 2409-11; see also
1 at 595-97 (describing history of decision to arrest
Borders at scene of payoff in greater detail); App. D
(materials submitted to Impeachment Trial Committee in
appendix to document describing history of decision to
arrest at scene).

69. Id.
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calls between Borders and the judge were detected or inter-

cepted over the weekend. On Monday, October 5 at 4:22 p.m.,

Rico/Romano called Borders to inquire again. In that con-

versation, Borders assured him that the matter had 'been taken

care of" and that 'your [Rico/Romano's] friend should tell you

something.' The first evidence of any communication between

Borders and the judge did not come until fifty minutes later,

when the FBI intercepted the judge's call concerning "letters

for Hemp' at 5:12 p.m. that evening."

The FBI decided to proceed with its arrest scenario,

notwithstanding its failure to gather further evidence that

might have exonerated the judge or shown his guilt.

Rico/Romano called Borders. He agreed to fly to Washington

for the final payoff and to call Borders when he arrived. The

FBI prepared a room at the Twin Bridges Marriott so that the

payoff and arrest could be videotaped and recorded. Over the

vigorous objection of the United States Attorney for the

Southern District of Florida and the chief of his criminal di-

vision, the Justice Department concurred the FBI's previously

made decision to arrest Borders at the scene of the payoff

rather than letting him take the money to see if any would go

to the judge. No one can ever justify that decision. Given

the judge's position and the stakes, it was, at best, ir-

responsible. It unfairly assured that Judge Hastings would be

left with a burden of suspicion and doubt that no man could

ever dispel.71

70. Comp. St. II, ft 72, 73.
71. Comp. St. II, ft 83, 84.
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The FBI selected October 9, the day of the Borders din-

ner-cruise, as the date on which the payoff would be made.

Rico/Romano came to Washington and called Borders. Borders

went to the hotel. He was arrested at the scene. He was ad-

vised of his rights and signed a waiver. He was confronted

with evidence and efforts were made to obtain his cooperation

for almost an hour. The FBI elected not to videotape or

record this session, and the recollections of the agents who

were there and testified about what transpired can best be de-

scribed as scant. All that is known is that Borders ulti-

mately decided not to cooperate.72

Any mature and proper exercise of executive discretion

would have dictated that the case against the judge be ter-

minated at that point. Given his office, senior officials at

the Justice Department and the FBI should have taken command

and prohibited the release of any information to the public.

Upon review, they should have assumed responsibility for the

failure of the investigative plan and directed that Borders

alone be prosecuted. They might properly have asked Judge

Hastings to assist, but there should have been no attempt to

manufacture a case against a federal judge on the basis of an

operation that had been terminated in a manner that prevented

the judge from conclusively establishing his innocence, or the

government, his guilt. Any suspicions and ambitions of the

field agents and trial attorney involved should have been

overridden.

72. Comp. St. II, ¶¶  83, 88, 89, 90; Resp. Ex. 22, 3B at
2407.
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The events that followed Borders's arrest precluded such

review. There was an immediate, massive, and improper leak.

The name, and eventually the picture of Dredge, the confiden-

tial informant, appeared in the newspapers. Details of the

investigation and the allegations against Judge Hastings were

widely disseminated. These events gave legitimate ground for

the concerns that Judge Hastings and his supporters expressed;

as a practical matter that disclosure reflected or forced an

immediate decision to vigorously pursue the judge without re-

gard for the consequences.73

These events cannot be justified or fairly defended. If

the judge was a target, the decision to arrest Borders at the

scene was irresponsible. That has been the considered opinion

of every experienced prosecutor who has considered the ques-

tion and expressed his opinion. Whether the judge was a tar-

get or not, the leak of confidential information implicating

him after the arrest was just as irresponsible. It assured

great suspicion would be cast and it forced a prosecution that

should have been avoided.74

These events represent, at a minimum, lapses in judgment

by Justice Department and FBI officials of a kind that cannot

be tolerated when the subject is the integrity of a federal

judge. The framers recognized the vulnerability of federal

judges. The guaranty of secure tenure evidenced, if nothing

73. Hastings, 2B at 2290-91; Resp. Ex. 112, 3B at 2846-61.
74. Sonnet, 2A at 209; Raskin, 2B at 1893 -95, 1896098; see

also, Impeachment Inquiry (Hastings), Ser. No. 11, 100th
Cong., 2d Sess., App. III at 372-75 (proffer to same ef-
fect submitted to House Subcommittee).
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else, an intent to protect judges from the threat of irrespon-

sible executive action. It is for the Senate in this case to

decide the weight these irresponsible acts must be accorded in

reaching a decision that adequately respects the conditions

necessary to maintain judicial independence.

D. Indictment to Trial: Further Circumstances That
Bear Upon the Case.

Some account of the events that occurred over the suc-

ceeding eighteen months is necessary. The House has construed

these events as providing support for its accusations. In re-

spondent's view, the events raise further questions about the

conduct of the government. In any event the data that was

gathered and available at trial, the data that was gathered

but withheld, and the data that was not gathered then or at

all bear upon issues the Senate must consider in this case.

The case against Borders was solid from the outset. The

case against Judge Hastings was, remained, and remains circum-

stantial. The question was and remains whether Borders was

acting on his own or there was a conspiracy involving the

judge. The post-arrest investigations focused upon gathering

additional evidence to build a case for the government.

The basic data was simply gathered. On October 9, 1981,

with a grand jury subpoena in hand and while the judge and his

secretary were absent, FBI agents helped themselves to calen-

dars, diaries, and other records from Judge Hastings's office

and elsewhere in his chambers. 75 Those records and the

information that the judge freely supplied that evening made

75. Carter, 2B at 1771-73; Simmons, 2A at 764-67.
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it a simple matter for the prosecutor and the FBI to gather

and reconstruct the record of telephone calls and travels

showing actual or potential contacts between the judge and

Borders. From Pride, they would have learned that he had ap-

parently been unaware of any proposals by Borders to solicit

help for him and that, had he known, he would not have ap-

proved them. They also would have learned that Pride's

recollection of the events of the afternoon of October 9

differed from the judge's in details that were later viewed as

significant.76

The indictment was filed on December 29, 1981. Discovery

orders were entered, pre-trial motions were filed, and a first

exchange of discovery was made during January and February.

One of Judge Hastings's pre-trial motions asked the court to

rule that the Constitution required that impeachment by the

House and trial and conviction by the-Senate precede any exer-

cise of discretion by the executive or jurisdiction by the

courts to prosecute a sitting federal judge and to dismiss the

indictment on that ground. The then-Chief Justice had desig-

nated the Honorable Edward Thaxter Gignoux of the District of

Maine to preside. On February 17, 1982, Judge Gignoux denied

the motion to dismiss, but announced that he would stay the

proceedings if Judge Hastings appealed that order. The appeal

76. So anxious was Pride to curry favor that he agreed to se-
cretly record a telephone conversation with the judge.
From that they only learned that the judge was outraged
by the manner in which the government was conducting the
investigation and that the judge was still more concerned
about his friend's problems than his own. House Ex. 128,
3A at 520-32; Resp. Ex. 166, 3B at 3469.
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was filed; the case against Borders was severed; and proceed-

ings in the case against Judge Hastings were stayed pending

disposition of the appea1.77

Borders was tried in March 1982. Before the trial, Judge

Hastings had offered the draft letters he had discussed with

Borders in the October 5th telephone conversation to John

Shorter, Borders's lawyer. The judge also made himself avail-

able to testify at that trial, if called. Shorter declined

the offer. The judge was not called. Borders limited his de-

fense to a parade of character witnesses, mostly former offi-

cials in the Carter campaign or administration.78

The character evidence was impressive and clear. Borders

had maintained a reputation for honesty and integrity of the

highest order among persons in prominent positions who knew

and had worked closely with him. The evidence for this point

is clear, unequivocal, and convincing: -. Borders had ef-

fectively concealed his criminal associations and rainmaking

activities from all his non-criminal friends and associates.

The evidence of Borders's corrupt involvement shown by his

dealings with Rico/Romano was, however, undisputable, and the

circumstantial evidence indicating the judge's participation

went to the jury unrebutted and unexplained. The jury had

little choice but to find Borders guilty, and it did.79

77. House Ex. 148, 3A at 706; Resp. Ex. 157, 3B
at 3000, 3005, 3008, 3151, 3159-60.

78. Comp. St. I 1 25; Duncan, 2B at 1847; Selig,
50; PT: Reid, 2B at 1914-26; PT: Brown, 2B at

79. Supra, note 77; PT: Cunningham, 2B at 1927-3
215, 1 at 935; Rep. at 26, id. at 40.

at 2992, id.

2B at 1848-
1905-12.
4; Stip. No.
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After the court of appeals rejected Judge Hastings's ap-

peal, Judge Gignoux scheduled a status conference for November

4, 1982. He scheduled the trial for January 10, 1983, and

thereafter directed that pre-trial discovery be completed by

December 1, 1982. The materials produced on that date in-

cluded the draft letters the judge had written on October 5.

The government had those drafts tested and learned that both

the paper and the ink had been in use prior to October 1981.80

Throughout, the prosecutors withheld or resisted produc-

ing at trial information that bore directly on the judge's de-

fense. The judge had sought in vain to locate Dredge and had

asked the court to direct the government to produce him for

interview, for deposition, and as a material witness at trial.

The prosecutors resisted these attempts, claiming that his

materiality was not established. The judge also sought, how-

ever, to introduce evidence showing that too frequently

unscrupulous lawyers or others, "rainmakers" as he styled

them, made unfounded claims tat they had the power to fix

cases before a judge in exchange for a bribe. The prosecutors

objected, and Judge Gignoux ruled that such evidence would not

be admitted unless Judge Hastings could produce evidence that

Borders had held himself out as having the power to fix cases

before judges other than Judge Hastings. The prosecutors

never disclosed that Dredge was the witness Judge Hastings

needed.
81

80. Resp. Ex. 165; 3B at
House Ex. 157, 3B at
at 3471-77; Hastings,

81. House Ex. 157, 3B at

3373-75; House Ex. 145, 3A at 693.
3119-22, 3130-31; PT: Stallworth, 3B
2B at 2307.

3119-22, 3130-31; PT: Stallworth, 3B
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The trial took more than two weeks. The prosecutors had

elected to proceed on the theory that the conspiracy began on

or about September 10 and ended with Borders's arrest on Octo-

ber 9. They selected and presented their evidence accord-

ingly. The judge presented his witnesses and evidence. He

took the stand and testified fully. He was examined and

cross-examined over a two-day period. The government produced

witnesses and documents in rebuttal to undermine the judge's

credibility.82

Reid Weingarten marshalled the evidence for the govern-

ment in closing. Event-by-event, inference-by-inference,

statement-by-statement, he argued that the circumstances,

individually or collectively, "overwhelmingly" established

that the judge was a guilty participant and that his

explanations to the contrary were false. Patricia Williams

marshalled the evidence for the accused. - Inconsistency-by-

inconsistency, explanation-by-explanation, she argued that

this was a man of honesty and integrity who had been

manipulated and deceived by a friend and prosecuted by a

government that valued its cash more than truth. In rebuttal,

Weingarten argued explicitly that the judge's testimony on

at 3471-77; Hastings, 2B at 2307. The prosecutors also
submitted the transcript of the conversation between
Pride and the judge which Pride had covertly recorded.
Pride was one of the government's main witnesses, but the
prosecutors suggested that the judge was not entitled to
have the recorded conversation to prepare for cross-
examination. Judge Gignoux apparently agreed. Judge
Hastings did not even learn the conversation had been
recorded until shortly before the hearings before the Im-
peachment Trial Committee.

82. Blocker, 2A at 835.
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every material point was false and that the letters were

fabricated. He argued that this alone was conclusive evidence

of guilt: "Why," he cried, 'would a federal judge tell

untruths in his own trial, unless he was guilty?'83

The jury, the only body that has previously heard the ev-

idence and arguments on both sides, deliberated and returned

its verdict -- not guilty, so say we all. One of the jurors

later summed up the case in a sentence that is as true today

as it was then. The government had "a circumstantial case

that was shaky at best . . . and an investigation that didn't

finish."84 Six years later, the case against the accused re-

mains the same in every material respect. It is the case for

the accused that has been strengthened.

B. Borders Learned About the Romance and Their Case
Through Beeline and Dredge.

There has always been one troubling question that the

judge's explanations could not fully address because he did

not know the answer: 'How did Borders learn about the Romanos

and obtain information about their case?" At the trial, the

judge could only point to the ease with which information

could be obtained from the courthouse and his chambers and the

notoriety and interest the Romano case had generated locally

and, among criminal defense lawyers, nationally. He could not

respond further. In the course of the subsequent investiga-

83. Resp. Ex. 165, 3B at 3276-77, 3280-81, 3282-83, 3284-86,
3292-93, 3295-97, 3300-04, 3305-09, 3312-19; id. at 3332-
3441 passim; id. at 3448-51, 3456-58, 3459-60, 3461-63;
Resp. Ex. 165, 3B at 3320.

84. S. Erg. 101-3 at 40 (Jan. 26, 1989) (transcript of re-
marks by Deborah McMullen from video tape played for Sen-
ate Committee on Rules and Administration).
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tions, the government disclosed the information from which the

answer might have been discovered. The necessary inquiries

were not pursued, and now it is too late. It is still possi-

ble, however, to reconstruct plausible theories that corrobo-

rate the judge's innocence. One such theory merits emphasis

here.

By all accounts, Joseph Nesline was a major underworld

figure in Washington, D.C., with connections to organized

crime in Florida and elsewhere. According to the FBI, he had

significant connections in the Genovese organized-crime fam-

ily. Nesline knew Borders and undoubtedly became involved in

his corrupt schemes. Apparently, Nesline believed Borders's

claims that he could fix cases before Judge Hastings and other

judges. According to Dredge, Nesline introduced Trafficante

and Dredge to Borders.85

By all accounts, Nesline would have had sources through

which he could have gained easy access to information about

the Romanos and their case -- either directly or indirectly.

Dredge, in all probability, was brought into the relationship

after Nesline suggested that Borders might be able to help

Dredge with the problem created by his indictment. It is also

clear that Dredge had the ability to obtain accurate informa-

tion concerning criminal figures in South Florida and their

activities. But Nesline had not seen Dredge in years, and

Borders had never met him before Nesline introduced the two

men. In all likelihood, Nesline learned that the Romanos had

85. Comp. St. I, i 28.
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a case before Judge Hastings, informed Borders that they were

potential customers, and established the initial lines of com-

munication through which he could be kept informed of develop-

ments in their case.86

On any fair assessment of the evidence, Dredge did not

meet Borders until late April or early May 1981, as he testi-

fied before the judicial investigating committee. There is no

evidence of communication between Dredge and Borders in the

available records prior to May 5, 1981. Indeed, the first in-

dicated contact between Nesline and Borders did not occur un-

til April 9. After May 5, regular communication between Bor-

ders and Dredge is reflected in the available telephone

records. Prior to May, Dredge flew into Baltimore-Washington

International Airport. After May, he flew to Washington Na-

tional Airport. Dredge's original testimony that he probably

first met Borders between the date of his- indictment, April

29, and the date of his arrest May 5, is indirectly corrobo-

rated by other testimony.87

It is also clear that from the outset of their relation,

Dredge was seeking a way to 'fix° his drug case in Baltimore

so that he could avoid prison. Dredge admitted as much.

Moreover, on May 14, 1981, Dredge made his first attempt.

Nesline introduced Dredge to Kenneth Robinson, an experienced

criminal defense lawyer in Washington. Dredge offered Robin-

son $100,000 to 'guarantee" the case. As Robinson understood

86. Comp. St. I, 28, 35, 36.
87. Comp. St. I, 32, 37; House Ex. 12, 3A at 197; id. 17,

3A at 225.
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Dredge's offer, Dredge wanted him to pay-off a judge, the

prosecutor, the cops, a juror, someone in the clerk's office,

anyone who could guarantee the outcome. Robinson refused to

become involved in such a scheme.88

Dredge's unrehearsed account to the judicial investigat-

ing committee was consistent on several points. He claimed

that Borders did not tell him what Borders proposed to do for

the Romanos until their third or fourth meeting or conversa-

tion. According to Dredge, only then did Borders say he was

offering the kind of assistance that all "rainmakers' offer --

to 'fix' the case. Dredge claimed he thought from the outset

that Borders was just a 'rainmaker,' a lawyer 'blowing smoke"

and, in fact, had no influence over Judge Hastings or any

other judge."

Dredge claimed that there was one and only one event that

caused him to change his view. According-to Dredge, on the

day before a date on which the Romanos were scheduled to be

sentenced, Borders told Dredge that the judge would sua sponte

and without request from anyone grant the Romanos a continu-

ance as a show of Borders's authority and to give the Romanos

more time to agree to come up with the money. According to

Dredge, the day after the event, Borders claimed the judge had

granted a sua sponte continuance."

88. The reasons why Robinson recalled the conversation so
clearly eight years after the fact bears directly on the
issues in this case. See Robinson, 2B at 1834 -45.

89. Resp. Ex. 2, 38 at 2020-23, 2025-26; Dep. W. Dredge, 3B
at 2214-15.

90. Dredge, 3B at 2028-29, 2033.
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By Dredge's own account, at least four conversations or

meetings spanning a period of two months intervened between

the first meeting with Borders and Borders's promise that the

judge would grant a sua sponte continuance. On that basis, if

the statement was made at all, the only date on which Borders

could have told Dredge that the judge was going to grant a sua

sponte continuance was on July 7, 1981. The judge did not

grant a continuance; he sent the Romanos to jail. This Dredge

would have promptly discovered. That event alone, if it

occurred, would have confirmed what Dredge apparently believed

from the outset that Borders did not even have the power to

"fix" a continuance in Judge Hastings's courtroom.91

By his own account, Dredge remained in contact with Bor-

ders in order to maintain Borders's belief that the Romanos

still were interested in a deal so that Dredge in turn could

use this information to cut a deal in his -case with the gov-

ernment. In this view, either he or Borders would have con-

tinued to use the channels of communication established by

Nesline or Dredge to keep themselves informed about devel-

opments in the case. Direct or indirect inquiries to the Ro-

manos or their associates would surely have revealed the

opinion of their lawyer, Mr. Sennett that the judge was likely

to vacate a substantial part of the forfeiture after he read

the new court of appeals decision. The fact that Miller's

term as clerk expired in September could have been easily

discovered.92

91. Camp. St. II, B. 1 33; II B. 35, 1 37.
92. Resp. Ex. 2, 3B at 2026, 2140; Comp. St. II.B. 1 38;
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After July 20, Dredge, had an additional source -- the

FBI. The evidence here is troubling. The FBI contacted James

Deichert, the prosecutor in Romano, told him about the case,

and asked him to report on any information he obtained from

Jeffrey Miller, the judge's clerk. Deichert called Miller in

August and learned that Miller was preparing an order that

might merit publication. Notwithstanding his after-the-fact

account, Deichert has testified that in his view Martino com-

pelled the judge to return a substantial amount of the prop-

erty. Deichert must have known that the fact that the judge

had not issued a "brief order" shortly after the July 8 hear-

ing and the fact that Miller was preparing an order so sub-

stantial it might merit publication meant the issue was being

revisited and that it was possible, perhaps probable, that the

portion of the Romano judgment adjudicating the $846,000 cash

forfeit would be vacated. After the court issued its decision

in Peacock on August 27, he must have known such a decision by

the judge was probable, if not certain, notwithstanding any

views the judge expressed on July 8. Deichert would have also

known that Miller was scheduled to finish his clerkship by the

end of September. Deichert would have reported these develop-

ments to Agent Murphy, and it is certainly plausible, and per-

haps probable that Dredge was briefed or that this information

was discussed in his presence.93

Hastings, 2B at 2274; Miller, 2A at 625.
93. Deichert, 2A at 53, 52; Miller, id. at 633-34, 661, 662,

663, 647, 608.
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By his own account, Dredge was an excellent "con-artist,'

well able to tell his customers what they wanted to hear in

order to make a deal, and no one who has studied the record or

seen the man can doubt that he is a practiced liar. By his

own account, he was stringing Borders along so that he could

make the best deal possible for himself with the government.

The deal he initially made was good, but its full value de-

pended in significant measure upon how Agent Murphy and his

cohorts viewed the value of Dredge's cooperation in Operation

Apple Eye.94

There is distressing evidence of Dredge's on-going and

covert role during that operation in the records that remain.

The evidence is as fragmented and fragmentary as that upon

which the House relies, but the data that remain can be mar-

shalled to support an account as plausible as that concocted

by the Rouse and an account that should have been considered

and investigated far earlier.95

The telephone records contain evidence that Dredge made

calls to Borders in the days preceding September 10. More-

over, by that time, Dredge and Borders had established a sys-

tem of pay phone contacts through which they could communicate

without risk of detection. It seems likely that the contacts

shown in the available records are no more than the tip of the

iceberg. Dredge acknowledged that he used conversations such

as these to persuade Borders that a deal with the Romanos was

94. Dredge, 2A at 160, 161, 162, 163, House Ex. 23, 3A at
237-38.

95. Resp. Ex. 3, 3B at 2153-54.
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just around the corner. It is almost certain that he and Bor-

ders would have °negotiated" the details of a deal that would

be 'acceptable' to the Romanos and that Dredge would have

shared such information as he had gathered or been _supplied

about the Romanos and the case if only to satisfy Borders that

Dredge was indeed dealing with the Romanos.96

It seems certain that Dredge was in fact acting as a

'broker' throughout -- a broker for two 'undisclosed princi-

pals,' the FBI and himself. It is certainly plausible and

perhaps probable that Dredge used the information available to

construct and broker a deal that would satisfy both sides --

Borders and the FBI. The evidence of on-going contacts

through October 7 contains strong indications that he contin-

ued to keep each, side supplied with the information necessary

to assure the deal went smoothly.97

It does not take a linguist- to recognize that the

recorded conversation between Rico/Romano and Borders on

September 12 was a conversation between two men, each of whom

had been so clearly briefed on the other's position that cryp-

tic remarks were sufficient to confirm the details of a deal

that had been well-brokered in advance. The fact that Borders

suggested that Dredge be used as an escrow agent confirms that

Dredge had convinced Borders of his role. The fact that Bor-

ders asked and Dredge agreed that the two would meet immedi-

ately after that first meeting with Rico/Romano emphasizes the

point and makes it clear that Dredge would have been fully

96. Id., 3B at 2155-64, Dredge, 2A at 97.
97. Resp. Ex. 3, 3B at 2167; Dredge, 2A at 95.
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briefed on the agreement, including Borders's promise that he

would have the judge appear for dinner at the Fontainebleau on

Wednesday, September 16.98

On Wednesday, September 16, Dredge placed a call to Cae-

sar's Palace in Las Vegas, where Borders was attending the

Leonard-Hearns fight. The most plausible purpose of this call

was that Dredge and Borders needed to set a time and make ar-

rangements for a pay phone contact so that Dredge could con-

firm that the judge had in fact responded to Borders's manipu-

lative invitation and appeared as promised.99

There are other corroborative indications in the record,

only two of which need be noted here. In their recorded con-

versation on September 19, Borders assured Rico/Romano that

the order would be out by September 29. Among the reasons he

gave for insisting that the balance of the bribe be paid

promptly thereafter was the fact that 'the- others guys (sic)

got to be having twenty.' Unless other persons whose

identities have not been disclosed were involved in this

incompetent operation, the 'other guy' can only have been

Dredge.
100

The final recorded reference corroborating Dredge's on-

going role came in the conversation between Rico/Romano that

occurred at 4:22 p.m. on October 5 (fifty minutes before the

judge's call concerning the letters he had drafted for Pride).

In that call Borders assured Rico/Romano that the matter had

at 308; Dredge, 2A at 95.98. House Ex. 38B, 3A
99. Rep. at 67; House Ex. 10, 3A at 166.
100. House Ex. 43B, 3A at 325, 328.

r
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"been taken care of" and "your friend should tell you

something.° In context and on the basis of the available

data, the reference to "your friend' can only be construed as

a reference to Dredge and as confirmation that it was Dredge

from whom Borders had received his information and from whom

he assumed that Rico/Romano would be receiving similar re-

ports. l01

That summative account is fully consistent with the data

that remain. It is in some measure confirmed by the fact that

Nesline later reported on two occasions -- once to Kenneth

Robinson, a lawyer, and once to Kendall Shull, an undercover

FBI agent -- that the judge was innocent and that Borders was

simply running a scam on his friend. It can now never be fur-

ther confirmed because Nesline has become incompetent and the

Romanos are dead. That, however, is the fault of those who

declined to pursue the investigation- when that was possible.

Given those failures, fairness to Judge Hastings requires, at

a minimum, that any plausible account consistent with his in-

nocence be assigned a presumption of correctness. The evi-

dence makes it clear that this is one of several plausible hy-

potheses consistent with the judge's innocence that the

House's evidence fails to rebut.102

The evidence presented by the House is not enough.

Standing alone, as it did at Borders's trial and in the pro-

ceedings in the judiciary and the House, the evidence can be

marshalled to establish a circumstantial case of sorts. The

101. House Ex. 53B, 3A at 360, 361.
102. Robinson, 2B at 1837; Shull, 2B at 1822.
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evidence here does not stand alone. As he did in 1983, the

judge has confronted the evidence. The testimony and other

evidence he provided supports an account that is thoroughly

plausible and wholly consistent with his claim of innocence.

What is left is, at most, mere suspicion about the judge sup-

plemented by doubt about his accusers. That should never be

enough.

II. SOME DETAILED ANALYSES OF THE HOUSE'S
ARGUMENTS CONCERNING ARTICLE I: RECONSTRUCTING

REALITY TO FIT A PATTERN

The House managers now rest their case on three main

points -- the 'pattern' established by the 'contacts" between

the judge and Borders and Borders and Dredge; three alleged

'shows of proof' that Borders offered; and four "examples of

complicity' on the judge's part. We address each in turn.

We analyze first the evidence concerning each of the

claimed 'contacts' between the judge and Borders and the

House's further claim that it should be viewed in juxtaposi-

tion with an event in the Romano case or in Operation Apple

Eye. We then analyze the evidence concerning Dredge's con-

tacts with Borders and its bearing upon two points -- the

'pattern' the house has attempted to impose on the contacts

between the judge and Borders and the House's claim that the

continuance on May 11 should be viewed as a 'show of proof."

We briefly address the House's arguments concerning the other

two alleged shows of proof -- the dinner at the Fontainebleau

and the issuance of the Romano order. We conclude with an

analysis of the House's four "examples of complicity."
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The Nineteen Contacts Identified by the House

The managers identified nineteen actual or speculative

contacts between the judge and Borders which they claim can be

juxtaposed with events in the Romano case to establish a

"pattern" that overwhelmingly demonstrates guilt. What they

portray as a pattern as solid as a -block of Vermont cheddar

cheese is, upon examination, far more like an ill-formed lump

of ersatz Swiss. The holes in the pattern and the evidence

they urge as support for their speculative claims may be read-

ily identified and demonstrated.

1. February 20: The Three-Minute Call. The House

reports:

On February 20, 1981, the day .of the Romanos'
forfeiture hearing, Judge Hastings called Borders
early  the morning. The call lasted three min-
utes.103

The House may safely claim that the evidence shows that

Judge Hastings called Borders and spoke with him for three

minutes or less on February 20, 1981. The judge's long-dis-

tance telephone records reflect the call, and he recalled and

confirmed it. The evidence also shows that the judge and Bor-

ders attended the NBA/Judicial Council Meeting in Miami Beach

which began six days later. This evidence corroborates the

judge's direct testimony concerning that conversation. The

managers' claim is speculative at best: Pre hoc; ergo propter

hoc. The other purported contacts involve speculations that

are either unsupported by or in conflict with the evidence.

103. House Mem. at 39.
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2. April 9: A Message Slip and a Pay Phone Call.

The House reports:

On April 9, 1981, the day after the last memo-
randa relating to the forfeiture issue were filed,
Judge Hastings called Borders' office. He left a
message for Borders to call and said he would be "at
his office between 12 and 1." At 12:15 p.m. a call
was placed from a pay phone in the corridor of the
third floor of the federal courthouse in Miami, (125
feet from Judge Hastings' chambers) to a pay phone
in the lobby of the federal courthouse in Washing-
ton, D.C. The call lasted one minute or less and
was charged to Judge Hastings' residence. . . .

The message logs from Borders's office reflect that Pride

tried to call Borders twice on April 9. Without the records

from Pride's telephone, it is no longer possible to determine

whether this was also a day on which Pride called Judge Hast-

ings. Dr. Andrew Chisolm recalled that. Borders had been ask-

ing prominent associates to establish pay-phone-to-pay-phone

contact for ordinary political conversations as early as the

mid-1970's. That was one of the man's eccentricities.105

From the evidence, the judge assumes he made the call.

He does not independently recall it eight years after the

fact. He does not recall (a) whether the call was made to

Borders, or (b) if so, whether he reached Borders, or (c) if

so, whether they devoted their one minute or less to dis-

cussing some concern that Pride had raised or some other

104. House Mem. at 39-40. The House's report of alleged con-
tacts between Dredge and Borders that are not documented
in the available records are addressed above and below.
The present section focuses upon the claimed "contacts"
between the judge and Borders and their juxtaposition
with events in the Romano case. Only those post-May 1
contacts between Borders and Dredge which are documented
and corroborated are reported here. The other reported
contacts are addressed elsewhere.

105. See also PT: Stewart, 2B at 1962-63.
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topic. If the pay phone call was to Borders and if the two

men spoke, the most plausible speculation consistent with the

data is that they spoke about some concern Pride had raised.

The speculative juxtaposition advanced by the House con-

flicts with the evidence. Judge Hastings was a busy judge on

a busy court. He delegated considerable and perhaps, at that

stage of his career, too much responsibility to his clerks.

The evidence is clear that the judge never saw or reviewed

memoranda submitted by parties to a case until the issues were

ripe for decision or immediately prior to the hearing to which

they were relevant. Pleadings and memoranda were routed di-

rectly to the clerk responsible for the case and were not sub-

mitted until the clerk had reviewed them_and was prepared to

advise the judge on how the issues should be resolved.106

In the normal course, Miller might have been the only

person in the judge's chambers who would have been aware that

the final memoranda on the forfeiture issue had been submitted

on April 8. In the ordinary course, the judge would not have

been aware of the memoranda for some weeks, perhaps not until

shortly before May 4, the day he reviewed the matter and

signed the original forfeiture orders. Any departures from

this practice would likely have been noticed. The existence

of this routine practice in the judge's chambers establishes

to a high degree of probability that Judge Hastings had no

idea that a memorandum had been filed on April 8.

106. Comp. St. II, 1 34.
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The House asks the Senate to speculate against the proba-

bilities. Speculate that the judge knew the memorandum had

been filed, notwithstanding the presence of evidence to the

contrary and the absence of any in support. Speculate (i)

that Borders was at the courthouse in Washington and (ii) that

he called the judge to set up a pay phone conversation some-

time between 12 noon and 12:15 p.m., even though there is no

evidence to support either prong of the speculation. Spec-

ulate further (i) that the judge was returning this call at

12:15 p.m., (ii) that the indication of a call lasting some-

thing between 1 second and 60 seconds means he and Borders

talked; and (iii) that what they talked about for 60 seconds

or less was the Romano case. Set these speculations against

the direct testimony of a man who had earned a reputation for

honesty and integrity of the highest order. Swiss cheese with

so many holes its hard to detect the cheese -- that is what

the House case is here and throughout.

3. April 23: Three Message Slips and Another Memo-

rable Event. The House reports:

Judge Hastings called Borders three times
within a few days of April 23, 1981, the date the
parties were advised the Romanos' sentencing was
scheduled for May 11, 1981.107

There are three message slips that indicate that Judge

Hastings called Borders's office during the week after he had

mailed his April 21st proposal for an NBA/Judicial Council

fund-raising dinner -- one each on April 27, 28, and 30.

These message slips establish conclusively that the judge did

107. House Mem. at 40.
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not talk to Borders on these occasions. The House produced no

evidence that Borders returned these calls. The records for

Borders's (and for Pride's) phones for this period were not

gathered and have since been destroyed. 108 It is the absence

of these records that makes it possible for the House to

invite Senators to speculate about the purpose of these calls

and the existence of conversations not shown in the records.

The burden of proof is on the House, however, and for that

reason the invitation to speculate is improper.

The record is also barren of any evidence that Judge

Hastings knew or would have known (i) that the sentencing had

been scheduled for May 11 or (ii) that Miller had made a call

on April 23 so advising the parties. Marilyn Carter was the

courtroom deputy who assisted the judge in managing his court

calendar, and she and the law clerks handled matters such as

confirming dates with counsel for the parties. How this mun-

dane matter was handled on April 23, 1981, is something no

memory could recall eight years after the fact. The proposi-

tion advanced by the House can only be reached by specula-

tions. These are speculative propositions of the kind which

the House claims establish the solid foundation that is neces-

sary for the further inferences it would require the Senate to

accept in order to establish guilt. Speculation piled upon

speculation; inference piled upon inference: This is the

House's case.

108. Comp. St. II, 1 13, 14; App. B at 8-9.
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4-6. May 4-11: Two Message Slips and Four Calls of

a Minute or Less. The House reports:

On May 4, 1981, the day Judge
his order compelling the forfeiture
Romano property, he called Borders
recess and left an "urgent" message

awaitingBorders' call between

Hastings entered
of $1,162,016 of
during a morning
that he would be
12:00 and 1:00

Judge Hastings called Borders four times be-
tween May 5 and the scheduled time of the Romanos'
sentencing on May 11, 1981: once after midnight on
May 6 from Madison, New Jersey; once on May 7 at
4:30 p.m. when Judge Hastings left a message for
Borders to call him at 7:00 a.m. the next morning;
and twice before 7:00 a.m. on May 11. Two of the
calls (on May 7 and May 11) were to the home of Bor-
ders' girlfriend.

110
On May 11, Judge Hastings post-

poned sentencing.

The evidence does not show any contact between the judge

and Borders during this period. The two_message slips (May 4

and 7) demonstrate that the judge did not speak with Borders

in those calls. The very frequency of the four calls that

lasted one minute or less suggest that he was, in fact, unable

to reach Borders during this period. That is in some measure

confirmed by the calls on May 11: The first to Borders's resi-

dence was followed a minute later by a call to the home of

Borders's friend.111

These dates span the period when the judge's April 21st

proposal was under consideration and are during the week after

the weekend when it was apparently to be reviewed and

discussed by the NBA leaders in Los Angeles. The managers ask

Senators to juxtapose these message slips and calls with

109. House Mem. at 40.
110. House Mem. at 40.
111. Comp. St. II, 1 13.
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events in the Romano case (and events reconstructed by Dredge)

and to speculate about communications not shown by these

records and, based upon these speculations, to speculate

further that a corrupt plot was afoot. This is no more than

an attempt to arrange the fragmented and fragmentary pieces of

the puzzle that remain in a way that invites unsupported

speculation that once there was a dragon of corruption to be

seen. "Puff the Magic Dragon" had more substance.

5. May 5: Speculating in the Absence of Evidence.

The House reports:

The next day, May 5, 1981, Borders flew to Mi-
ami, arriving at 3:58 p.m. He was scheduled to de-
part at 6:50 p.m. The same day, Judge Hastings was
scheduled to depart Miami at 6:55 p.m. Both were
departing from the Eastern Airlines terminal of the
Miami airport.112

The judge flew to Newark, New Jersey for a speaking

engagement on a flight scheduled to depart at 6:55 p.m. Bor-

ders flew to Miami that day apparently to meet Dredge. His

flight arrived at 3:58 p.m. The records necessary to deter-

mine when Borders actually returned to Washington have been

lost. The managers have produced through the unexamined prior

testimony of an airline records specialist reporting that an

undecipherable record showed that Borders had made a reserva-

tion to fly to Washington on a flight scheduled to leave Miami

at 6:50 p.m. Both flights were scheduled to depart from the

Eastern Airlines Terminal. The record does not reveal, how-

ever, to which gates within that large terminal each of the

flights was assigned. The record does not reflect when Bor-

112. House Mem. at 40.
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dens was able to complete his business with Dredge and return

to the airport in time to catch a 6:50 flight. They do not

reflect that he did.113

The judge has testified that he did not see or talk with

Borders at the airport. The flurry of attempts by the judge

to reach Borders late that night would seem to confirm that

view. Even the story Dredge concocted for the Senate does not

suggest why Borders and the judge would have wanted to meet on

this occasion if there had been a plot afoot.

The House invites the Senators to speculate against the

evidence and against the judge's direct testimony as corrobo-

rated by circumstances. In its view, Senators may safely

speculate that Borders was able to travel from the airport,

complete his business, and return to the airport within the

less than three-hour interval between his arrival and the

scheduled departure of the flight on which the reservations

specialist reported that he had a ticket. Speculate further:

He did so and his purpose was to meet with the judge. Specu-

late further: He found the judge and they talked. Accept

these speculations as establishing one of the claimed contacts

so that we may speculate further about the °pattern° those

contacts establish and its meaning.

113. Comp. St. II, 1 26.
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7. May 31 (29]: Two More Calls of a Minute or

Less. The House reports:

On May 31, 1981, Borders called Judge Hastings
twice: at 7:53 a.m. and 8:27 a.m. The day before,
William Dredge had been in Washington, D.C. The day
after the calls, the Romanos' sentencing was
rescheduled for July 8, 1981.114

Borders called the judge twice on the morning of May 29

(not 31). If they talked, it was about the President's

attempt to remove Borders or about Pride's victory in the

South Carolina Supreme Court. 115 The House asks here to

juxtapose these calls with a non-event in the Romano case as a

basis for further suspicion and speculation.

The judge directed Sonnett and Romano to agree upon a

date for the final hearing that accommodated Deichert's plans.

They did and so advised the clerk in the judge's chambers.

The ministerial task of putting it on the calendar and mailing

notices to counsel is not a matter likely to involve the judge

or of which he would have been aware. There is no evidence

that there was. Further still, had the judge involved himself

in the kinds of routine details such as this (or the re-rout-

ing of memoranda such as the House assumes in its use of April

9 as a date), the departures from ordinary chambers practice

would have been noted and recalled. They were not. Insofar

as the record reflects, the Romano case and Romano file were

handled normally throughout.116

114. House Mem. at 40-41.
115. Comp. St. II, ¶¶ 10, 23, 24.
116. Comp. St. II, 11 20, 27;
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This assertion is a graphic illustration of the danger of

after-the-fact reconstruction. Compare every contact in the

telephone records with every entry in the Romano docket. If

the call preceded or followed the date of the entry, assume

the two are related. Speculate about the relation. Juxtapose

the events in a manner that suggests the speculation. Claim

the speculation has been "overwhelmingly" proved. Use it as

established fact in argument. Claim that the established

facts can be marshalled to show a "pattern' as a proven fact.

Argue that the proven pattern "overwhelmingly" establishes

guilt. This is how stories can be concocted based upon

fragmentary data. This is procedure for novel-writing, not

impeachment trials.

8-10. July 5 - September 10: On Juxtaposing

Events. The House reports:

Judge Hastings sentenced the Romanos on July 8,
1981. On July 5, 7 and 9, Judge Hastings called
Borders. The July 5 and 7 calls each lasted less
than one minute. On July 9, Judge Hastings left a
message for Borders. Between July 7 and 9, Dredge
was in Washington, D.C. and overheard conversations
about a bribery deal involving Santo Trafficante.
The following weekend Borders met Judge Hastings in
Miami.

During late August and early September, 1981,
William Dredge told Borders that the Romanos might
be interested in a deal. On August 31, 1981, at
5:42 p.m., Dredge called Borders. On September 1,
1981, at 11:36 a.m., Borders called Judge Hastings.

On September 10,
and Borders arranged
Romano," there was a
and Judge Hastings.
and after Dredge
meeting.117

1981, the same day that Dredge
the first meeting with "Frank
series of calls between Borders
The calls occurred both before
and Borders arranged the

117. House Mem. at 41. 
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The calls and meetings between Borders and the judge that

occurred and the obvious explanations are to be found in the

ABA Standing Committee meetings in Washington, the NBA annual

meeting in Detroit, and Pride's attempt to apologize to the

South Carolina Chief Justice are independently established as

beyond dispute. Each of these events and their related

activities would have justified and probably required

communication between the judge and Borders. The telephone

calls and meetings that did occur are consistent with the pat-

tern of calls and events that would have been expected. In-

deed, the absence of contacts in this period might provide

better grounds for suspicion. 118 The attempt to juxtapose the

calls and meetings with the calls and meetings between Borders

and Dredge is outrageous.

By his own account, Dredge was stringing Borders along,

reporting that he was in regular contact with the Romanos and

pushing them toward agreeing to a deal. 119 The attempt to

juxtapose a corrupt Dredge's activities and communications

with a corrupt Borders and to juxtapose them with normal and

expected contacts between Borders and the judge in order to

incite suspicion is improper. At best, the juxtaposition

invites speculation that is uncorroborated. It is speculation

that conflicts with the judge's direct testimony, which is

corroborated. At worst, it is simply an attempt to prove

guilt by association.

118. Comp. St. II, ¶1 31, 39, 40, 44, 52, 53, 56.
119. Comp. St. II, 11 45, 47, 55.
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In the House's view the facts that Judge Hastings associ-

ated with Borders and that Borders was guilty is enough to es-

tablish the judge was guilty. That is the argument that un-

derlies much of the House's case. It is through fallacious

assumptions such as those that they seek to shift the burden

of proof to the judge. That is not proper.

11-12. September 11 and 12: Logical Inconsisten-

cies. The House reports:

On September 11, 1981, the day before Borders
was to meet Rico for the first time, Judge Hastings
called Borders twice to tell him his flight was de-
layed. There was an hour and 15 minute period dur-
ing which Judge Hastings and Borders could have met
at National because Borders had delayed his flight
to Miami.

On September 12, 1981, after meeting for the
first time with Rico and setting up the bribery
deal, Borders went to great lengths to return to
Washington, D.C. and arrived at Judge Hastings '
Sheraton Hotel room sometime after 10:00 p.m.120

- The meeting on September 11 did not occur, and the

House's repeated claims that it did conflict with the evidence

and with logic and common sense. The evidence:

First, the judge testified that he did not meet
Borders at the airport and did not know Borders's
flight plans. He accounted for the time it took him
to get to the hotel. The account was corroborated
in significant measure by Shirley Ross, his date
that evening.121

Second, the FBI observed Borders at the airport
and saw him board his plane. They did not observe a
meeting.122

120. House Mem. at 41.
121. Comp. St. II, 1 56.
122. Comp. St. II, 1 58.
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Third, Borders was a practiced user of pay
phones and employed them regularly for innocent as
well as suspicious contacts. He knew how to arrange
pay phone to pay phone communications.123

Fourth, Borders had planned to spend the week-
end at a large family reunion. His prominence was
such that his presence or absence uld be noticed
and a premature departure recalled.124

Fifth, Judge Hastings had observed Tom and
Frank Romano closely and knew their backgrounds
well. There were pictures of both in the file in
his chambers. He had reason to believe they were in
California. He could have described Romano and
briefed Borders well if the two had met Wore Bor-
ders and Rico/Romano met on September 12.125

Sixth, the judge planned a party with McCrary
in their hotel suite for the evening of September
12. McCrary and four strangers assembled with the
judge. This is not the conduct of a conspirator who
expects to have a covert meeting to receive a
progress report from his co-conspirator.126

Seventh, in his meeting with Rico/Romano on
September 12, Borders made no inquiries about mat-
ters that the judge would have known. He gave no
indication that he had any information about the Ro-
manos beyond what Dredge could have supplied.127

The logic and common sense:

First, if Borders and the judge had met on
September 11th, there would have been no reason for
Borders's sudden departure from the family reunion.
He would have gone to a 7-11 store or a filling sta-
tion and called the judge from a pay phone: A sim-
ple, 'The Fontainebleau, main dining room, be there
at 8:00 p.m.," would have sufficed.

Second, if Borders and the judge had met and if
Borders had promised to return the following
evening, the two men would have agreed to meet pri-
vately. The judge would not have arranged or par-
ticipated in a party with a friend and three
strangers at the time and place where he expected
Borders to arrive.

123. Comp. St. I 1 26, a point confirmed by Dredge.
124. Comp. St. II, 11 54, 61.
125. E.g., House Ex. 156,,, 3A at 1231.
126. Comp. St. II, 1 62.
127. Comp. St. II, 1 60; House Ex. 38A, 38B, 3A at 307-318.
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Third, if the judge had been a participant and
if Borders had reported Dredge's call on September
10, the judge would have brought pictures of Tom and
Frank Romano to show to Borders. If he had not
brought the picture to Washington, he would have de-
scribed them in sufficient detail to provoke in-
quiries by Borders and would have examined Borders
in some detail on these points thereafter.

Fourth, if the judge had been a participant in
Borders's corrupt scheme and if he had met with Bor-
ders on September 11 and if Borders had returned on
September 12 to discuss his meeting with
Rico/Romano, the conspiracy would have promptly
ended and there would have been no dinner at the
Fontainebleau.

The conclusion:

First, the judge did not meet with Borders at
the airport on September 11.

Second, the judge did not expect Borders and
was surprised when he appeared at the Sheraton on
September 12.

Third, the judge was not a participant in and
was unaware of Borders's corrupt scheme.

Those are the conclusions compelled by analysis of the

events that occurred on September 11 and 12. These are the

kinds of "key° propositions upon which the House relies as

supporting its claim that the 'evidence' provides

"overwhelming" evidence to the contrary. The evidence is

overwhelming in volume, but at this late stage it can as eas-

ily be marshalled to provide °overwhelming," at least in the

sense the house uses that word, evidence of innocence.
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13. September 20 or 21: The Judge's Report of a

Telephone Call. The House reports:

On September 20 or 21, 1981, Borders called
Judge Hastings, one or two days after the up front
payment on the bribe of $25,000 was paid to Borders
by Rico on September 19th.128

It was the judge who recalled this conversation, and he said

he asked about Borders's failure to appear and they talked

about Pride.129

The obvious question is why would the judge have iden-

tified a call that was not reflected in the records and fixed

the date of that call as being two days after the payoff, if

he had been a participant or if he was willing to give false

testimony. Had the judge lied and said there was a call from

Borders on September 18, it would have explained how Borders

knew the judge had gone to the Fontainebleau and eliminated

one of the managers' arguments. Of course, if the judge had

testified to a call on September 18, the managers would have

juxtaposed it with the dinner on September 16 and claimed it

as further °overwhelming' evidence of guilt. The point in the

first instance is that there is no date during this period on

which the judge could have spoken with Borders that the House

could not have juxtaposed with an event in Borders's corrupt

scheme to cast doubt on the judge. The point, in the second

instance, is that this is a man so painfully honest that he

speaks the truth even when it provides evidence that can be

manipulated against him.

128. House Mem. at 42.
129. Comp. St. II, T 70.
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14-15. October 2 and 4: Borders Did Not Contact

the Judge. The House reports:

On October 2, 1981, after telling Rico that he
would check on the promised order vacating the for-
feiture order, Borders called Judge Hastings' cham-
bers and asked to speak with the judge.

On Sunday, October 4, 1981, the day Borders
told Rico that he had not been able to reach anyone
about the order, Borders called Judge Hastings' res -
idence and left a message for the judge to call.130

Three points bear emphasis. First, there is no evidence

of contact between the judge and Borders on those dates or on

any date after September 21 and prior to 5:12 p.m. on October

5. Second, the House invites the Senate to speculate against

the evidence about contacts its managers wish had taken place

and to assume that these speculations should be accepted as

facts proven. Third, the House misstates the evidence in a

potentially significant way.

The call on October 2 was made -by Cynthia Rogers, a re-

ceptionist who worked for James Cobb, another former president

of the NBA and a friend of the judge, and Dudley Williams, an-

other lawyer in the office who knew the judge, as well as Bor-

ders. The call was made one hour and forty minutes after

Rico/Romano's earlier call to Borders. Rogers does not say in

her call to the judge's chambers that she is calling for Bor-

ders. The judge in any event was not there. There was no

contact between Borders and the judge.131

There is no further indication in the available telephone

records of contacts or possible contacts between the judge and

130. House Mem. at 42.
131. Comp. St. II, 1 73.
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Borders. The only basis upon which the House or the prosecu-

tion knew Borders had tried to reach the judge on Sunday, Oc-

tober 4, came from the judge himself. It was the judge who

disclosed that his mother had said to him that Borders called

and left a message concerning Pride while the judge was at the

Sonesta Beach Hotel on Key Biscayne attending a meeting of the

Florida NBA.132

The House invites the Senate to infer, reasonably, that

Borders wanted to talk to the judge, at least on October 4.

The House invites the Senate to speculate, against the evi-

dence, that what Borders wanted to talk to the judge about was

the Romano order as opposed to Pride or the dinner-cruise or

other matters. The House invites the Senate to combine this

speculation and speculate further that the two did talk prior

to 4:12 p.m. on October 5, in the face of the fact that the

FBI's timely and supposedly thorough 1981- investigation re-

vealed no evidence of any communication between the two.

These speculations assume the judge's guilt and ask the Senate

to treat the assumption as evidence. There is in any event a

further flaw in the House's logic discussed in the section

that follows.

16. October 5: The Instruction to Miller and the

5:12 p.m. Call Concerning the Letters for Pride.

On October 5, 1981, Judge Hastings told his law
clerk to get the Romano order out that day. At 5:12
p.m. the same day, Judge Hastings called Borders and
had the coded conversation.133

132. Id.
133. House Mem. at 42.
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The House's juxtaposition conflicts with the evidence.

At 4:22 p.m., Borders assured Rico/Romano that the matter had

'been taken care of' and "your friend should tell you

something.' There is no evidence of any contact between

Borders and the judge, between September 22 and that 4:22 p.m.

call, 134 and the obvious and plausible inferences are that

Borders had another source or that he knew that the judge

would be leaving Miami on October 7 or 8 and was hoping the

order would be out by then. That point has been made.

There is a further point that has not been made. If Bor-

ders and the judge had spoken at any time prior to 4:22 p.m.,

as the managers speculate above, and if the judge were a par-

ticipant in Borders's corrupt scheme, there would have been no

need for a 'coded conversation' at 5:12 p.m. The judge would

have known that the deal was still on the tracks. Again the

House's proposed speculations conflict with each other and

cannot be reconciled with any of its theories of how the evi-

dence establishes guilt.

17-18. October 8 and 9: Admitted Reality Recon-

structed to Cast Suspicion. The House reports:

On October 8, 1981, Judge Hastings called Bor-
ders and arranged to stay at the same hotel when he
came to Washington, D.C. on October 9, 1981. Octo-
ber 9 was the day Rico was to make the final payment
on the bribe.

On October 9, 1981, William Borders picked
Judge Hastings up at the airport. They spent the
morning together. Around noon, Borders left Judge
Hastings in order to meet Rico for the final payment
of the bribe.135

134. Id.
135. House Mem. at 42.
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Nowhere is the extent to which the House's case depends

upon improper juxtaposition better illustrated. The dinner-

cruise had been scheduled for October 9 since early September.

The judge was one of the sponsors and had planned to attend

from the outset. Borders was aware that the dinner was being

given. The judge's call on October 8 and the two men's

activities on the following morning are precisely the events

that should have occurred given their relationship and the

scheduled event.136

It was the FBI that arranged the events so that the pay-

off would take place in Washington on October 9. Rico/Romano

had offered to try to make the trip to Washington and to call

Borders when he arrived. 137 On October 8, even Borders could

not have known whether or when Rico/Romano would arrive and

call. On October 9, Borders did not learn that Rico/Romano

had come up for the payoff until after he- had 'picked Judge

Hastings up at the airport' and after they 'had spent the

morning together."

These events cannot be marshalled to support an inference

of guilt. The House's attempt to juxtapose them in this man-

ner merely illustrates the kinds of improper juxtapositions

upon which their case depends. The FBI sought to manipulate

events in a way that might cast suspicion on the judge. The

outrageous decision to arrest Borders at the scene suggests

this may have been intentional. The House's request that the

Senate draw an inference against the judge based upon the

136. Comp. St. II, ¶¶ 49, 68, 82, 85, 86.
137. Comp. St. II, ¶  83.
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FBI's manipulation of events of which even Borders had no

knowledge is outrageous.

19. October 12: The Judge's Call to Borders's Mother.

The House reports:

Three days after Borders' arrest, on October
12, 1981, a call was placed from Judge Hastings'
home phone to orders' home phone. The call lasted
two minutes.138

The House fares no better on this purported contact. It

asks the Senate here, as throughout, to indulge a presumption

of guilt. Apart from the judge's explanation, there would

have been nothing improper about the call. An innocent Judge

Hastings would have had reason to inquire of Borders. He

would have had reason, certainly after learning of the FBI's

Invasion of his chambers, to suspect the FBI, and he might

fairly have wondered whether Borders, too, was the victim of a

setup. But there is no basis here for such speculations be-

cause the record contains the judge's account.

The judge's mother asked the judge to call Mrs. Borders

to find out how she was doing' in the face of her son's ad-

versity. The judge complied with his mother's request. The

House's proposed speculations would be reaching in any event;

when it is offered against one in the position, and with the

experience of the judge and his family, it is worse.139

The House's claimed 'pattern of contacts' theory is based

upon possibilities. The record reflects only four telephone

conversations of apparent substance -- a three-minute call on

138. House Mem. at 42.
139. Hastings, 2B at 2271-72, 2392-93.
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February 20, a four-minute call on September 10, a call re-

called by the judge on September 20 or 21, and the recorded

conversation on October 5. 1" The record invites speculations

about other possible contacts -- about possibilities estab-

lished by records indicating some eight calls of a minute or

less, some ten message slips and a recalled message, and about

possibilities created by the fact that Borders may have been

in the same airport at the same time as the judge on two

occasions.
141

The House claims each of these possible 'contacts" as a

'proven fact,' and asks each Senator to so infer. From each

of the facts so proven, it invites each Senator to infer fur-

ther that the judge spoke with Borders on each occasion. From

a juxtaposition of the earlier occasions with events in the

Romano case prior to July, the House invites each Senator to

infer further still that what they talked about was the Romano

case. From a juxtaposition of the later occasions with events

in the Romano case and the indicated contacts between Dredge

and Borders and events in Operation Apple Eye over which the

judge had no control and in which he was not involved, the

House invites the Senators to infer further still that what

they had been and were talking about was a scheme to extract a

bribe from the Romanos. This is what is known as piling in-

ference upon inference upon inference . . .

That would be improper in any case, but here the very

points at which the House claims the necessary web of infer-

140. Comp. St. II, ¶¶  7, 56, 70, 76, 77.
141. Comp. St. II, /1 12, 14, 24, 26, 32, 56, 58, 73.
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ences is anchored in reality are not established. At least

some of the claimed contacts did not occur. At least some of

the contacts between the judge and Borders must have been in-

nocent. Which contacts should be eliminated as unproven?

Which shall be taken as evidencing innocent conversations?

Eliminate those: Is there still a pattern to be inferred?

How tightly is it woven? What does it show?

The burden is not upon the judge to dispel the web of

suspicion created by others. The burden is upon the House to

establish a web showing certain guilt. Here the evidence does

not even show that many of the "contacts" to which many of the

web's strands are supposedly anchored were events that oc-

curred at all. The judge has provided largely corroborated

explanations for those contacts which the evidence establishes

as real, and the data concerning the remaining possibilities

are consistent with innocence. In any fair view, no pattern

could be fairly discerned, and certainly not one that anyone

could fairly claim had been established as probable on the

state of the evidence presented by the House.

Moreover, it is also clear that there were records of

communications between the two men and more importantly calls

from Pride and other events that cannot now be reconstructed.

These records would have made it possible to assess and chal-

lenge the pattern that the House seeks to construct after-the-

fact and could have further corroborated and refined the pat-

tern of innocence shown by the judge's testimony and by a

juxtaposition of the indicated contacts with the innocent
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events that occurred that year. That evidence has been de-

stroyed. The evidence before the Senate is unfairly biased.

It includes only that data which those who set out to develop

the case against the judge attempted to gather with their

largely unlimited resources. It does not include data that

should have been obtained if an effort was to be made to re-

construct a pattern that was complete.
142

B. "Shows of Proof,' William Dredge, and
Committee Concerns 

In reality, the only evidence that lends a colorable ba-

sis for the "pattern" the House would construct is the tes-

timony of William Dredge. The dangers in Dredge's testimony

are illustrated by the extent to which the pattern is depen-

dent upon the current version provided by that same Dredge.

That is the subject to which we now turn.

1. An Overview. The evidence also shows "contacts" be-

tween Borders and Dredge. In the House's view, a comparison

of the sequence and timing of these "contacts" with events

that occurred in the Romano case and "contacts' between Bor-

ders and the judge strengthen the web of inferences through

which it asks Senators to find 'overwhelming' evidence that

the judge was a participant in Borders's corrupt scheme. In

point of fact, the web as woven is inadequate to conceal its

major flaws, such as those developed in the judge's brief,143

and many of its strands are grounded in speculation rather

than evidence, a point developed immediately above. So large

142. See App. B.
143. Brief for Respondent: Judge Alcee L. Hastings ("Resp.

Br.") at 14-29..
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a portion of the web itself, however, is grounded upon the

testimony of William Dredge that his testimony merits analysis

here.

The fact that so much of the House's case depends upon

William Dredge should trouble every Senator. It is undisputed

that Dredge is a practiced liar. By his own account, he lied

to Borders and to Joseph Nesline. By his own account, he lied

to the FBI, if the records of his early interviews are to be

credited. By his own account, Dredge lied to further his own

interests. By his own account, he lied to Borders to persuade

him that Dredge was brokering a deal with the Romanos. By his

own account, the story he told the FBI was designed to per-

suade its agents that the value of his information and cooper-

ation merited the deal he sought in his drug case. In any ac-

count, Dredge is the only participant in this unholy alliance

who emerges, on the evidence, as competent-, and it is clear

that what Dredge is competent at is lying to serve his own in-

terests.
144

Every Senator should also be troubled by the fact that

the evidence supports at least two conflicting views of the

role Dredge played in the events that gave rise to the accusa-

tions against the judge. The first is the role indicated by

the available records and corroborated in significant part by

the account Dredge gave in the unrehearsed testimony he gave

before an investigating committee of judges (the

"Investigating Committee") in 1985. 145 The second is the role

144. Comp. St. I, 34, 37.
145. Resp. Exs. 2 and 3, 3B at 1994-2172.
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indicated by the account Dredge gave before the Impeachment

Trial Committee in 1989, an account that cannot be reconciled

with the available records or his prior statements.
146

Every Senator should be aware of both views and of two

further points. First, it is likely that neither of the two

views suggested by the evidence is wholly accurate. Dredge is

a liar, and the witnesses and records necessary to determine

his true role are no longer available. Second, large sectors

of the web of inferences upon which the House case rests col-

lapse unless the Senate accepts the improbable account that

this practiced liar provided in his testimony before the

Impeachment Trial Committee as entirely true with the degree

of certainty required in this case.

2. The Circumstantial Evidence Concerning Dredge: A

Reprise. William Dredge first met Borders at the end of April

or in early May 1981. If Borders ever promised Dredge that

the judge would grant a sua sponte continuance in the Romano

case, the promise was made on July 7.
147 

On July 8, the judge

sentenced the Romanos to three years in prison. 148 If Borders

made that promise, these events confirmed the view that Dredge

held from the outset: Borders was nothing but a corrupt

'rainmaker' who lacked even the power to fix a continuance in

Judge Hastings's courtroom.
149

 That was the only view of the

146. Dredge, 2A at 76-173.
147. Dredge, 2A at 129; Resp. Ex. 2, 3B at 1994-2148 passim;

id. 3, 3B at 2149-72 passim; Dredge, 2A at 131; House Ex.
19, 3A at 227; House Ex. 18, id. at 220; House Ex. 215,
3B at 1739-1767; Resp. Exs. 27-A through 35-A, 3B at
2415-2454 passim; House Ex. 196, 3B at 1712-17.

148. House Ex. 2, 3A at 14.
149. Resp. Ex. 2, 3B at 2025-26.
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evidence that comported with the testimony Dredge gave before

the Investigating Committee in 1985 and with the telephone and

travel records indicating contacts between Borders and Dredge

in 1981.150

There is no dispute in the evidence on a further point.

Dredge was arrested on May 10, and from that point onward he

sought to fix or make a deal in his drug case that would keep

him out of prison. 151 Dredge, by his own account, lied to

Borders about Dredge's dealings with the Romanos to keep Bor-

ders's interest alive so that Dredge would have something to

offer the government in exchange for a deal in the drug

case. 152 Against that background, the telephone and travel

records and the tapes of Borders's conversations with

Rico/Romano can be marshalled to indicate what really hap-

pened.

Dredge lied to Borders and to the FBI so that he could

create a deal that would implicate the judge as well as Bor-

150. The first crucial hinge in Dredge's story is fixing the
date of his first conversation with Borders. Whether
true or not, the account of the number of and intervals
between the meetings and conversation that occurred be-
tween that date and the date on which Dredge claims Bor-
ders promised that Judge Hastings would grant a sua
sponte continuance is largely consistant. The interval
is about two months in both versions. If the first con-
versation occurred at the end of April or in early May,
as Dredge testified before the Investigating Committee,
then Dredge's testimony corroborated by telephone and
travel record fixes the date of Borders's alleged promise
as July 7. If the first meeting occurred in March, as
Dredge testified before the Impeachment Trial Committee,
then the account supports an uncorroborated inference
that the alleged conversation took place on May 10.

151. E.g., Dredge, 2A at 92-93. Resp. Ex. 6, 3B at 2340,
2098; Resp. Ex. 2, 3B at 2047, 2048.

152. Resp. Ex. 2, 3B at 2026, 2140.
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ders. He did this to maximize the value of his cooperation

and the benefit of his deal with the government. 153 Dredge

told the government that he had known Borders for years and

implied that he had overheard Borders discussing bribes with

the judge to persuade the FBI that his information was valu-

able. 154 Dredge learned from the FBI (or other sources) that

Miller was working to complete a major order in the Romano

case revisiting the forfeiture issue in light of Martino and

Peacock and that Miller's term as clerk in the judge's cham-

bers was scheduled to end in September.155

Dredge gave the information to Borders and, as the

claimed representative of the Romanos, suggested the Romanos

might be more reassured with two shows .of proof -- a timely

issuance of the favorably revised forfeiture orders as well as

the judge's appearance at a restaurant at a designated date

and time. 156 Prior to September 12, 'he kept each side suffi-

ciently informed about the contours of the deal likely to be

acceptable to the other in order to assure that a deal would

be simply made at that first meeting. After September 12,

Dredge continued dealing with Borders as well as the FBI to

assure the deal remained on the tracks. This view is consis-

tent with and is supported by the circumstantial evidence gen-

erated in Operation Apple Eye and in the investigations that

followed.157

153. Resp. Ex. 2, 3B at 2048.
154. Resp. Ex. 11, 3B at 2375; Resp. Ex. 10, id. at 2367.
155. Miller, 2A at 625.
156. House Ex. 38B, 3A at 311-13, 314-15.
157. House Ex. 23, 3A at 238, 240; Resp. Ex. 3, 3B at 2154-58,

id. at 2161-65.
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3. Dredge's Story: The 2985 Edition. As part of his

original deal, Dredge sought assurances that his role would

not be disclosed and he would not be called to testify con-

cerning that role. 158 Despite the judge's persistent demands,

he was not produced at the 1983 trial when his fresher and un-

rehearsed recollections might have been fully explored, prop-

erly tested, and fairly assessed. 159 Agent Murphy did, how-

ever, produce him for the Investigating Committee in 1985, and

Dredge reluctantly agreed to testify there to avoid threatened

contempt proceedings.
160

Dredge's largely unrehearsed testimony on that occasion

was consistent with the records that indicated contacts be-

tween Borders and him. Dredge placed the date of his first

contact with Borders between the date on which his indictment

was tiled and the date of his arrest, April 29 and May 10 re-

spectively. 161 The available telephone records seemed to con-

firm this view -- there is no indication of contact prior to

May 5 and repeated indications thereafter.
162

Dredge was also consistent on four other points. First,

he claimed that it was not until their third or fourth meeting

or conversation that Borders told Dredge that he had the power

to 'fix" the Romanos' case before Judge Hastings for a

price. 163 Dredge reported that his initial view, based upon a

158. House Ex. 23, 3A at 236-37, 239.
159. Resp. Exs. 49, 3B at 2503; 158, 3B at 3163-76; 159, 38 at

3177.
160. Resp. Ex. 2, 3B at 1999-2011.
161. Resp. Ex. 2, 38 at 2018-2020, 2077, 2091.
162. Id. at 2077, 2080.
163. Resp. Ex. 2, 38 at 2020-21, 2022-23, 2025-2026.
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lifetime of experience, was that Borders was just another

'rainmaker' making false claims, another lawyer 'blowing

smoke" in Dredge's words.
164

Third, Dredge claimed and maintained that there was one,

and only one, basis justifying the change in his view.

According to Dredge, Borders told him, on the day before the

Romanos were to be sentenced, that the judge would, on his own

motion, without request from anyone, sua sponte, continue the

sentencing to give the Romanos time to come up with the money

to fix the case. 165 According to Dredge, two days later, the

day after the scheduled sentencing, Borders told him the judge

had, on his own motion, sua sponte, granted the

continuance. 166 Dredge persisted in the.. view that this was

the only basis for his report that Borders's claimed powers

with respect to the judge had more substance than smoke.167

Fourth, Dredge insisted that, apart from these points, he

had no recollection that could be refreshed. He spent time

with Agent Murphy for that purpose.
168

 He was confronted with

records and with memoranda and telexes reporting upon his ini-

tial meetings with the government. He expressed views on the

credibility of the various authors, but otherwise maintained

he had no recollection of the events in 1981 that could be re-

freshed in 1985.169

164. Id. at 2025-26.
165. Id. at 2028-29, 2033.
166. Id. at 2028.
167. Resp. Ex. 2, 3B at 2029, 2035.
168. Dredge, 3B at 2051, 2075; Murphy, IV Invest. Comm. 30.
169. Id., 3B at 2131-40, 2152-58, 2161; Dredge, 2A at 109-10.
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The unrehearsed testimony Dredge gave on that occasion

largely confirmed the judge's innocence. There was no sua

sponte continuance in the Romano case, and Dredge's account of

the sequence of his and Borders's contacts and the available

records coincided to fix July 7 as the only date on which Bor-

ders could have made the alleged promise that the judge would

grant a sua sponte continuance.170

That testimony seemingly left open only two possibili-

ties. On the one hand, Dredge may well have been lying when

he said Borders had promised the judge would grant a sua

sponte continuance in order to conceal from Agent Murphy and

the Investigating Committee the fact that Dredge never had any

basis for believing that Borders's claimed powers had any sub-

stance. On the other, he may have been telling the truth, in

which event Dredge would have known for certain that Borders

was only 'blowing smoke' on or shortly after July 8.

4. The 1989 Reconstruction of Dredge. Dredge's inter-

ests had changed by 1989. He had refused to discuss the mat-

ter with special counsel during the impeachment inquiry, and

no attempt was made to pursue the matter. 171 It was only

after Judge Hastings insisted that he be forced out of

seclusion to testify here that his view changed. He reviewed

his prior testimony with his own counsel and then spent

fifteen hours reviewing documents and his expected testimony

with special counsel for the House. 172 He negotiated a deal

170. Supra, note 37.
171. Resp. Ex. 4, 3B at 2190-91, 2192-93.
172. Dredge, 2A at 107-08, 111-12.
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that protected his cover.173

These steps were consistent with the obvious view of

Dredge's interests in 1989. He sought to protect the cover he

had established. To do so fully, his testimony had to satisfy

the needs of the House, the FBI, and Agent Murphy -- the only

parties with the power to cause him inconvenience and subject

him to risk of exposure. It also had to be testimony that

would end, once and for all, the persistent efforts by that

gadfly Judge Hastings who for eight years had sought to force

Dredge to come out of his hole so that his role might be exam-

ined in light of day.

Dredge's testimony in 1989 served those interests as well

as they could be served. He adjusted his testimony to fit and

bolster the House's Master Chronology. This time, he said he

had met Borders in the first week of March 1981 and described

a sequence of meetings and conversations that conveniently

fixed the occasion of Borders's promise of a continuance as an

undocumented call in the morning of Sunday, May 10.
174 H

e
 ad-

justed his earlier account to suggest that he had suspected

Borders's claimed powers might be real from the outset, not as

before, that he believed Borders's claims to be the mere smoke

all rainmakers blow. 175 He reported that Borders had only

told him, in another undocumented call on May 12, that 'his

man had delivered,' not as before that the judge had granted a

sua sponte continuance.176

173. 2A at 74-75.
174. Dredge, 2A at 76, 114, id. at 84-85.
175. Dredge, 2A at 83-84, 113, 136.
176. Dredge, 3B at 2028-29, id., 2A at 85, 100, 115-117.
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Dredge's accounts of the changes in his story were as

facile as they were implausible. Dredge attributed the ab-

sence of evidence of contact in his telephone records from

March until May to the fact that he and Borders had initiated

a system of pay-phone-to-pay-phone communication during the

period of Dredge's disbelief. 177 He was unable to explain why

the system was not fully observed from May onward, the period

in which his belief had reportedly become rea1. 178 According

to the 1989 edition, the March origin of his relationship and

subsequent activities on behalf of Borders were just selfless

acts done as a favor for Dredge's old friend Joe Nesline,

rather than acts precipitated by his indictment and motivated

by a desire to curry favor with or set up .a lawyer whom Nes-

line had said might be able to help Dredge with his drug

case.179

The House asks, as it must, the Senate-to credit the 1989

version of the testimony given by this career criminal and

practiced liar, who had admittedly betrayed his friends and

colleagues whenever his interests dictated -- a version that

conflicts with most of the available circumstantial evidence

and with the testimony and statements he gave on prior occa-
sions.180 The House accurately perceives that large portions

of its case collapse unless the 1989 testimony of Dredge is

credited over the account given by a respected federal judge

177. Dredge, 2A
178. Id., 2A at
179. Id., 2A at
180. Resp. Exs.

9, 10, 11,

at 82-83, 120-24.
124-26, 127.
78, 163-64, Resp. Ex. 19, 3B at 2401-02.
2, 3; 3B at 1994-2148, 2149-2172; Resp. Exs.
13, 14, 15, 17; 3B at 2352-2400 passim.
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who had earned his reputation for honesty and integrity of the

highest order and whose testimony was consistent with the

available circumstance and corroborated by others whose

stature and reputation were comparable to his own.

Dredge's testimony could properly be viewed as discred-

ited as a matter of law. 181 That he was involved in Borders's

corrupt scheme and the FBI's inept operation is beyond dis-

pute. Beyond that no weight can be properly given to any ac-

count he might give of that involvement and certainly not to

an account that finds no support in, and indeed conflicts

with, the available circumstantial evidence, at least that

which is competent. In that view, a large sector of the House

case collapses, and the May 11 continuance in the Romano case

can be viewed for what it was -- a non-event.

5. The Continuance in the Romano Case on May 11. There

was no sua sponte continuance. The Romanos were first sched-

uled to be sentenced on May 11.
182 The judge testified that

he was prepared to dispose of pending motions and impose

sentence at that time. Miller corroborated: The judge had

discussed with him the sentencing which the judge was consid-

ering imposing on that date on the preceding Friday, May 8.183

The transcript corroborated: The judge took the bench and an-

nounced he was ready to proceed with sentencing and final dis-

181. See, e.g., Dixon v. Jensen, 756 F.2d 70, 71-72 (8th Cir.
1985) (quoting standard formulation of principle in civil con-
text); United States v. Haderlein, 118 F. Supp. 346 (N.D. Ill.
1953) (criminal context); United States v. Head, 755 F.2d 1486
(11th Cir. 1985) (contemporary validity of principle acknowl-
edged).
182. Sonnett, 2A at 217, 228; House Ex. 2; 3A at 11.
183. Miller, 2A at 670-71.
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position. Sonnett corroborated: He had not given notice of

his intent to seek a continuance to the prosecutor or the

court. 184 Deichert corroborated: Sonnett first approached

him and told him he was going to seek a continuance

immediately prior to the hearing on May 11, and he had

observed nothing in the judge's conduct that day to indicate

the judge anticipated a motion to continue. 185 Circumstances

corroborated: Sonnett did not have a written motion prepared

even by the start of the hearing, and the judge was sitting in

Ft. Lauderdale away from his chambers.
186

That is not the view the House asks the Senate to take.

Based upon Dredge's reconstructed testimony, it asks the Sen-

ate to infer that Borders made a call. to. Dredge that is not

reflected in the records on Sunday, May 10, in the morning be-

fore Dredge's arrest. The House urges this inference in the

face of a record that shows Borders called Dredge's house

later that day, after Dredge's arrest, without using a pay

phone attempting to conceal a record of the call. That call

is shown in Borders's telephone records. 187 The House asks

the Senate to credit Dredge's assertion that it was in this

Sunday morning conversation that Borders made his promise.

The House asks the Senate to speculate, against the evidence,

that Sonnett's intention to seek a continuance was com-

municated to the judge before he went on the bench and to

speculate further that the judge decided that merely granting

184. Sonnett, 2A at 201, 216, 218, 225.
185. Deichert, 2A at 30, 46, 56.
186. Sonnett, 2A at 212, 217; Miller, 2A at 650.
187. House Ex. 196B, 3B at 1713.
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Sonnett's motion would be an acceptable substitute for the

very specific sua sponte show of proof that Borders had

allegedly promised Dredge.

The House cites three bases for these latter specula-

tions. First, Sonnett acknowledged that, absent emergent cir-

cumstances, he would always try to notify opposing counsel and

the court, at least by telephone, although eight years after

the fact he still believes that he did not do so here.
188

Second, at the 1983 trial, when the May 11 continuance was not

a fact of significance on which his attention had been

focused, Miller had ambiguously reported, believe that Neal

Sonnett had contacted Judge Hastings's chambers and requested

the sentencing be continued because he .was going to file some

post-trial motions." And third, because this time Dredge

altered his account, and said Borders had told him, in another

undocumented call on May 12, that, 'You know, in fact, my man

delivered. The case was postponed." The evidence would not

be sufficient to establish the judge had notice, even if

Dredge's reconstruction of the scenario were correct. The

more important point is that, unless Dredge's account is

accepted in full, the May 11 hearing is irrelevant..

Nothing Dredge said can fairly be viewed as having any

bearing upon the truth. Certainly a chronology:

(a) attested to by an admitted self-serv-
ing and practiced liar;

(b) who had reconstructed it eight years
after the fact and after more than fifteen hours of
studying what was wanted and the supporting records;

188. Sonnett, 2A at 216.
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(c) that conflicted with both of the prior
accounts he had given;

(d) that was unsupported the records that
remain; and

(e) that conflicted with the only unre-
hearsed version he gave, a version that was consis-
tent with and corroborated by the records that re-
main

cannot be given any weight and certainly not the weight the

House must assign it here.

C. Two Further &Shows of Proof': An Innocent
Dinner and an Untimely Order

The House focuses upon two additional events -- the

judge's having dined at the Fontainebleau and his having is-

sued the Romano order on October 6 -- as important evidence of

that he was a guilty participant in Borders's corrupt scheme.

The first was an innocent act produced by Borders's manipula-

tion of an unsuspecting judge. The second is strong evidence

of innocence precisely because it Conflicted with both the

letter and the purpose of Borders's promise. The only aspect

of Borders's promise that would have constituted a 'show of

proof" was its timing, not the fact of its issuance or its

content. Borders promised that it would be issued not later

than September 29. It was issued later than September 29,

considerably later. These points and the supporting evidence

are developed and analyzed above and in the judge's brief.189

Here we analyze the arguments the House advances to support a

contrary conclusion.

189. Resp. Br. at 15-18, 23-25.
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1. Dinner at the Fontainebleau. The House argument is

based, in part, upon inferences from facts that it argues are

"proven." First, it argues that the evidence establishes that

Judge Hastings and William Borders met at D.C. National Air-

port on September 11. Second, and based largely on the first,

it argues that the judge expected Borders to return and report

on September 12. The first fact has no support in and indeed

conflicts with the direct evidence. The second conflicts with

the direct and circumstantial evidence. Logic and common

sense suggest that if the first meeting had occurred, the sec-

ond would not have, and if the second had been a meeting to

discuss a corrupt plan, the conspiracy would have ended there.

These points are also developed above.

A third prong of the House argument stems from its claim

that it was Rico/Romano who suggested a dinner and who chose

the Fontainebleau. In point of fact, it was Dredge who had

told the FBI that Borders had previously suggested a dinner at

a specified restaurant as a show of proof. In point of fact,

Borders rejected Rico/Romano's suggestions until Rico/Romano

came up with the Fontainebleau?"

A fourth prong depends upon the fact that it was Borders

who specified Wednesday without requesting time to consult the

judge. The proffered inference overlooks the proven facts

that the judge had been in regular contact and that the Bor-

ders dinner-cruise was upcoming; that Dredge had been conning

Borders into believing that a deal was forthcoming; and that

190. Dredge, 2A at 83 -84. Resp. Ex. 2, 3B at 2059-61; House
Ex. 38B, 3A at 314 - 15.
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Borders would have had every reason to inquire about the

judge's plans and travel schedule under the guise of normal

conversation.

The fact the judge regularly attended the court's early

evening 'business' meetings on Wednesdays is exactly the kind

of information a 'rainmaker" would have elicited and filed for

use. It was Borders who chose the Wednesday. That was a

Wednesday on which the judge was scheduled to attend a meeting

with his colleagues on the court. It was the judge's regular

practice to dine out after those meetings.
191

 These are

innocent facts that a judge might well have disclosed in the

course of normal conversations with a prominent lawyer and

ostensible friend. These are the kind of facts on which

corrupt "rainmakers' depend.

The remainder of the House's argument illustrates the

dangers inherent in examining acts that are intrinsically in-

nocent acts in an effort to construct after-the-fact arguments

showing the innocent act was on that occasion evidence of cor-

ruption. Both sides concede that the judge's presence was

produced by a request from Borders. The judge has testified

that the request was framed as an invitation to meet Borders.

The House claims that the judge's conduct on the occasion

demonstrates that the request and the appearance were part of

a conspiracy in which the judge was a knowing participant.

The House argument depends upon an analysis of the judge's ac-

tions on the occasion and an argument that these actions were

191. Hastings, 2B at 2246-47; House Ex. 156, 3A at 821.
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inconsistent with his explanation.

The dangers in this kind of argument can be demonstrated

by an analysis of four facts that are not in dispute concern-

ing the judge's conduct on that occasion:

First, the judge and his date, Essie Thompson, arrived
at the Fontainebleau at 7:45 p.m. and proceeded to the
main dining room.

Second, the judge did not object when the waiter removed
two place settings.

Third, after drinks had been ordered, the judge excused
himself, left the main dining room, entered another
restaurant and lounge on the same floor and then returned
to the main dining room and rejoined Ms. Thompson.

Fourth, upon his return, the judge explained his behavior
to Ms. Thompson by reporting he had been looking for
'friends from D.C."192

Any argument about these events depends upon the answer

to two questions, answers that are based upon assumed but un-

stated norms.

How would an innocent person have behaved if the
facts were as Judge Hastings has reported them?

How would a corrupt person have behaved if the facts
were as the House claims them?

The speculative nature of arguments such as those made by the

House stems from the fact that there are no well-established

norms applicable to situations such as these. The point may

illustrated by example and question.

Judge Hastings was a federal judge prominent in the local

black community. Ms. Thompson was a young black professional

who was an occasional date. Borders was a prominent black

lawyer and the President of the National Bar Association. Ac-

192. Comp. St. II, 1 65; Rep. at 68.
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cording to the judge, Borders had failed to appear for dinner

engagements before, most recently during the judge's visit to

Washington in July. Borders had made a similar commitment to

appear on September 16.

How would a reasonable and innocent Judge Hastings have

acted in these circumstances? Would he have told his date in

advance that she could expect to meet a prominent Washington

attorney who was the immediate past-president of the National

Bar Association at dinner? After he arrived and saw that

Borders was not yet there, would he have protested when the

waiter removed two place settings? When the potential

prominent guest had not arrived by 8:00 p.m., would a

reasonable Judge Hastings have had him paged or left his date

at the table while he combed every restaurant in the hotel?

Or would a reasonable and innocent Judge Hastings have,

consciously or unconsciously, eliminated the risk of embar-

rassment while preserving the prospect that she would be sur-

prised and appropriately impressed when and if a former

president of the National Bar Association from Washington came

to the dining room to meet with her date? When the prominent

guest did not appear, would a reasonable Judge Hastings have

contented himself with a trip through the lobby and quick look

in the nearest alternative restaurant and a prompt return to

his date with a report that he had been looking for "friends

from D.C.' to excuse his absence?

If the House view were correct, how would a corrupt judge

have behaved? Would he have gone to dinner alone to confirm
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to any observers that his sole purpose was to show his ap-

proval of the corrupt enterprise? Or would he have taken a

date as a cover? If he was taking a date as a "cover,' would

he have embellished his cover by telling her that they were

going to meet a 'William Borders" in terms so firm as to

assure she wouldrecall the conversation? If this corrupt

judge wanted to establish a 'cover," would he have contented

himself with a quick visit to one other restaurant or would he

have left messages at the desk and in every restaurant and

lounge in the hotel to assure that someone would remember?

The House's arguments depend for their validity and

strength on the extent to which and certainty with which

questions such as these can be answered. They are questions

that could not be answered with confidence in any event, and

they are questions that could only fairly be considered by

those who could place themselves in the position of a Judge

Alcee L. Hastings. The House arguments on this point are

insensitive and speculative at best.

Judge Hastings had dinner at the Fontainebleau because

Borders said he would be there. The judge took a date without

reporting the expected meeting because he knew that there was

a risk that Borders would not appear. That is the only view

that anyone could fairly take on the evidence now before the

Senate. That is the only view the jury could have taken in

the face of the similar arguments that the prosecutors made in

1983.
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2. The Untimely Order of October 6. The House does not

even address the gaping hole in its web. Borders promised the

order would be out no later than September 29. The "show of

proof° was to be issuance of the order on or before that date.

The 'show' did not occur. This is strong, if not diapositive,

evidence of the judge's innocence. This point, the House ig-

nores. The House does not devote any of its 171 pages to ad-

dressing this paint for one reason: It cannot be addressed.

Both the relevance and the force of the arguments the

House does make are dependent upon a condition that was not

fulfilled. If, but only if, the order had been issued on or

before September 29, then, and only then, might the House

fairly ask the Senate to examine the circumstances surrounding

a timely issuance to see whether they undermined confidence in

any explanation the judge might have given. The condition was

not fulfilled, and the circumstances surrounding the issuance

of the order are largely irrelevant. Moreover, the House's

attempt to generate strands for its web that might conceal the

hole is also flawed.

First, information Borders had about the Romano case is

the kind of detailed knowledge that is a rainmaker's stock in

trade. How else would they sell their claimed wares? More-

over, Borders had other possible sources. The FBI knew the

judge was preparing a substantial order on the motion to

reconsider the original forfeiture through reports from

Deichert. Deichert must also have told them that a close

study of Martino would compel the return of that substantial
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portion which constituted the $846,000 cash proceeds. Further

Deichert would have recognized and reported that Peacock had

emphatically reminded all district judges in the circuit that

Martino was not a precedent to be ignored. All this in-

formation was available to the government before Operation Ap-

ple Eye was initiated.193

This information was available while the FBI was negoti-

ating with Dredge, and Dredge was negotiating with Borders to

keep his interest alive until the plea bargain was made and

the undercover operation was designed. It was Dredge who

first proposed the undercover scenario. Beyond this source,

Dredge and Nesline also had other sources, including the Ro-

manos and their associates, through whom they could have ob-

tained detailed knowledge about the case. These are possible

sources the House does not identify. These must be added to

the possible sources the House does identify in assessing the

strength of its argument that Borders's knowledge supports an

inference about the judge's role. The judge was one of many

possible sources, and no rainmaking scam could proceed unless

the rainmaker could make a plausible claim that the judge was

his source.

Second, the House tries to convert the absence of any ev-

idence of communication between the judge and Borders into ev-

idence that the two men communicated. The call on October 2,

was made by a receptionist long after Rico's call and after

the judge had left the office for the weekend. The call on

193. Comp. St. II, 1 48, 50.
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October 4 was first reported by the judge and was a call to

the judge's mother. There is no evidence of communication
that would have been required to make the facts fit the

House's theory.
194

Third, the judge's explanation is confirmed by direct ev-

idence. Miller was scheduled to go to work in Judge Paine's

chambers when his work for the judge was complete. The judge

was scheduled to be out of town for a large portion of Octo-

ber, and the days he would be there were clustered at the end

of the month. Miller had prepared an extensive draft by the

end of July, a fact the judge would have known from occasional

briefings or from their conversation in early September.195

In circumstances such as these, even generally affable senior

officials may be forgiven an occasional precipitous demand to

a short-time, junior staff member, an want it now" demand,

without exciting grounds for suspicion. -

The debate about fine points such as these should not ob-

scure the obvious from any Senator's view. Borders's promised

that the judge would issue the order on or before September 29

as evidence that Borders had the power he claimed. Judge

Hastings did not issue the order by September 29. That is ev-

idence that Borders did not have the power he claimed or any

power at all.

194. Comp. St. II, 1 73.
195. Comp. St. II, 11 38, 51, 74.
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D. Examples of Complicity: The Unsupported, theInconsistent, the Insensitive, and the Improper

1. The Unsupported: The Call of April 9, 1985. The spec-

ulative chain of inferences necessary to conclude that the

judge spoke with Borders on this occasion and the unfounded

juxtaposition necessary to even suggest they might have talked

about the Romano case, rather than Pride or some other matter,

are developed above. The only point that merits note here is

the House claim that the use of the pay phone was so

'clandestine' that it corroborates their otherwise unfounded

speculations.

Borders was a secretive fellow in his innocent as well as

his corrupt activities. He had insisted on the use of pay

phones to discuss political matters with Dr. Andrew Chisolm,

the Director of Minority Affairs for the Carter campaign. He

has used it with Delano Stewart, a lawyer in Florida. The

conduct occurred long prior to April. The record tells only

that the conduct was there and was tolerated by his innocent

associates, not whether it was the product of eccentric para-

noia or well-grounded suspicion on Borders's part.
196

The record also establishes that the judge's conduct was

not clandestine. He charged the call to his home phone,

thereby guaranteeing there would be a record. If the judge

had wanted to be clandestine he would have either used coins

in the pay phone or placed the call on the government's FTS

system. The fact that the judge may have indulged Borders's

eccentric paranoia is not grounds for imputing after the fact

196. Comp. St. 1 26.
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the now confirmed suspicions about Borders to the judge.

2. The Inconsistent: The October 5 Telephone Conversa-

tion. Four points bear emphasis:

First: There is one and only one forensic linguist in

the world who has undertaken research to determine whether the

use of a "code" can be reliably detected from tapes of

covertly recorded conversation. That one linguist has yet to

complete his research or publish its results so that the re-

sults and the method might be subjected to examination and de-

bate among his peers. That one forensic expert is Roger

Shuy.
197

 The only difference between the expertise Dr. Shuy

claims on this point and the expertise claimed by an

astrologer is that astrologers have published their "research"

and disclosed the bases for their "science" so that all may

evaluate the "validity" of their claims.

Second: Whatever the 79-word conversation means, it can-

not be interpreted as a conversation about Borders's dealings

with Rico/Romano or about the Romano order. The 31-word pas-

sage which the House identifies as crucial is crucial indeed.

If the judge were a participant in the scheme, he would have

known by September 21 at latest that Borders had collected

25000 "things" on September 19 and *was supposed to go back

[on October 3] and get [125,000] more things.' Moreover, in

the House's hypothesis, the judge would have had to have spo-

ken with Borders earlier on October 5 or the preceding

evening. In this view, the judge's information would have

197. Shuy, 2A at 606-07.
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been current except for Borders's 4:22 p.m. conversation with

Rico/Romano. In that context, Borders's response to the

judge's question cannot be construed as a response about his

dealings with Rico/Romano.

Third, the 'pause fillers' and 'repeated confirmations"

that Dr. Shuy found abnormal after having examined a 79-word

conversation support a far more direct and simple explanation

than the one urged by Dr. Shuy and the House. A prominent

lawyer had urged a federal judge to circulate letters to raise

funds for a mutual friend notwithstanding any ethical con-

straints the judge might feel. The judge had resisted. The

lawyer had persisted. On October 5, the judge was making an

embarrassing confession -- he had succumbed to "temptation"

and provisionally decided to 'sin." He made his confession in

guarded terms. The lawyer understood the embarrassment and

responded in kind.

The judge and the lawyer were discussing a proposed de-

parture from ethical standards. The judge, as he has since

acknowledged, should have been embarrassed that he had

succumbed, even briefly to the temptation. If Dr. Shuy wishes

to do research on the point, he should place recorders in the

confessional and analyze the 'pause fillers' and 'repeated

confirmation' in those conversations.

Fourth, the conversation is "logically consistent" with,

and is only logically consistent with, the judge's explanation

of the events that preceded it and the conversation itself.

For example, in the 31-word passage upon which the House now
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rests, Borders uses "things" in a context that stipulates its

meaning for that conversation. It means "information," as in

" he wrote some things down for me." When it is used later in

the same thought, it must have the same meaning, as in 'and

then I was supposed to go back and get some more" information,"

3. The Insensitive: Judge Hastings's Return to His Home

Turf and His Crippled Mother on October 9. The House does not

specify the norms by which they would have Senators apply in

assessing the judge's response to Pride's stunning report that

the president of the NBA had just been arrested and the accu-

sations had something to do with the judge's courtroom. But

the norms are implicit in the views they urge. Two examples

should suffice.

First, the judge's conduct, as the House urges it be

viewed, °does not reflect an eagerness to get home to Florida

so much as an eagerness to get away from the L'Enfant Plaza,

the place where the FBI might come looking for him."198 That,

on the one hand, is the kind of rank speculation that requires

all claims of flight be viewed with One who is atcaution.

judge's departure from the hotel was animated by concern for

his mother. 1'99 The House then suggests, however, that the

198. House Mem. at 86
199. Id.

point A and 'eager' to get to point B cannot achieve the re-

sult without engaging in conduct that evidence also his

"eagerness" to leave point A.

Moreover the House's proposed inferences conflict. The

House's claims that the evidence does not show that the
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fact that the first thing the judge did when he arrived at the

airport was call his mother, rather than make arrangements for

his flight, is further evidence in support of its claim.200

The judge had demonstrated his concern for his mother.

She lived with him, and he cared for her. She was reclusive

and crippled by arthritis. Arguments about the extent to

which any son's conduct might be motivated by concern for his

mother as opposed to other factors would be no more than fool-

ish speculation in any case. It is simply insensitive to urge

such foolish speculations when the mother and son have lived

the lives and shared the experiences that were so different

from the more conventional lives and experiences shared by

most mothers and sons.

Second, the House urges the Senate to infer from the fact

that the judge's return to Florida provided time for the judge

to reflect upon the events that occurred before he spoke with

the FBI to the conclusion that his reason for returning was

that he wanted time to reflect- before he spoke with the FBI.

The House then urges that, from this, the Senate should

further infer that the reason he wanted time to reflect was so

that he could construct a story and to reason further that his

need to construct a story supports an inference that he had a

guilty state of mind.

The obvious response is simple: Any person who discusses

serious matters with the FBI without reflecting on the events

that might have given rise to them would be a fool. He or she

200. Id. at 87.
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would not advance the interests of the FBI and might risk

needless embarrassment by providing ill-considered answers.

The judge is not a fool. The presence of so obvious a

response illustrates the reason why arguments based upon

allegations of flight are properly viewed in caution. That

caution dictates they be rejected as unworthy of consideration

in this case.

III. CONCLUSION

The House managers have ably demonstrated that the

fragmented and fragmentary data that remain can be marshalled

to establish grounds for suspicion. The foregoing statements

and analyses should suffice to demonstrate that the evidence

that remains is so fragmented, fragmentary, circumstantial,

and stale that it cannot be fairly marshalled to do more than

create suspicion -- suspicion based upon speculations,

suspicions that the data that remain are inadequate to

resolve.

The statements and analyses also demonstrate that the

data that remain can be marshalled to create substantial doubt

about the conduct of the judge's principal accusers. One need

not reach the question of motive in order to conclude that

Operation Apple Eye was defective in its design, in its

implementation, and in its execution and aftermath. In

addition these statements and analyses should explain why

those who know the judge and have studied the data are

convinced that he is an innocent man who has been thrice

unfairly victimized -- first by Borders's rainmaking attempt,
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then by Dredge's skillful manipulation, and finally by the

FBI's inept undercover operation and subsequent

investigations. For those who believe in the man, the data

that remain provide sufficient basis for outrage as well as

concern.

Those who study the data on this occasion need not share

the outrage in order to resolve the issues the Senate must now

decide. However marshalled and however analyzed, the evidence

presented by the House does not satisfy the burden it assumed.

It cannot be fairly marshalled to establish ground for

suspicion. But the evidence and the inferences the House

urges are rarely clear and never unequivocal and, for that

reason, hardly convincing. At every stage and at any point,

close scrutiny reveals inferences that support the judge's

case. These inferences are frequently compelling, often

stronger than those advanced by the House; and always among

the plausible hypotheses that must be considered in a

circumstantial case based upon incomplete and fragmentary

data. The data cannot be marshalled to establish to anything

with any real degree of certainty.

That conclusion applies equally to the remaining

articles. The limitations imposed by time and resources have

precluded preparation of similarly detailed statements of the

evidence on behalf of the judge and analyses of the arguments

advanced on behalf of the House with respect to those

articles. The foregoing should suffice to demonstrate that

such statements and analyses could have readily been developed
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had time allowed. They should, however, be unnecessary.

The remaining articles can safely be separated into two

categories -- the repetitious and the ridiculous. The

fourteen false statement accusations are dependent upon the

main charge, and the House has largely remarshalled the same

evidence in claiming each is proved. The main flaws in its

arguments are developed in the Brief for Respondent and

crossed referenced to the analysis above.
201

 The detailed

statements and analysis present data necessary for microscopic

analyses for any who think the effort is merited.

The Mayor Clark accusations do not merit microscopic

analyses. The House's case on this article depends upon its

claim that the judge has failed to prove how the mayor ob-

tained the information. The claim is correct, but beside the

point. The judge has proved that the mayor's statement is in

each of its particulars false. He has proved that his account

of the events on the day on which they mayor claims the dis-

closure was made is true. He has testified emphatically and

repeatedly that he was not the source. He has done more than

is required. The burden is on the House, and it has failed to

discharge it.202

201. Resp. Br. at 22-29.
202. See Resp. Br. at 30-34.
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PREFATORY NOTE

Three documents should be readily available to Senators

as they consider whether and what weight should be assigned

the various due process concerns at issue in this case. The

first describes the resourses that had been arrayed against

respondent over the more than seven years that preceded the

trial. It was submitted at the first hearing of the Impeach-

ment Trial Committee in support of the then pending Motion for

Funds for Respondent's Defense and respondent's claim that he

should be allowed time to sufficient to redress in some degree

the handicap imposed by the cumulative inbalance in re-

sources. 1 It is included for convenience. The judge also

submitted a Statement of Assets and Liabilities as of April

17, 1989, at the committee's request, to further document his

need for funds. It was omitted from the record. It should be

available -- now and for the future.

On May 19, the judge submitted additional material at the

committee's request, to document his claim that preliminary

discovery had provided a further demonstration of his need for

time and funds. The accompanying statement was included in

the record;2 the appendix containing the requested information

was omitted. The statement and materials bear directly upon

issues that in the judge's view should be matters of concern

to Senators in the trial of this or any case of impeachment.

For convenience, they are reproduced together here.

1. 1 at 242-45.
2. 1 at 589-97.
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RESPONDENT'S NEED FOR FUNDS, TIME, AND DISCOVERY
SOME ILLUSTRATI

VE MATERIALS

I. =CORD TRANSMITTED BY THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OP THE UNITED
STATES.

A. Transcript of Proceedings before the 11th Circuit Inves-
tigating Committee. (House item 1.3)

1. Known Record: 28 volumes
2. Supplied to Counsel for Respondent: 28 volumes
3. Not -su

pp lied to Counsel for Respondent: Sealed por-
tion concerning William Dredge.

Documents and other materials received by llth Circuit
Investigating Committee And -made part of its Record.
(House Items 1.4 and II.)

1.Kn own Quantity : 1229 itemsl
2. Supplied to Counsel for Respondent: 1072 items2
3. pot supplied: 158 items

a. Reported quantity not supplied: 48 items
b. Unreported Quantity not supplied: 110 items

C. Volume Analysis: Investigating Committee Index shows 8
boxes.

1. Supplied to Counsel for Respondent (Estimated): 80%
of Contents (by 'volume) of Boxes 1, 2, and 3 or
about 30% of the total.

2. Not Supplied (Estimated): Boxes 4 5, 6, 7, and 8
plus 20% of Boxes 1, 2, and 3 or about 70% of the
total.

1. From daily exhibit lists. Exhibits were assigned numbers be-
ginning with prefix "IC." In some instances, a separate IC number
was assigned to each page of a document. In other instances, a
single IC number was assigned to a multi-volume record. The fore-
going number is based upon a manual count of the documents supplied
and of the separate entries showing items not supplied.
2. More than 30 of the items supplied were illegible in whole or
in significant part or were incomplete. This number does not in-
clude an analysis of the more than 370 items related to matters not
certified to the House (such as claims regarding funds raised for
respondent's 1981-83 defense). A number of these were also illegi-
ble.
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XI. DOCUMENTS AND OTHER MATERIALS NOT MADE PART OP THE RECORD, BUT
TRANSMITTED BY ORDER OF THE 11TH CIRCUIT JUDICIAL COUNCIL.3

A. Pursuant to Resolution dated September 25, 1987, ad-
dressed to John Doer, counsel to the Investigating Com-
mittee.

1. FBI Materials: Contacts with FBI - Vols. I - III;
Oversize Documents from FBI; and Original Documents
from FBI File.

2. Witness Files: 225 witness files compiled by Mr.
Doar.

3. Notebooks: Eleventh Circuit Paragraph Chronology - 5
volumes; Chronology U.S. v. Thomas and Frank Romano;
Digests and Summaries of pleadings and testimony in
U.S. v. Hastings - 3 volumes; Day-to-Day Analysis of
Activity Beginning Friday, January 2, 1981, and Con-
cluding Tuesday, October 13, 1981; and Telephone
Number Analyses of Long Distance Calls from 11 loca-
tions with supporting lists and memoranda.

4. Digest of Testimony of Witnesses Before Investigat-
ing Committee (Digests of volumes .I through 25).

5. Notebook: Impeachment Material.

B. Pursuant to Resolution dated October 9, 1987, addressed
to Mr. Doar.

1. File Drawer 1: U.S. v. Pride, Criminal E2. 77-214,
Civil Action No. 80-1649-9.

2. file Drawer Z: Exhibits from U.S. v. Borders and
U.S. v. Hastings; Certain Original Exhibits; Other
Complaints.

3. File Drawer 3: Delano Stewart Material; Hemphill
Pride - South Carolina Disciplinary Procedures; Doc-
uments Responsive to Subpoena Served on Judicial Ad-
visory Committee; and Hastings Discovery Material -
From FBI files, Inventoried and Not Inventoried.

4. file Drawer 4: Investigating Committee Witness Di-
gests in fourteen designated categories, and other
materials.

5. file Drawer 13: Indices and Analysis of Telephone
Logs; Flight Records; Materials on U.S. v. Dredge
including documents received from U.S. Attorney and
Judge Kauffman; and other materials.

6. File Drawer 18: Probation Files -- Thomas and Frank
Romano.

7. Court Records: Apparently from litigation over In-
vestigating Committee subpoenas to respondent's
lawyers and law clerks; and

8. Miscellaneous: Drug Enforcement Agency File - Re:
William Dredge; Telephone Records of Judge Hast-
ings's chambers; other materials.

3. The House Managers report that these documents were examined,
but that not all were transmitted.
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III. ATTORNEYS, INVESTIGATORS, AND PROFESSIONAL STAFF PARTICIPATING
IN DEVELOPING THE RECORD AGAINST JUDGE HASTINGS.

A. The Original Investigation and Prosecution: July 1981 
-February 1983 -- 18 months.

1. Justice Department_Attorneys: Robert S. Richter and
Reid Weingarten and others.

2. Federal Bureau of Investigation: Anthony Amaroso,
Supervising Agent; William B. Murphy, Casa Agent
(Miami); Robert Forster (D.C.); and numerous addi-
tional FBI agents who played roles in the investiga-
tion.

3. Time and Resources expended: Unknown

B. The Judicial Investigation: March 1983 - August 198639 months.4

1. attorneys and Legal Assistants: 5 John Doer, Chief
Counsel and Principal Investigator; Stewart Webb,
Assistant Counsel and Investigator; Marta Campos,
Legal Assistant; Catherine Arnold, Legal Assistant
or Secretary; Joseph Sullivan, Legal Assistant; and
Phyllis McKown, Legal Assistant or Secretary.

2. Investigative Assistance : William B. Murphy and an
unknown number of FBI agents.6

3. Time and Resources:

a. Known:Messrs.Doar and Webb devoted more than
7500 hours and received more than $800,000 in
payment of fees and reimbursement for costs.
Legal assistants were billed at $25 to $35 per
hour; amount paid unknown.

b. Unknown:The costs incurred by the Investigat-
ing Committee for travel and accommodation for
witnesses and for transcription and other costs
and the time and resources expended by the FBI
and other executive agencies.

C. The Improper Disclosure Investigation: September 1985 -
May 1988 -- 33 months.

1. The Executive Branch (12 months): Justice Department
Attorneys Eric H. Hodder, Jr., and-John M. Campbell
assisted by FBI Agents Christopher Mazzella, Geof-
fery, and others.

4. The investigation was not staffed until mid-April 1983 and the
final hearings were held in early August 1986.
5. The Justice Department appeared and provided support in col-
lateral litigation.
6. The number was sufficient that the FBI apparently maintained a
separate category of files for "documents pertaining to requests
for FBI assistance by Eleventh Circuit Investigating Committee in
locating witnesses and documents, and conducting investigations.'



2. The Judicial Investigation (21 months): Special
Counsel Sydney 0. Smith and Bernard Taylor with as-
sistance from the FBI and others.

3. Time and Resources: Unknown

D. The Hose Inquiry: March 1987 - August 1988 -- 12
months.7

1. Five attorneys:8 Alan I. Baron, Special Counsel, and
Robert B. Levin, Janice E. Cooper, Patricia Wynn,
and Lori E. Fields, Counsel.

2. $upport Staff: Catherine Rucks, Legal Assistant; and
Susan M. Manion, Anne I. West, and Cathy Jo Love,
Clerks.

3. Time and Resources: Unknown

E. Impeachment Proceedings: August 1988 - March 1989 --8 months.

1. Four Attorneys:Alan I.Baron, Special Counsel; and
Janice E. Cooper, Patricia Wynn, and Lori E. Fields,
Assistant Special Counsel.9

2. Support Staff: Believed to be the same as C.2.
3. Time and Resources: Unknown

F. Summary and Overview:

1. The Past: There have .been twelve (12). lawyers, no
less than two (2) at any time, who have been prop-
erly compensated, wall supported, and specifically
assigned to direct and conduct investigations into
respondent's conduct over the past 73 months. In
the aggregate, the federal government has had avail-
able to it 244 months of attorney-time to develop
the case to its present stage, the equivalent of
more than 20 years of attorney-time.

2. The Future: The House Managers have and will have
available more than 800 hours per month of properly
supported attorney-time to aid them in preparing for
and trying this case of impeachment.

7. Special Counsel was apparently selected in May or June and
thereafter assembled the rest of the staff.
8. Five other attorneys were identified as assisting in the in-
quiry.
9. Five other attorneys are identified as "House Committee Staff-
Participating in the Impeachment Trial Preparation.'



Terence J. Anderson

c/o The University of Miami
School of Law

Coral Gables, FL 33124-8087
(305) 284-2971

April 17, 1989

Michael Davidson, Esq.
Senate Legal Counsel
642 Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Davidson:

I enclose a signed copy of the judge's statement of as-
sets and liabilities. I was not able- to speak with the
judge this afternoon; so I cannot report the total amount
raised for the defense since last August. The amount has,
in any event, been insufficient to pay the out-of-pocket
costs the judge and his counsel have incurred in connection
with the case to date. As matters now stand, the judge does
not have and does not expect to receive funds sufficient to
enable him to adequately defend himself at a second trial.

I shall try to reach the judge this evening or tomorrow
morning so that I can give you an approximate figure.

Sincerely,

Terence J. Anderson

TJA:bkw



ASSETS

DESCRIPTIONS VALUE
Home ....................................................................................................................... $ 155,000

Personal Checking Account
(C 4 S Bank) ...................

CREDITOR

LIABILITIES

AMOUNT
Boston Safe Deposit Co ..... $ 3,000

Michael Taines ......................... 10,000

Chase ..................... 4,000

Miscellaneous Credit Cards 15,000

Sears ..................... 12,000

Car ....................... 20,000

Home ............................................. 121,000

MORI ............................................. 9 ,000
$ 194,000

Terence Anderson ........... $1,500,000

Patricia Williams ................... 250,000

Robert Catz ............... 200,000

Karr i McLain ............. 200,000

Mark McDonald ............. 15,000

Lewis Myers ............... 15,000
$2,180,000

The above legal fees represent an estimate on the low side. I have
not sat dow w t each lawyer and come up with the exact figure that
owe each one.

Car ......................................................................................................................... ....... 27,000

Stocks & Bonds ......................................................................................................... 19,000

Alcee L. Hastings Defense Fund
(Southeast Bank) ........................................ .... 2,000

Alcee L. Hastings Defense Fund
(Sun Bank) ............................................................................................... ............. 200

800
$ 204,000

DESCRIPTION 
Loan

Personal Loan

Loan

Loan

Home Account

Loan

Mortgage

Mortgage

Legal

Legal

Legal

Legal

Legal

' Legal
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In the
. SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Sitting for the Trial of an Impeachment

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
OF THE UNITED STATES,

plaintiff,

v.

THE HONORABLE ALCEE L. HASTINGS,
a Judge of the United States District Court

for the Southern District of Florida,
respondent.

A STATEMENT CONCERNING
JUDGE HASTINGS'S NEED FOR TIME AND FUNDS TO DO NOW WHAT THE

HOUSE SHOULD HAVE DONE BEFORE IMPEACHMENT:
THREE ILLUSTRATIONS WITH SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

On May 10, 1989, counsel for Judge Hastings submitted a

memorandum concerning the need for time and funds. That

memorandum gave three illustrations of the kind of informa-

tion that his counsel had found through a cursory review of

FBI files recently provided. This supplemental statement

presents those illustrations with an Appendix ("A') contain-

ing supporting documentation.

The Recent Production and the Nature of
the work Now Required: Three Illustrations 

On April 26, 1989, counsel for respondent received ap-

proximately 16,000 pages of material representing copies of

files and other materials which the House had obtained from

the FBI. An inventory of those materials is appended to

this memorandum (A.1-4). Same of those materials were du-

plicative of materials counsel had previously examined;

7
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most, however, were new. Even materials that were previ-

ously examined must now be re-examined in the context of the

files of which they are a part in order that their signifi-

cance might be properly assessed. Based upon his prelimi-

nary assessment, counsel for respondent has concluded that

approximately 14,000 pages must be examined with some care.

Three points discovered to date should suffice to il-

lustrate the relevance and importance of these materials and

the need to afford counsel sufficient time to review and di-

gest them with care: ,

1.

cent: Dear's Response -- Who Cares? In the course of a 1985

investigation, Joseph Nesline, the Washington underworld

figure, who must have known, expressed his view: Borders had

no control or influence over Judge Hastings and was simply

running a scam (A.6). 1 Nesline also disclosed that Borders

was sending him letters through an intermediary and that

Nesline was sending Borders money in prison. The FBI files

disclose that the FBI made this information available to

John Doar and that Mr. Doar advised the FBI that the Inves-

tigating Committee did not want the FBI to pursue further

inquiries along this line (A.7-8). The fact that the Inves-

1. Nesline's reported statement that "his knowledge came
from the papers and that he did not know any of this first
hand' conflicts with the view taken by everyone who has in-
vestigated the case and must be rejected. According to the
FBI and the Investigating Committee, it was Nesline who in-
troduced Dredge to Borders and Nesline who brokered a deal
between Santos Trafficante and Borders. Nesline's knowledge
was such that he spent eleven months in jail because he re-
fused to disclose that knowledge to the 1981 grand jury,
even after he had been granted immunity.

2
 2
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tigating Committee did not even seek to compel Nesline's

testimony even after receiving this information can only be

described as stunning in light of these disclosures.

This is an outrage that cannot be ignored. It now ap-

pears that in 1985 there was evidence in the form of Nes-

line's testimony and Borders's letters that might have es-

tablished Judge Hastings's innocence conclusively. If the

investigation had been pursued, it must in any event have

generated additional evidence corroborating the judge's

claims. The fact that this evidence was not immediately and

vigorously pursued by the FBI and by the Investigating Com-

mittee is an outrage. The fact that the evidence was not
–

pursued by the House subcommittee during its year-long in-

quiry is an outrage. The fact that the material was not

(and but for the Impeachment Trial Committee's order might

never have been) disclosed to respondent is an outrage.

These facts alone should foreclose any further plati-

tudinous claims that the House conducted a thorough and im-

partial inquiry or that its staff has long since provided

respondent with all materials necessary to prepare a proper

defense. In respondent's view, these disclosures and the

outrages they reveal should suffice to end these proceed-

ings.

There are different kinds of due process violations

that can arise from improper governmental conduct. Two are

relevant to the issues here. There are, on the one hand,

violations that are unrelated to an accused's guilt or inno-

q



cence -- e.g., an unlawful search and seizure that produces

otherwise sound evidence of guilt. But there are, on the

other, violations that are directly related to the accused's

guilt or innocence e.g., those that occur when

prosecutors ignore or suppress evidence that might exculpate

the accused or aid him in establishing his innocence. What-

ever view one takes concerning the relevance of the former,

the presence of the latter cannot be ignored. The materials

now made available make it clear that violations of the kind

that cannot be ignored occurred in the post-acquittal inves-

tigations in this case.

Full consideration of these violations and their sig-

nificance must be deferred to a later date. But the pres-

ence of these materials in the recently produced files makes

it clear that respondent must now be allowed time to fully

examine the materials provided and to pursue now inquiries

that should have been pursued over the past four years, to

the extent that remains possible. That will take time and

resources, but issues of this kind are not issues that can

properly be swept under the rug and ignored in the name of

expedition and expediency.

2. FBI Agent Mazzella Lied About Mayor Stephen Clark.

Christopher Mazzella was the supervisory agent in Miami who

directed the FBI's investigation into the alleged disclosure

to Mayor Clark. On June 1, 1988; during the hearings before

the House subcommittee, FBI agent Mazzella was repeatedly

asked whether the FBI had any information that called Mayor

4 /0
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Clark's credibility into question or that might have given

the FBI leverage in inducing his cooperation against Judge

Hastings. Two exchanges should suffice to illustrate the

tenor of the questions and his responses:

MR. EDWARDS. I am sure you checked out carefully
important witnesses in the FBI files?
MR. MAZZELLA. Right.
MR. EDWARDS. . . . [C]an you tell us, is it abso-
lutely clean insofar as FBI files are concerned
with Mayor Clark?
MR. MAllELLA. I can't make any representation of
that from my point of view here without checking
it further, but let me put it this way. There is
nothing in his record or in any information we
have that would tend to make me think he is ly-
ing.2

***
MR. BRYANT. . . . One final question. You were
well aware that people quite often want to be co-
operative with the FBI in the event they are fac-
ing some type of trouble themselves. That is,
prosecution or investigation or some other concern
about what your intention towards them might be.
I want to ask once again for you to make it clear
to us, Mayor Clark's situation in that regard.
Did the FBI have any type of leverage at all over
Mayor Clark at the time that he told you about
Judge Hastings' disclosure to him?
MR. MAZZELLA. The only leverage we had were his
own words on tape. Whatever that is worth. There
were no prosecutive -- no potential prosecution
against him. We didn't confront him with the pos-
sibility of other charges if he didn't cooperate.
And their really, wasn't anything we had on him to
convince him to testify truthfully.3

That was the sworn testimony of the FBI's supervisory agent

on June 1, 1988.

The FBI materials produced on April 26, 1989, contain a

telex dated March 3, 1986, from the Miami field office to

FBI headquarters in Washington concerning the investigation.

In explanation of its proposed strategy, the telex reports:

2. Impeachment Inquiry: Hearings at 412.
3. Id. at 416-17; emphasis supplied.

5



On the other hand, Miami does not believe
locking Clark into his testimony by way of Grand
Jury appearance prior to consensual monitoring is
necessary for the following reasons:
• •

2. The Department of Justice (DOJ) has al-
ready authorized the prosecution of Clark under
Title 18, U.S.C., Section 1001 [making false, fic-
titious, or fraudulent statements]. Clark's
testimony before a FJG could significantly impede
prospects of such prosecution thereby eliminating
a bargaining tool in seeking Clark's cooperation.

4. DOJ is opposed to commiting [sic] Clark's
testimony to FGJ record at this time because as
mentioned early it could impede section 1001
prosecution. Further, DOJ wants Clark fully
debriefed through more extensive interviews so
that future trial testimony will not be flawed or
contracted by inconsistencies derived from early
FGJ testimony.

(A.12-13) There is little reason to expect that agent

Mazzella's respect for an oath to tell the truth before a

committee of the Senate will be any greater than that shown

by the testimony he gave under oath before a subcommittee in

the House. That, however, is beside the immediate point.

The Rouse subcommittee should have provided counsel for

Judge Hastings a copy of that telex before its hearings.

That telex should have been before the members when they

questioned agent Mazzella. At a minimum, the impeachment

trial staff should have brought the telex to the subcommit-

tee's attention during or soon after agent Mazzella testi-

fied.

The fact that none of these steps was taken establishes

two points that are relevant here. The House managers can

no longer suggest and the Impeachment Trial Committee cannot

properly require that Judge Hastings's right to compel the

6
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production of documents be governed by determinations made

by his accusers concerning what constitutes material that

should be disclosed in the interests of justice. The fact

that materials which may contain telexes such as the forego-

ing have been withheld to this late date renders that posi-

tion untenable. Second, respondent must now be afforded ad-

equate time to examine and analyze the materials that have

now been produced (all 16,000 pages of them) as well as

those that must be produced in the future, before his coun-

sel are required to make decisions concerning stipulations

or other matters that may affect the conduct of the trial

and respondent's ability to defend himself.

3.

payoff. At the 1983 trial and before the Investigating Com-

mittee, agent Murphy testified that a spontaneous concern

for the undercover agent's safety was a significant factor

in the decision to arrest Borders at the scene of the payoff

rather than letting him take the money to determine whether

funds would be paid to Judge Hastings. On the eve of the

hearings before the House subcommittee last spring, we ob-

tained a copy of an FBI telex dated October 8, 1981, which

confirmed that the FBI had in fact planned in advance to ar-

rest Borders at the scene and that the decision was based

upon factors unrelated to concerns about the agent's safety.

The materials just produced reveal that the proposed

arrest scenario had been developed by September 24, 1981,

and was predicated upon Judge Hastings's issuing the Romano

7



order by September 30, 1981, as Borders had promised (A.32-

33). These materials confirm that Mr. Weingarten and Agent

Murphy were aware that Borders was a rainmaker who had

claimed to have the power to fix cases with judges in addi-

tion to Judge Hastings (A.18). Nonetheless, they were

"dedicated to the prosecution" (A.22) even before the under-

cover operation had been approved (A.15-26). Those docu-

ments also show that Director Webster and other senior FBI

officials were more skeptical from the outset (A.27, 30-31).

They also indicate that the decision to arrest Borders at

the scene of the payoff was predicated on the view that Bor-

ders's appearance there would generate more than enough evi-

dence to warrant his prosecution, but that, absent further

evidence, even the dinner at the Fontainebleau and the is-

suance of an order on September 30 would be insufficient ev-

idence of the judge's involvement to warrant risking the

$125,000 with Borders (A.34-37), a concern that even the

committed prosecutor appears to have shared (A.35). Indeed,

the Director's final approval of the arrest scenario was

based upon the erroneous assumption that Judge Hastings had

issued the order on September 30 (A.39-40). Even then the

Director's approval was conditioned upon his subordinates

obtaining the Justice Department's agreement that the arrest

would take place at the scene (A.42). The Romano order was

not issued by September 30th, the date Borders had promised,

and the FBI had less, not more, evidence of the judge's in-

volvement when the arrest was made.



Those materials also disclosed that a meeting took

place three days before the arrest at which subordinate FBI

officials and Justice Department attorneys involved in the

investigation discussed the prospects for forcing reassign-

ment of an important case pending before Judge Hastings.

The Department's attorneys reportedly decided that that

would not be feasible under the circumstances known at that

date (A.43). This disclosure raises new and troubling is-

sues concerning the "leaks" of information to the media that

immediately followed the arrest, issues that must now be ex-

plored in some depth.

At a minimum, these materials shed new light on the

credibility of agent Murphy's and Reid Weingarten's prior

testimony. Their presence in these files should suffice to

illustrate the need for a careful review of all materials in

the FBI files on Operat n Apple Ey

Princi• Counsel to
United States District Judge Alcee L. Hastings

May 19, 1989
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APPENDIX TO

A STATEMENT CONCERNING
JUDGE HASTINGS'S NEED FOR TINE AND FUNDS TO DO NOW WHAT

THE HOUSE SHOULD HAVE DONE BEFORE IMPEACHMENT:
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Confidential & Privileged Released asAttorney Work Product Exhibit - 5/10/89

May 1, 1981

To: File

FR: TJA

Re: FBI Piles Produced By the
House of Representatives

I received four boxes of materials on Wednesday, April
26, 1989. One of these boxes contained four folders - - 1.
"Hastings/Borders References Contained in Joseph Nesline's
Files" (about 1000 pages); 2. Discovery Materials (which
included depositions taken by Special Counsel (about 1000
pages with exhibits), a slim file containing DOJ materials
(about 10 pages), and a Brady memo (2 pages); 3. FBI Wire-
tap (the Mayor Clark Disclosure Materials) (about 1000
pages); and 4. Borders - Gov't Exhibits (about 100 pages).
The materials in folders 1 and 2 were examined and partially
abstracted on Saturday, April 29, 1989. (See separate memo-
randum).

The remaining three boxes contained redacted files from
FBI investigations related to Judge Hastings over the years.
These materials appear to include files from FBI headquar-
ters (HQ) and from the Washington (WF), and Miami (MM) field
offices. For each investigation, the first two digits ap-
pear to be assigned from HQ and to. be employed in all field
office files. The remaining digits differ from office to
office. A preliminary inventory is attached.

Based upon a rough estimate, the three boxes of FBI ma-
terials submitted amount to an estimated 16,000 pages. Ex-
cluding categories that appear only marginally relevant, ap-
proximately 12,000-13,000 pages will have to be examined
with care. The FBI materials supplied from the FBI Nesline
Materials are new. Those concerning Mayor Clark overlap to
a significant extent with materials previously examined.
Nonetheless, a careful review will be required to recon-
struct the FBI internal decision record. In the aggregate
the production of these materials will require a careful re-
view of more than 14,000 pages.

I 7



Preliminar
y Inventory

FBI Files Received From House

Headquarters Files 

HQ 58-10762: Operation Apple Eye

These files consist of two volumes. Estimated at 1000
pages.

HQ 62-120955: Request for Investigative Assistance by Chief
Judge John C. Godbold, Eleventh Judicial Circuit, con-
cerning U.S. District Judge Alcee L. Hastings

The files consist of twelve volumes - - eight sequen-
tial volumes and four "EBF" volumes. Estimated at 4000
pages.

HQ 77-137744: [FBI Background Investigation]

One volume was supplied. It probably amounts to 400
pages.

HQ - Reference Packs

There are four reference packs, apparently containing
references to Judge Hastings culled from other HQ files.
These probably amount to 600 pages.

HQ/MM [Political Investigation riles]

This is a poorly copied, poorly organized collection of
materials concerning the possibility of racial or political
disturbances in Miami/Ft. Lauderdale in 1969. ALH is iden-
tified as a black community leader. About 200 pages.

Miami Files

MM 58-623: Operation Apple Eye

There are twenty volumes in all -- three volumes of
main files; five volumes bearing designation MM58-623-1A;
and thirteen volumes of subfiles. There are probably 2500
pages.

MM 62A-7231: Request for Investigative Assistance by Chief
Judge John C. Godbold, Eleventh Judicial Circuit, con-
cerning U.S. District Judge Alcee L. Hastings

There are six volumes -- four main volumes and two sub-
volumes bearing designation MM 62A-7251-1A. There are prob-
ably 1500 pages.
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MM77-9409: [ALH: 1979 Background Investigation]

One volume, about 300 pages.

MM9A-3709: Committee of Vigilance, etc .

There are four volumes -- two main and two with addi-
tional suffix "1A". They deal with a radical political
group that sends threatening messages to or concerning po-
litical figures. ALH is in good company. About l000 pages.

)C [No. Redacted]: Wiretap Investigation

These are progress reports etc. covering period 6/20/85
to 8/16/85 concerning ILU/Gordon investigation. Totally
redacted. About 10 pages.

MM72-219: Unknown Subj: Obstr. of Justice

An investigation of possible jury interference in U.S. 
v. Aboudando, a case tried before ALH in 1984. The investi-
gation came to nothing, and ALH was not a suspect. About 10
pages.

MM47-6294: Unknown Subj.: Impersonation of ALE (Zenda
Clark)

In early October 1982, Zenda Clark of New Jersey called
ALH to advise him that a man had been posing as him. On Oc-
tober 5, 1982, ALH reported this to FBI Miami. The sporadic
impersonation lasted from September 5 through October 5,
1981. There was a final call from unknown suspect to Clark
on October 7. File reflects investigation of ALH trip to
Newark on 10/22/82 to conduct his own investigation. About
25 pages.

MM157-4386-3: [No title]

Only a single illegible newspaper clipping supplied.
Two pages.

Washington Files (Field Office) 

WF58-1899: Operation Apple Eye

The Washington Field Office files consist of five main
volumes and sixteen volumes of sub files that appear to be
incomplete -- e.g., there is no volume for WQF58-1899-sub A,
although there is a sub C, etc. Approximately 2500 pages
supplied.
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W62-1104: Request for Investigative Assistance by Chief
Judge John C. Godbold . . . etc.

This is the companion to the HQ and Miami files. Three
volumes, two main and one sub files , have been submitted.
The sub file is WF62A-1104 Sub C suggesting that some vol-
umes have been omitted. About 500 pages.

WF9-5302: Committee on Vigilance, etc.

The companion political threats file in two volumes;
about 500 pages.

WF77-107125:  [ALH - 1979 Background Investigation]

About 40 pages concerning ALH time in D.C. and at
Howard.

WFO - References

Miscellaneous references from other files. About 25
pages. This includes additional materials on Nes-
line/Dredge.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1
Date of transcription10/20/85

Special Agent (SA) KENDALL W. SHULL advised that
JOE NESLINE gave him the following explanation of his (NESLINE's)
involvement in the investigation of Federal Judge HASTINGS
and a black attorney from Washington, D. C., named WILLIAM .
BORDERS:

NESLINE told SA SHULL that a friend of his had
gotten in trouble over a narcotics charge and asked him
to recommend an attorney to defend him. NESLINE introduced
his friend to a black attorney from Washington, D. C. The
black attorney told NESLINE's friend that he would charge
him $2,500 to defend him in the drug charge. NESLINE's
friend hired the black attorney and as far as NESLINE was
concerned at that time that was the end of the matter,
because he did not hear from his friend for several weeks.

NESLINE stated that one Saturday, several weeks
later, his friend called him on the telephone and arranged
to visit NESLINE at his home at the PROMENADE on Puchs
Hill Road, Bethesda, Maryland, on a Sunday. NESLINE stated
that while he was waiting for his friend to return, he
read a newspaper article in the Sunday paper, which stated
that his friend was, in fact, an informant for the government
in a case in Florida. NESLINE stated that the case involved
the Federal Judge HASTINGS.

NESLINE stated that his wife, BECKY, and his
friend's wife went shopping while he and his friend stayed
in the apartment. NESLINE stated that he had to hide the
story in the newspaper from his friend. NESLINE said that
he thought his friend was wired up and he was very uncomfortable
during the visit, which lasted three to four hours.

Several months later, NESLINE stated that he
and his wife stayed with MOKIE (AL FACINTO) who had a home
on Rock Creek Parkway in Washington, D. C. During this
stay with MOKIE, NESLINE said that his friend, who he suspected
being a government informant, visited them again. The
friend told NESLINE that he was indicted and was going
to Baltimore, Maryland, for a hearing. The friend

Investigation on 10/20/85 at Amsterdam, Holland Pule •

by SA CHARLES H BYRD, II CHB:mve 10/20/85

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 - 5 -
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Contribution of FD-302 of SA KENDALL W. SHULL; 183A-1060 Sub I On  10/20/85, Page 2

returned after going to Baltimore, Maryland, and told NESLINE
that he had pled guilty and had gotten six months probation.
NESLINE said this confirmed to him that his friend was
an informant. NESLINE stated that he understands that
his friend is currently in the Witness Security Program.

NESLINE told SA SHULL that three "dagos" had
some kind of a case in front of Federal Judge HASTINGS,
a black judge in Florida. He said that his friend, who
he introduced to the black attorney from Washington, D. C.,
had told these three individuals that "he had a black judge
in my pocket." This friend of NESLINE's told the black
attorney, who was identified by NESLINE as WILLIAM BORDERS,
that "I know three dagos with a problem in front of Judge
HASTINGS." According to NESLINE, BORDERS told his friend
that for a price they could fix the.case. NESLINE stated
to SA SHULL that he did not believe that WILLIAM BORDERS
had any control or influence over Judge HASTINGS, although
NESLINE stated that he ( NESLINE) personally knew the judge
he thought BORDERS was scamming his friend.

NESLINE told SA SHULL that his knowledge came
from the papers and that he did not know any of this first
hand;

NESLINE told SA SHULL that PETE CHACONAS had
told him that SA SHULL was a FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
(FBI) Agent. NESLINE Said that this occurred with SA
SHULL and NESLINE started meeting together at the METRO
MARKET at 18th and I Streets, N. W., Washington, D. C.
NESLINE told SA SHULL, however, that CHACONAS was lying
in an effort to ingratiate himself with NESLINE.

•■•
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37
FROM: SAC, SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE (183A-1 0) (P) (C-6)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI //t0

AT1'): ORGANIZED CRIME SECTION, SSA WALT SCHEUPLEIN

WHITE COLLAR CRIME SECTION, SSA DENNIS AIXEN

BT

UNCLAS

VIDGAM; 00:WFO

RE TEL CALL OF SSA XIRHY E. MAJOR TO SSA'S SCHEUPLEIN AND

AIXEN 11/1/85.

PER REFERS CED TELEPHONE CALLS, FBIHC) ADVISED TEAT DISCUSSIONS
A

WITH JOHN 6KR, C UNSEL TO THE THREE JUUE PANEL SITTING IN

ATLANTA, GEORGIA, DETERMINED THA4OIROi; NOT WANT UCA

IN CAPTIONED MATTER TO TARE ANY FURTHER ACTION RELATIVE TO

JOSEPH NESLINE'S ASSOCIATION/RELATIONSHIP WITH THE BORDERS/

HASTINGS MATTER. FURTHER, DURING RE TEL CALLS, IT WAS

DETERMINED THAT THE INFORMATION PROVIDED UCA BY NESLINE WOULD
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NOT RESULT IN A PERJURY OR OBSTRUCTION CASE RELATIVE TO THE

PREVIOUS TRIAL OF U.S. DISTRICT COURT JUDGE ALCEE HASTINGS.

BASED ON THE ABOVE, WFO WILL INITIATE EFFORTS TO CLOSE

ABOVE GROUP 1 EFFORT.

BT
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NNNN
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FM MIAMI (195A-22) (P) (PC-1)

DIRECTOR PRIORITY (ATTN: WALTER SCHEUPLEIN, OC, SECTION)

(HAND CARRY SEALED ENVELOPE)

BT

UNCLAS E F T 0-

INTERNATIONAL LONGSHOREMENE %SSOCIATION (ILA)' LOCALS 1416 AND 1922

HOBBS ACT-LABOR, LMRDA; LMRA1 00: HA. •

REFERENCE MIAMI TELETYPE TO THE BUREAU DATED FEBRUARY 28, 1986

CAPTIONED KEVIN "WAXY
.
 GORDON, ETAL, RICO-CPO; 00:MM, AND TELCALL

TO THE BUREAU AND MIAMI DATED FEBRUARY 28,
-
29, 1986, AND MARCH 1,

1986.

PER YOUR REQUEST, THE FOLLOWING IS BEING SUBMITTED TO DOCUMENT

MIAMI'S REQUEST FOR BUREAU AUTHORIZATION TO CONSENSUALLY RECORD

TELEPHONE AND ORAL CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN STEPHEN P. CLARK, MAYOR,

DADE COUNTY FLORIDA, AND ALCEE HASTINGS, FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT

aUDGE, SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA.

AS THE BUREAU IS AWARE, CLARK WAS INTERVIEWED ON FEBRUARY 28,

V SW VIA: PRECEDENCE CLASSIFIC ?ION:
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1986, BY FBI AGENTS IN MIAMI AND STATED HASTINGS TOLD HIM TO "STAY

AWAY FROM KEVIN GORDON BECAUSE HE IS HOT . . DURING THE COURSE OF

THE INTERVIEW, CLARK STATED THAT HE KNEW TEAT HE WAS IN THE MIDDLE

OF THIS INVESTIGATION AND SAID "I GUESS I WILL HAVE TO WIRE UP".

BASED UPON THIS REPRESENTATION BY CLARK AND ADDITIONAL FACTORS

EMERGING FROM CLARK'S INTERVIEW, MIAMI INTENDS TO RECONTACT CLARK

AND SEEK HIS CONSENT TO CONSENSUALLY MONITOR CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN

HIMSELF AND HASTINGS IN THE EXPECTATION 0? DOCUMENTING HASTINGS'

ROLE IN LEAK OF TITLE III INFORMATION RELATIVE TO CAPTIONED .

INVESTIGATION. HOWEVER, MIAMI BELIEVES IT WOULD BE IN STRONGER'

POSITION TO SOLICIT CLARK'S COOPERATION IF IT ALREADY HAD BUREAU

APPROVAL TO CONSENSUALLY MONITOR CONVERSATIONS.

MIAMI BELIEVES TEAT IF CLARK AGREES TO CONSENSUAL MONITORINGS,

TIME MAYBE or THE ESSENCE TO PROCEED TO THE ANTICIPATED SCENARIO

OUTLINED BELOW:

MIAMI CANNOT AT THIS TIME ELABORATE ON A PLAN OR SCENARIO

WITHOUT FIRST RECONTACTING CLARK. HOWEVER, MIAMI ANTICIPATES

THAT THE BEST SCENARIO WILL INVOLVE CLARK MEETING HASTINGS IN

AND APPARENTLY ACCIDENTIAL SETTING SUCH AS AT DINNER, A COMMUNITY

Approvect  Trunsmitted  Per 
(Number) (Time)
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ORIENTED MEETING, OR IN :PUBLIC PLACE. THIS TYPE OF CHANCE

ENCOUNTER WOULD MINIMIZE SUSPICISIONS HASTINGS MAY HAVE OF CLARK

AND ENABLE CLARK TO ASSUME A MORE NATURAL ROLE AS A PUBLIC OFFICIAL

MIAMI WOULD INSTRUCT CLARK TO MERELY THANK HASTINGS FOR THE

WARNING HE GAVE CLARK INASMUCH AS CLARK WOULD TELL HASTINGS

THAT HE IN FACT LEARNED THAT THERE WAS A FBI INVESTIGATION

OF GORDON. ANY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT BY HASTINGS WOULD CONFIRM

CLARK'S POTENTIAL TESTIMONY AGAINST HASTINGS. OF-COURSE,

1.7 THE OPPORTUNITY ARISES CLARK WOULD BE INSTRUCTED TO

AUGMENT THE CONVERSATION TO INCLUDE OTHER SPECIFIC DETAILS

OF THE HASTINGS LEAF.

IN ORDER TO CONTROL A CLARK/HASTINGS MEETING, MIAMI WILL

ESTABLISH PERIODIC SURVEILLANCES OF HASTINGS. MIAMI IS FULLY

AWARE OF THE PITFALLS IN PURSUING THE AFOREMENTIONED SCENARION.

THERE IS A DISTINCT POSSIBILITY HASTINGS MAY LEARN OF TEE FEBRUARY

28, 1986, FBI INTERVIEWS OF CLARK AND OTHER POTENTIAL SUBJECTS

EITHER FROM THE SUBJECTS DIRECTLY OR THROUGH STREET TALK, AND
4

THEREBY CLEAN HIMSELF IN ANY MONITORED CONVERSATIONS. HENCE, THE

LONGER NIAMZ DELAYS SZTTING IN MOTSON THE PROPOSED SCENARIO, THE

 Traruvrittted 
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MORE DIFFICULT IT WILL BECOME TO RESOLVE THIS MATTER SUCCESSFULLY.

NOTING THE PITFALLS, MIAMI ALSO CONCURS IN THE USE OF POLYGRAPH

EXAMINATION, HOWEVER, A POST MEETING EXAMINATION MAY NOT BE

NECESSARY IF HASTINGS IN FACT INCRIMINATES HIMSELF.

ON THE OTHER HAND, MIAMI DOES NOT BELIEVE LOCKING CLARK

INTO HIS TESTIMONY BY WAY OF GRAND JURY APPEARANCE PRIOR

TO CONSENSUAL MONITORING , HIS CONVERSATIONS IS NECESSARY

FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:

1. CLARK'S PRESENCE AT ANY GRAND JURY INCREASES THE

CHANCES OF LEAKS. -

2. THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (DOJ) HAS ALREAD AUTHORIZED

THE PROSECUTION OF CLARK UNDER TITLE U.S.C., SECTION 1001.

CLARK'S TESTIMONY BEFORE A FGJ COULD SIGNIFICANTLY IMPEDE

PROSPECTS OF SUCH PROSECUTION THEREBY ELIMINATING A BARGAINING

TOOL IN SEEKING CLARK'S COOPERATION.

3. CLARK IS, IN EFFECT, ALREADY LOCXED INTO HIS TESTIMONY

THROUGH HIS OWN WORDS DULY RECORDED IN CONVERSATIONS WITH KEVIN

GORDON. !CAMS HAS NO REASON TO BELIEVE THAT CLARK HAS ANY FURTHER

KNOWLEDGE OF WHAT HASTINGS TOLD HIM OF THE INVESTIGATION THAT WE

A0Provect:  Trarismttted  Pet 
(Number) (Time)
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DO NOT ALREADY KNOW THROUGH CONSENSUAL RECORDED CONVERSATIONS

BETWEEN KEVIN GORDON AND CLARK AND PETER FERGUSON.

4. DOJ IS OPPOSED TO COMMITING CLARK'S TESTIMONY TO FGJ

RECORD AT THIS TIME BECAUSE AS MENTIONED EARLY IT COULD IMPEDE

SECTION 1001 PROSECUTION. FURTHER, DOJ WANTS CLARK FULLY

DEBRIEFED THROUGH MORE EXTENSIVE INTERVIEWS SO THAT FUTURE TRIAL

TESTIMONY WILL NOT BE FLAWED OR CONTRACTED BY INCONSISTENCIES

DERIVED FROM EARLY FGJ TESTIMONY.

MIAMI PLANS TO REINTERVIEW CLARK ON MONDAY, MARCH 3, 1986, AT

WHICH TIME CLARK'S COOPERATION WILL BE SOLICITED. FOR TEE

INFORMATION OF THE BUREAU, DOJ CONCURS IN THE USE 07 CONSENSUAL

MONITORING OF CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN CLARK AND HASTINGS AND HAS

INDICATEQ THAT THERE ARE NO ENTRAPMENT ISSUES.. DOJ ALSO CONCURS

IN SURVEILLANCES OF HASTINGS. PURSUANT TO TELEPHONE CONVERSATION

BETWEEN SAC, MIAMI, AND ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FLOYD CLARKE, MIAMI

WILL PROCEED WITH INTERVIEW or MAYOR CLARK, ATTEMPT TO SOLICIT

HIS COOPERATION, AND INSIST ON COMPLETE TRUTHFULNESS OF MAYOR

CLARK ALONG WITH POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION PRIOR TO PLANNING ANY MEETIN

WITH HASTINGS. IF MIAMI IS SATISFIED WITH mannz OF COOPERATION
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ON PART OF MAYOR CLARK AND HE IS WILLING TO CONSENSUALLY MONITOR

CONVERSATIONS WITH HASTINGS, PRIOR TELEPHONIC APPROVAL WILL

BE SOUGHT FROM THE BUREAU BEFORE PROCEEDING FURTHER WITH CLARK/

HASTINGS MEETING.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS.

DT •
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TO DIRECTOR IMMEDIATE //

ATTENTION: SEAN SILLY, CID

c ,„. 2 5 0
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SECTION 1 OF 2.

APPLE EYE: BRIBERY; 00:MIAMI.

RE MIAMI TELETYPES TO DIRECTOR, AUGUST 28, 1981 AND SEPTEMBER

2, 1981. 1-
•

• RELATING TO THE UCO PROPOSAL

I. PURPOSE

REQUEST FOR AUTHORITY FOR AN UNDERCOVER OPERATION (UCO),

FOR 60 DAYS IN THE CORRUPTION OF PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND ORGANIZED

CRIME AREAS TO BE CONDUCTED IN THE MIAMI DIVISION AT A TOTAL COST

OF $30,000. UCO TO BE' ENTITLED APPLE EYE.

II. OBJECTIVES OF OPERATION
• •

.11 • ••• •

SPECIFICALLY, THE OBJECTI-JE OF THE UCO IS:
• •

A. OBTAIN PROSECUTABLE EVIDENCE SHOWING THAT A NATIONALLY
• ' . trio: ..-.• za. . -

. •
• 1.4 4. rill."' ...m. •.•• '• • .•••■• •••• • duN, • •• '•
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PROMINENT ATTORNEY IS ACTING AS THE MIDDLEMAN, BETWEEN A USDC JUDGE

AND INDIVIDUALS COMING BEFORE THE JUDGE'S BENCH, CONDUCTING CRIMINAL

ACTIVITIES INVOLVING THE SOLICITING OF BRIBES.

III. DETAILS

A. CRIMINAL PROBLEM

1. TYPE OF CRIME

A. BRIBERY AND SOLICITATION OF BRIBERY. TITLE 18, USC,

SECTION 201, • IS TEE CRIME BEING COMMITTED. INFORMATION, TO DATE,

INDICATES TEAT THE ATTORNEY, AT THE REQUEST OF THE USDC JUDGE, IS

APPROACE;NG INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE CRIMINALLY CHARGED AND SCHEDULED

BEFORE THE JUDGE AND ADVISING THEM THAT IN EXCHANGE FOR A CASH

PAYMENT THEIR CRIMINAL CHARGES WILL BE SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED.

2. SUBJECTS • -• •. q..4 • "'W. •

A. WILLIAM A. BORDERS, JR., DATE OF BIRTH MARCH 9, 1939,

EMPLOYMCWi • ATTORNEY, COBB, BORDERS AND WILLIAMS, WASHINGTON, D.C.
• • •

OTHER • PRESIDENT,AATIONAL EAR ASSOCIATION (19801, MEMBER OF FIJE -

MAN PANEL OF ATTORNEYS WHO AID IN SELECTION OF USDC JUDGESHIPS.
• • T.'?" • ••• • .	. • .

•

B. AL= LAMAR HASTINGS, •A= OF BIRTH SEPTEMBER 5 , 193 6 ,
,••...- - eforr 1

. •••' . • - • •

EMPLOYMENT • as= JUDGE, SOUTHERN DISTRICT Or FLORIDA, APPROXIMATELY
•

.	-

. .
"1' C ."... 

• • ' - • 10' •••
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TWO YEARS.

C. SANTO TRAFFICANTE, DATE OF BIRTH NOVEMBER 15, 1914.

OTHER — NUMBER ONE ORGANIZED CRIME FIGURE IN SOUTH FLORIDA AREA.

CURRENTLY INDICTED AND SCHEDULED FOR TRIAL BEFORE JUDGE HASTINGS.

D. ANTHONY ACCARDO, DATE OF BIRTH APRIL 28,.1906.

E. ANTHONY PILLOTO, DATE OF BIRTH JANUARY 6, 1911.

B. PRIOR INVESTIGATION

A SOURCE, WHO HAS SUPPLIED RELIABLE INFORMATION TO ANOTHER

FEDERAL AGENCY IN THE PAST, HAS SUPPLIED INFORMATION REGARDING

THIS BRIBERY ALLEGATION. TO DATE, THE FOLLOWING ARE HIGHLIGHTS OF

THE INVESTIGATION. CIT IS NOTED THAT DUE TO THE SENSITIVE NATURE

OF TUE INVESTIGATION, OVERT INVESTIGATION HAS BEEN LIMITED)

1. ON JULY 21, 1981, BORDERS MET WITH TRFFICANTE IN MIAMI.

(HQ HAS DETAILS OF CLANDESTINE MEETING.)

a

ON AUGUST 21, 1981, BORDERS, AGAIN,

pit. • -

• ••• rr'•
"ti

. ••• 11.=.1. • ••• '' ?,.11M .■■• 6.41F• 1111"L■

• . lk 0: • Ala • *wi

. „

M..' • • • • .

714-trA 's" •

- • • • ••• ■ ":3".. air. 7
• . . •••• • • • • • %•

d•

414." 141. er. • .a1.'
• s 

:
1111

'
	."44 •

MET WITH TRAFFICANTE

•

tria
%•

••••1 ' ;
• • • •.18410 - •

•■••
. =.# • go'• • • • ig■

";;,:le.41:1 " r! r
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IN MIAMI. (HO HAS DETAILS.)

3. REVIEW OF TELEPHONE TOLL RECORDS FOR BORDERS AND JUDGE

HASTINGS REVEALS THE FOLLOWING CALLS BETWEEN THEIR BUSINESS AND/OR

RESIDENCES:

MAY 11, 1981. JUDGE TO BORDERS - ONE MINUTE; MAY 29,

1981, BORDERS TO JUDGE - ONE MINUTE; MAY 29, 1981, BORDERS TO JUDGE -

ONE MINUTE; JULY S. 1981. JUDGE TO BORDERS - ONE MINUTE; JULY 16,

1961, JUDGE TO BORDERS - ONE MINUTE; AUGUST 12, 1981, BORDERS TO

JUDGE - ONE MINUTE.

4. SOURCE ADVISED THAT $100,000 OF $600,000 BRIBE WAS DELIVERED

BY ONE OF TRAFFICANTE'S ASSOCIATES IN TAMPA, FLORIDA, TO BORDERS IN

WASHINGTON, D.C., DURING THE WEEKEND OF AUGUST 29-30, 1981.

S. SOURCE ADVISED TEAT BORDERS IS DOING SIMILAR DEALS INVOLVING

AN UNKNOWN U.S. APPELLATE COURT JUDGE IN NEW ORLEANS.

TO DATE, INVESTIGATION HAS GATHERED EVIDENCE THAT IS CIRCUM-

STANTIAL IN NATURE AND IT IS BELIEVED THAT TEE ONLY WAY TEAT HARD

EVIDENCE CAN BE GATHERED FOR A SUCCESSFUL PROSECUTION IS BY THE USE
.• •

OF A UCO SCENARIO WHERE CONVERSATIONS WITH BORDERS CAN BE TAPED AND
Gi g. • 4. A .

• •

TEE SCENARIO ALLOWED vó RUN ITS COURSE. " 
• .'"?..• •

•
.111, • • .	•••••■••• fie 41 • •• .0 • •
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IV. UNDERCOVER OPERATION PROPOSAL

1. THE SOURCE OF THE INFORMATION IN CAPTIONED MATTER HAS

AGREED TO MAKE AN INTRODUCTION OF A UCA TO BORDERS TO RUN A SCENARIO

WHICH SHOULD PRODUCE THE ' EVIDENCE FOR A SUCCESSFUL PROSECUTION IN

CAPTIONED MATTER. THIS IS THE REASON FOR THE USE OF THE UNDERCOVER

TECHNIQUE. .

2. THE UCA WILL PLAY THE ROLE OF FRANK OR THOMAS ROMANO.

(THE ROMANO BROTHERS WERE RECENTLY CONVICTED AND SENTENCED SEFORE

JUDGE HASTINGS IN USDC, MIAMI, FLORIDA, THREE YEARS CUSTODY OF

ATTORNEY GENERAL AND FINES AND FORFEITURES TOTALING $1.3 MILLION.

DOLLARS.) EQ IS IN RECEIPT OF INFORMATION AS TO WHY THE INTRODUCTIC

OF THE UCA BY THE SOURCE WILL BE ACCEPTABLE TO BORDERS. IT IS

BELIEVED THAT THE INITIAL AND SUBSEQUENT MEETINGS WITH BORDERS CAN

BE RECORDED AND THAT THE FOLLOWING WILL BE OBTAINED:

1. DETAILS OF TEE .71.xe , IOZO PRICE MOTIONS TO BE
-"- 'FILED, TIMING, ETC.

•
•riger:'861b!:

2. ' SHOW OF PROOF BY JUDGE HASTINGS THAT BORDERS IS
• • • A.

ACTING IN THE JUDGE'S BZEALiP (RESTAURANT SCENARIO OA OTHER).
Iry

Excsitict OF FRONT MONEY. —
•••• • • :4. • •• • . • •

• • 'C.. '■.;..a 4"- arm -.4 . . •

• ; ••••- warieusi ;..A.0.41A, 0.%? • • Arc% - Rho
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3. AN UNDERCOVER AGENT (RETIRED SA OF MIAMI DIVISION) WILL BE

INTRODUCED DUE TO TEE AGES OF THE ROMANO BROTHERS. THE UCA WILL BE

INTRODUCED BY THE SOURCE WHO WILL THEN LEAVE THE MEETING. THE

SOURCE HAS ADVISED THAT HE WILL NOT TESTIFY IN CAPTIONED MATTER.

4. LENGTH OF OPERATION •

THE PROPOSED LENGTH OF THE OPERATION IS 60 DAYS DUE TO THE

CONSTRAINTS KNOWN TO HQ.

5. COST.

A. UP-FRONT MONEY WILL BE IN THE AMOUNT OF $25,000.

B. MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES KAYE BEEN ESTIMATED AT $5,000.

C. TOTAL COST 630,000.

6. MANPOWER WILL BE SUPPLIED BY THE MIAMI DIVISION AND THE

UTILIZATION OF ONE FORMER BUREAU SA.

V. TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT

NAGRA BODY RECORDING EQUIPMENT WILL BE NEEDED AT THIS POINT

IN TIME..:.7-11 APPEARS THAT MIAMI DIVISION HAS SUFFICIENT EQUIPMENT.

• IV. PLA ANALYS . • •

. ZIEJ • • 44. .
A' an. MIAMI PLA HAS REVIEWED PROPOSAL AND IS OF TEE OPINION THERE

IS NO ENTRAPMENT OR DUE PROCESS PROBLEMS WITH PROPOSED PROJECT.
a. • • •• ••

43.1" •  1.
17.̀ ai • • !'. ■. 14.DT " ••■•• • 3. .
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NOR IS THERE ANY LEGAL PROBLEM WITH HAVING FORMER SA REPRESENT A

LIVING PERSON. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT A PERSONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT

BE EXECUTED BETWEEN THE FBI AND FORMER SA SPELLING OUT HIS AUTHORITY

AS WELL AS AN INDEMNITY CLAUSE WHICH WOULD INDEMNIFY HIM AGAINST

CIVIL SUITS THAT MIGHT ARISE OUT OF THIS PROJECT.

VII. DEPARTMENTAL ATTORNEY OPINION

REID WEINGARTEN, ATTORNEY, PROFESSIONAL INTEGRITY SECTION,

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, WASHINGTON, D.C., HAS BEEN APPRISED OF THE

DEVELOPMENTS IN CAPTIONED INVESTIGATION SINCE ITS INCEPTION. HE

CONCURS WITH THE PROPOSAL AND ITS OBJECTIVES AND LEGALITY. HE IS

DEDICATED '?O THE PROSECUTION OF THE SUBJECTS DEVELOPED. HE ADVISED

THAT THE USE OF THE UCO SCENARIO WILL NOT BE CONSTRUED AS ENTRAPMENT

VIII. EXEMPTIONS

AN EXEMPTION FOR DEPOSITING APPROPRIATED FUNDS WILL BE

NEEDED. • • • • PIPS • • . •
•• • • • • • • •• •

•

•• • web

• IX. COOPERATIVE ASSET ;:.7

THE COOPERATING ASSET IN CAPTIONED MATTER HAS A CRIMINAL

HISTORY wan= T01.943. WEISSET .IS A; TEARS OLD. THE ASSET RAS

DEALT WITH BORDERS -FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS AND HAS HIS CONFIDENCE.
a •

• • -: • ..7P2rT:;-•:
• is,
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PAGE EIGHT MK (58-6231 UNCLAS

ATLEE WAMPLER, USA, MIAMI, FLORIDA, IS IN POSSESSION OF

STATISTICAL INFORMATION WHICH OUTLINES THE ASSET'S ACCOMPLISHMENTS

AND WHICH WOULD RATE THE ASSET AS EXCELLENT TO OUTSTANDING.

THE ASSET BY HIS ACTIONS HAS DEMONSTRATED HIS STABILITY. HE

HAS ADVISED TEAT HE WILL NEVER TESTIFY IN THIS OR ANY OTHER MATTER.

HE STATED THAT IN EXCHANGZ FOR HIS BEING ALLOWED TO PLEAD GUILTY

ONE FELON? COUNT (NARCOTICS CONSPIRACY) OF AN EIGHT-COUNT INDICTME:

CURRENTLY PENDING AGAINST HIM IN BALTIMORE, MARYLAND, AND THE

GOVERNMENT STANDING MUTE AT HIS SENTENCING. (WITH HIS COOPERATION

AND ACTIONS BEING MADE KNOWN TO THE

THAT HE WOULD CONTINUE TO COOPERATE

MATTER AND WOULD INTRODUCE A UCA TO

ROMANO BROTHERS' SCENARIO.

X. SAC COMMENTS

SENTENCING JUDGE, IN CAMERA)

WITH THE GOVERNMENT IN CAPTION?

WILLIAM BORDERS TO RUN THE

. _

do.

SAC, MIAMI, IS COMMITTED TO THE USE OF THE UNDERCOVER

TECHNIQUE IN TAIS MATTER AND MILL SUPPLY THE NECESSARY MANPOWER ANI

EQUIPMENT FOR THE OPERATION.
• . Ifie• "1"-‘.7 •

• • • ... • .

',• '-'71"  • J ....7-
 • ' - •ADMINISTRATM _ - .4. 

,.
 
.•

- ON SEPTEMBER 2, 1981, REID. WEINGARTEN, PIS, DOJ, WASHINGTON,D
a • ... • • .■

• j•42.. '.. . • 1 -; :iiir - -. .1. iii.2 '• ... .. i .. ''. ;41 
• ••

_.

• • • .1' .1. : • .141 
• . "r ;."7

•...... . , . . .

•

•
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PAGE NINE MM (58-6231 UNCLAS

ADVISED THAT HIS SUPERIORS HAVE ADVISED THAT IF WILLIAM DREDGE IS

WILLING TO PLEAD TO ONE FELONY COUNT (NARCOTICS CONSPIRACY) OF HIS

EIGHT-COUNT INDICTMENT IN BALTIMORE AND CONTINUE TO COOPERATE WITH

THE GOVERNMENT IN CAPTIONED MATTER WITH AN INTRODUCTION OF A UCA TO

WILLIAM BORDERS IN THE ROMANO BROTHERS'' SCENARIO THAT THE USA,

BALTIMORE, WOULD ACCEPT HIS PLEA AND WOULD NOT REQUIRE HIS

COOPERATION IN THAT MATTER AND WOULD STAND MUTE AT SENTENCING. IN

ADDITION, THE GOVERNMENT WOULD ADVISE THE SENTENCING JUDGE OF

DREDGE'S COOPERATION AND ACTIONS IN CAPTIONED MATTER.

ON SEPTEMBER 3, 1981, SA WILLIAM J. MURPHY, JR. MET WITH

WILLIAM DREDGE AT WHICH TIME DREDGE AGREED TO THE ABOVE AGREEMENT.

NO PROMISES, THREATS OR COERCION WERE EMPLOYED AND DREDGE ADVISED

THAT THE FINAL SENTENCING WAS AT TEE DISCRETION OF THE JUDGE.

ON SEPTEMBER 3, 1981, WITHIN MINUTES OF SA MURPHY'S DEPARTURE

FROM DREDGE, DREDGE TELEPHONICALLY CONTACTED SAMURPHY AND ADVISED

THAT HE BAD JUST BEEN CONTACTED HIS BALTIMORE

SPADER. HE STATED TEAT SPADER RELATED THAT AUSA
F
..• •

••
 ••• ■■!,.:•;‘,;_•■ .

USA'S OFFICE, BALTIMORE,- MAD JUST CONTACTED HIM
•• •••

. 2.••• • .; •

ADVISED TEAT EZ WAS SEEKING DOJ APPROVAL TO FILE
- - - ' •" • • • • •. • . • L. • •

. •

ATTORNEY, ROGER

STEVE ALLEN,

(SPADER1 AND

A DANGEROUS OFFENDE

•
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AFFIDAVIT REGARDING DREDGE TO BE READ BY THE JUDGE UPON DREDGE'S

SENTENCING. SPADER ADVISED DREDGE THAT IF THE JUDGE ACCEPTS THIS

TEAT IT CARRIES AN AUTOMATIC 20-25 YEAR SENTENCE. (IT IS NOTED

THAT CASE AGENT IS NOT FAMILIAR WITH THIS PROPOSAL BUT UNDERSTANDS

TEAT IT IS FILED AT TIMES REGARDING NARCOTICS VIOLATORS). DREDGE'

WAS IRATE AND. FELT THAT THE GOVERNMENT SAD THROWN HIM A "CURVE BALL.

HE ADVISED TEAT THE AGREEMENT WAS OFF BECAUSE HE DID NOT FEEL THAT

HE COULD LOGICALLY REQUEST HIS ATTORNEY TO SEEK A PLEA AGREEMENT

(KEEPING IN MIND THAT DREDGE HAS STATED TEAT HE DID NOT WANT SPADER

TO KNOW OF HIS COOPERATION FOR PERSONAL SAFETY REASONS) BECAUSE IT

WOULD NOT APPEAR, WITH THIS NEW DEVELOPMENT, THAT AUSA ALLEN WOULD

ACCEPT ONE.

DREDGE ADVISED THAT HE WOULD ONLY AGREE AT THIS POINT IF AUSA

ALLEN MADE THE PLEA AGREEMENT PROPOSAL TO SPADER AND THAT,' IN

ADDITION, HIS VEHICLE, WEIGH WAS SEIZED IN THE BALTIMORE CASE, WAS
. ....*

ORDERED RETURNED TO HIM AS A SHOW OF GOOD FAITH ON THE GOVERNMENT'S
..a *JP. • • • • • a.ea

l
t• w -• : • *......sal • • ....

ab.
- - .. . . .PART. 1 .....7 .• 
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MOTIVE FOR HIS CONTACT WITH SPADER WAS TO PRESSURE DREDGE TO ACCEPT
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THE AGREEMENT. HE DID NOT ADVISE WHY ALLEN DID NOT CONTACT HIM

BEFORE DOING WHAT HE DID.

ON SEPTEMBER 3, 1981, WILLIAM DREDGE ADVISED THAT HE WAS

TRAVELING TO WASHINGTON,,D.C., ON SEPTEMBER 4, 1981, TO MEET WITH

HIS ATTORNEY AND WOULD RETURN TO THE MIAMI AREA ON SEPTEMBER 8, 1981

IT IS REQUESTED OF THE BUREAU THAT AUTHORITY BE OBTAINED FROM

THE APPROPRIATE DOJ PERSONNEL FOR THE UCA IN CAPTIONED MATTER TO

RECORD ANY AND ALL CONVERSATIONS WITH WILLIAM BORDERS AND OTHERS IN

CAPTIONED MATTER. HQ SHOULD HAVE SUFFICIENT INFORMATION TO MAKE THI

REQUEST.

MIA141, AT MIAMI:

1. WILL UPON DETERMINING THE IDENTITY OF A SUITABLE UCA

( FORMER FBI SA), SUBMIT VIA TELETYPE A COPY OF A PERSONAL SERVICES

CONTRACT EXECUTED BY SAME. •

2. INVESTIGATION. CONTINUING.
I. •• • • •

•••• gip late 0 eh •le ••■•■• Iry 4re •
••••1
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Memorandum
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for a sixty day

PU120SE: To recommend that this undercover operation be approved for sixty days
with a budget of $30,000.

SYNOPSIS: William Borders, a Washington, D.C., attorney is attempting through
United States District Court Judge Alcse Hastings to fix two cases that are
before Judge Hastings. One of these cases is the Laborers International Union
case wherein Santo Trafficante, LCN bosh, Tampa, Florida; Anthony Accardo,
consisliere, Chicago LCN; and 13 others are involved, and the other one is the
lamano Brothers case wherein they were sentenced by Judge Hastings on 7/8/81 to

three years la custody of the Attorney General and,fined in sites, of one million
dollars. Surveillances of Borders have put him and Trafficante together on 7/21

. and 8/21/81 at the Fontainbleau Hotel, Miami Beach, Florida. William Dredge, who
advised both the 731 and United States Attorney's Office concerning the facts of
this case, is willing to introduce two undercover Agents (UCAs) as the Romano
brothers to Borders. Attached Mimi teletype sets out scenario to be used in
this case. Former FRI—Ate-nri—wirl—be—u—sea am undercover operatives.

RECOMMENDATION: That this undercover operation be approved
period with a budges of $30,000.

14. H. 44.4
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Memo McWeeney to Monroe
Re: Applaye

DETAILS: On 6/3/81, Santo Trafficante, LCN boss, Tampa, Florida; Anthony
Accardo, coneig/iere, Chicago LCN family; and 13 others were indicted on one
count of RICO and Conspiracy regarding setting up an insurance company to provide
coverage to the rank and file of LIUNA which necessitated payoffs and kickbacks
to the LIMA officials, to the LCN members, and to the various consultants and
administrators of LIUNA funds.

On 7/20/81, William C. Dredge, currently under indictment in Baltimore,
Maryland, for narcotics violation, contacted the United States Attorney's (USA)
Office, Miami, Florida, requesting to speak to the Assistant United States
Attorney (AUSA) handling the Trafficante case. Dredge told the AUSA that while
in Washington, D.C., from 7/9-11/81, he spent several nights at the residence of
a gambler friend, whom he would not identify, wherein ha met Trafficante. Dredge
stated that on 7/18/81 Dredge vas in the company of United States District Court
Judge Hastings, Miami, Florida. and Washington, D.C., attorney in Washington,
D.C., whoa he later identified as William Borders. %Dredge stated that
Trafficante was going to pay Judge Hastings one million dollars through Borders
to have his (Trafficante's) case fixed. Dredge requested that the USA,
Baltimore, Maryland, drop the charges against him before he would give any
additional information. Dredge refused to talk weth . Miani FBI on 7/20 and
7/21/81.

• On 7/21/81, Miami instituted surveillances on Dredge and Borders-, whom
Miami determined was to arrive at Miami, Florida, at 4:05'p.m., on 7/21/81 aboard
Eastern Airlines Flight 965. At 7:15 p.m., both men observed leaving Dredge's
residence and proceed to a Miami shopping center where Borders entered a taxi and
proceeded to the Fontainhleau Hotel, Miami Beach. Borders met Trafficante at the
hotel. The meeting was brief, and Trafficants drove Borders to the airport to
catch a return flight at 9:30 p.m. At the airport, Trafficante was overheard to
say, 'you did a good job.'

On 7/23/81, Dredge was interviewed by the Miami office. Dredge stated
that there were previous meetings in Washington, D.C., and Miami between Borders
and Trafficante as wall as between Judge Hastings and Borders regarding the
payoff to Judge Hastings. The first time was on 7/9 and 10/81 wherein
Trafficante stayed at the residence of a mutual friend. Then on 7/18/81, a
meeting was bald in Washington, D.C., between Judge Heating, and Borders re this
bribe. Finally, go pointed out in previous paragraph, Borders 'set Trafficante at
the Fontainbleau Hotel on 7/21/81.

Dredge further advised that Borders, several months ago, contacted him
and told Dredge to contact Frank and Thomas Romano (Genovese LCN 'family'
associates) and that Borders could fix their case before Judge Hastings for
$130,000. Dredge never contacted them and the Romano• were sentenced on 7/8/81
to three years in prison and forfeited 1.2 Killion dollars. The Romano case is
an FBI case wherein they were convicted in the United States District Court on
12/23/80 for violation of RICO, Conspiracy, Mail and Wire Fraud, as well as"m
isappropriation of union funds and IRS violations.



Maao McWeeney to Monroe
Rs: Appletye

Oa S/21/81, Borders traveled from Washington, D.C., area to Miami,
Florida, via Eastern Airlines Flight 197, departed 5:30 p.m. and arrived 8:04
p.a. Surveillance coverage supplied by WFO. Female Special Agent, WFO,
determined through conversations with Borders on airplane, that Borders planned
to casein in Miami area only for scheduled meeting with someone and would attempt
to depart for Atlanta, Georgia, same evening.

Ou 8/21/81, Borders surveilled by Miami Division upon arrival. Borders
departed Miami International Airport via taxicab and proceeded directly to
Fontainbleau Hotel, Miami Beach, Florida. Borders was sec on lobby steps of
hotel by Santo Trafficante and born entered vehicle registered to Trafficante's
wife. Trafficamtm and Borders then drove directly to Miami International
Airport. Both were observed conversing outside of Delta Airlines section of
terminal for approximately tan minutes. Trafficante then departed in his vehicle
and Borders proceeded to Delta ticket counter.

Trafficamte proceeded to Vincent Capra's Italian'Restaurant, 85th and
Biscayne Boulevard, Miami, Florida, where he set with an individual who later
departed area driving vehicle registered to Ban Hupick. Musick is known
associate of Trafficante.

•

	

	 Toll records for Dredge, Borders, Trafficante and his associates have
been'eubpoenaed. Records show contact between Borders and Judge Hastings.

Dredge refuses to testify and is unwilling to wear a wire. However,
Dredge is willing to introduce a UCA to Borders re the Meant) Brothers.

Attached is Miami teletype setting out undercover operation scenario.



ADDENDUM: CRIMINAL UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS REVIEW COMMITTEE (CUORC) 

On 9/8/81, the CUORC, with a representative of the
Legal Counsel Division and representative(s) of the Department
of Justice present, has determined that (1) the proposed under-
cover operation APPLE EYE, is necessary for the detection
and prosecution of crimes against the United States; (2) that
no extraordinary risk of injury, loss of property, or civil
liability is anticipated during the conduct of the
undercover operation.

The CUORC recommended that APPLE EYE, targeted against
Borders, be approved for sixty days and funded in the amount
of $30,000. Any planned meeting between the UCA and USDJ Hastings
must obtain the approval of the Director.

'1/;161 1Date 
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124SpECTOR-DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
ADDENDUM: CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION (CID) DEC:jam 9/11/8:

Oa 9/10/81, the Director and Assistant Director Charles P. Monroe
CID, were briefed in detail on APPLE EYE by Inspector-Deputy Assistant Director
Caro, Cm. Purpose of briefing the Director was that, if contacts with Attorney
Borders are successful, the investigation could ultimately lead to Judge Hastings,
U.S. District Court of Miami.

The Director and Mr. Monroe concurred with the proposal, as it
impacts on Borders, and instructed that their approval be obtained prior to any
contact with Judge Hastings.
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46147 (1.1341) EMINAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 9/24/81 

Re: APPLE EYE
BRIBERY

The attached Miami teletype reflects
investigative step. to be taken to bring this
matter to a logical conclusion:

1. Immediate installation of pen regist
equipment on William Borders' residence and
business telephones. Miami and DOJ
contemplated pen register coverage of Judge
Hastings' residence and business telephones,
however, after consultation with FBIHQ, it wa
decided not to institute pen register coverag
until after Judge Hastings signs order in thi
matter.

2. When Judge Hastings signs the order
to return property seized to the Romano Broth.
by September 30, 1981, the Miami Office will
obtain Title III orders for ELSUR coverage._
of Borders' telephones as .well as for Judge..
Hastings' telephones.

3. CCA will make telephone calls to
William Borders in an effort to get Borders t
call Judge Hastings concerning the Romano
Brothers' 

case4/12% ia14...22. 4.1
1 - Mr. Mullen LoeweAPOPMNEM Asi, Sera.
1 - Mr. Andrews cCrun.1 - Mr. Monroe
1 - Mr. Caro Dmow

Ft= !I,
1 • Mr. McWeeney .,mitt.. Irzr:t•-cri
1 - Mr. Hi Trwron

46xissoOtotzMAJM Int*.

SPH : mab ;jam, ∎ G.:A#.14•404 tio
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144.gaToTal41+4.1
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Res APPLE EYE
BRIBERY

4. On October 3, 1981, a final payment
of $125,000 will be mad, to Borders at which
time Borders will be arrested and interviewed.

S. Interview of Judge Hastings.
6. Presentation of the facts before a

Federal Grand Jury.
It is noted that the above scenario is

flexible and may be revised as the circumr
stances dictate. This matter being closely
followed by OCS/CID.
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TO DIRECTOR.'

ATTENTION! SEAN HILLY. CID

WFO (513 ■ 1 399) (C•6) IMMEDIATE

ATTENTIONt SA DALE BYRD

BT

UNCLAS

APPLE EY44 BRIBERY, 00: MANI

RE MIAMI TELETYPE TO BUREAU, SETPEMBER 20, 1981, AND MIAMI

TELCALLS TO BUR EAU AND WFO, S EFT En ER 22, 1951.

PEFERENCED TELETYPE CALLS WERE MADE TO DISCUSS THE MATTER

INITIATING TITLE III, ELSUR COVERAGE OF THE TELEPHONES OF WILLIAM A,

BORDERS. JP.., AT HIS RESIDENCE, 25 50TH STREET, NORTHEAST, VASHINGT04,.-

D.C., AND PLACE OF BUSINESS, COBS, BORDERS AND WILLIAMS,

1621 NEW HAMPSHIRE. AVENUE, NORTHWEST, WASHINGTON, D.C.

ON SEPTEMBER 22, 1981.   REID WEINGARTEN, PROFESSIONAL INTMRITY

SECTION, DE TMENT OF JUSTICE. WASHINGTON, D.C., ADVISE THAT HE „ri a

046.
`yam`'
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PAGE TwO MM (58-623) UNCLAS.
CONCURRED IN THE USE OF THIS ELSUR COVERAGE AND THAT HE WOULD AID

IN THE PREPARATION OF THE NECESSARY AFFIDAVIT AND APPLICATION.' HE

STATED THAT AS A NECESSARY PRELIMINARY STEP TO THE OBTAINING OF THE

TITLE III ORDER THAT PEN REGISTERS SHOULD BE INSTALLED ON THE LINES

IN QUESTION. HE STATED THAT HE WOULD ASSIST IN THE PREPARATION OF

THE APPLICATION AND ORDER FOR THE INSTALLATION OF THE PEN MISTERS.

ON SEPTEMBER 23, 1981 -14E ADVISED THAT HE. WAS SEEKING

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE COVERAGE BECAUSE OF THE FOLLOWING REASONS:

1. HE ADVISED THAT IN ADDITION TO THE TWO. SHOWS OF PROOF BY
JUDGE HASTINGS, (I.E., THE SEPTEMBER IC, 1981 DINNER AT THE
FONTAINEBLEAU AND THE UNILATERAL ORDER BY THE JUDGE TO RETURN A ."
SUBSTANTIAL PORT/ON OF THE PROPERTY TO THE ROMANO BROTHERS WITHIN

TEN DAYS OF THE SEPTEMBER 19, 1981 PAYMENT TO WILLIAM BORDERS)
THAT ADDITIONAL CORROBORATING EVIDENCE IS NEEDED FOR A STRONGER

PROSECUTABLE CASE AGAINST JUDGE HASTINGS.
2. HE STATED THAT EVEN WITH THE SHOWS OF PROOF THE JUDGE

COULD POSSIBLY JUSTIFY HIS ACTIONS AS BEING COINCIDENTAL AND/OR
DISCRETIONARY.

3. HE STATED THAT THERE IS A NEED FOR THIS ELSUR COVERAGE
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PAGE THREE mm (58-623) UNCLAS

BECAUSE THERE IS NO POSSIBILITY FOR DIRECT CONTACT BETWEEN THE

JUDGE AND THE UCA.

HE ADVISED THAT HE WOULD BE SEEKING APPROVAL FOR PEN REGISTER

AND ULTIMATELY ELSUR COVERAGE ON THE RESIDENCE AND BUSINESS TELE-

PHONES OF BORDERS AND THE RESIDENCE AND BUSINESS TELEPHONES OF

JUDGE HASTINGS. HE STATED THAT DUE TO THE HIGHLY SENSITIVE NATURE
OF THE INDIVIDUALS AND THEIR PROFESSIONS, EXTREME CARE SHOULD BE• ,•.•
TAKEN REGARDING MINIMIZATION. ••

THE FOLLOWING IS A BRIEF CHRONOLOGICAL SCENARIO AS TO THE
SHUTDOWN OF' THE COVERT STAGE OF THE CAPTIONED MATTER:

I. INSTALLATION OF PEN REGISTER EQUIPMENT ON THE JUDGE AND
ATTORNEY'S RESIDENCE AND BUSINESS TELEPHONES ASAP.

2. ISSUING OF THE ORDER TO RETURN PROPERTY SEIZED BY THE
ROMANO BROTHERS BY SEPTEMBER 30, 1981.

3. ISSUING OF THE TITLE III ORDERS FOR ELSUR COVERAGE OF THE
ABOVE TELEPHONES ASAP.

4, TELEPHONE CALLS FROM UCA TO BORDERS.

5. FINAL PAYMENT of S125,000.02 TO BORDERS AT MIAMI INTER--
NATIONAL AIRPORT, OCTOBER 3, 1981, AT WHICH TIME BORDERS WILL BE
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PAGE FOUR (58-623) UNCLAS

4RRESTED AND ATTEMPT MADE TO GAIN HIS COOPERATION IN CAPTIONED

NATTER. DATE OF OCTOBER 3, 1981, CAN BE NEGOTIATED, UNDER SUITABLE
D

R
 
ET DZT , FOR REASONABLE EXTENSION OF TIME TO RAISE PAYOFF MONEY.

6. POSSIBLE INTERVIEW FO AND/OR FEDERAL GRAND JURY APPEARANCES

)F JUDGE HASTINGS.
/1T IS NOTED THAT THE ABOVE SCENARIO IS FLEXIBLE AND MAY BE ,

REVISED AS THE CIRCUMSTANCES DICTATE./

IT IS REQUESTED OF THE BUREAU THAT- THE ELSUR -INDEX BE REVIEWED

FOR JUDGE ALCEE LAMAR HASTINGS AND WILLIAM A. BORDERS, JR 9

WFO, AT WASHINGTON, D.C.:

I. CONTACT REID WEINGARTEN, PIS, DOJ, REBARDIFJG PREPARATION

APPLICATION AND ORDER FOR PEN REGISTERS. -

2. HAVE SOUND AGENTS DETERMINE IF NECESSARY EQUIPMENT IS

AVAILABLE.

3. ON SEPTEMBER 23, 1981, SUBPOENAS WILL BE FACSIMILIED TO

.iF• O TO BE E(PEDITIOUSLY SERVED ON THE C AND P TELCO REGARDING

RECENT TOLL RECORDS AND TYPE OF TELEPHONE SERVICE AND EQUIPMENT

FOR BORDERS' RESIDENCE AND BUSINESS. -

MIAMI, AT MIAMI, INVESTIGATION CONTINUING.

BT

•

•

• MEI •■=,

31
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Ss APPLE
BRIBER!

Attached is Miami's teletype requesting $125,000
bribe money.

PURPOSE: To obtain the Director's approval for Miami's
request for $125,000 bribe money.

• •

RECMMENDATION: That Miami's requesk . for $125,000 bribe
MEG;TETWilEed.

Acbm !Wm - -	Laborslery

Cr -"Me
Ow ft.  p

i 

Le* Ccum
Ott. a/ Cam.

A PuZ.c Aft&C se. Vot.r...m. Pert Rm. MTN.
2.4C. AD./IV. knot:Con Toth. 'am.
E.K. AC-113 Intel. Training 

411

DETAILS: On September 19, 1981, a meeting was held at the
rissFind restaurant area of the International Botta, Miami,
Florida, between UCA and William Borders. Ee, Borders, was

. given $25,000 by CCA and then Borders advised UCA that the
Judge's second show of proof would be the return of a sub-stantial portion of the property seized from the Romance
within ten daye of this meeting. Borders advised that
after this show of proof he would require the remainingportion of the bribe, $125,000, to be paid.

■IM

- On September 23, 1981, Miami Office advised of the
investigative steps to be taken to bring this matter to alogical conclusion:

citaiLac.cicour.. (1)•.:444-1." Je)

• •

1 - Mr. Mullen
1 - Mr. Monroe
1? Mr. Caro
1 McWeeney,
1 Mr. Nelson /A
1-,$r. Billy



Memo from Mr. McWeeney to Mr. Monroe
Res APPLE Eft

(1) Immediate installation of pen register equipment
on William Borders' reegidenee and business telephones. Miami
and Department of Justice contemplated pen register coverage
of Judge Hastings' residence and business telephones, however,
after consultation with FBIBQ, it was decided not to institute
pen register coverage until after Judge Basting' signs order in
this matter.

(2) When Judge Hastings signs the order to return
property seized to the Romano Brothers by September 30, 1981,
the Miami Office will obtain Title III orders for ELSUR coverage
of Borders' telephones, as well as for Judge Hastings' telephones.

(3) UCA will make telephone calls to William Borders in
an effort to get Borders-to call Judge Hastings concerning the
Romano Brothers' case.

(4) On October 3, 1981, a final payment of $125,000
be made to Borders at which time Borders will be arrested

and interviewed.

(5) Interview of Judge Basting..

(6) Presentation of the facts before a Federal Grand
Jury.

It is noted that the above scenario is flexible and
may be revised as the circumstances dictate.

On September 24, 1981, Chief Judge John Lewis Smith,
District of Columbia, signed an order authorizing the installation
and use of pen register devices for Borders' residence and business
telephones.

.0=

Title III affidavits are being prepared for electronic...-
surveillances for Borders' telephones as well as for Judge Hastings'.

The attached Miami teletype requests $125,000 bribe money.
After consultation with FBIHO, it was decided that these monies will
be . given to Borders. He, Borders will then be placed under tight
surveillance by the Miami Office to determine if he is to meet with .
Judge Hastings. If it is determined by the Miami Office through
surveillance that Borders is not going to meet Judge Hastings,
then he, Borders, will be arrested.



Memo from Mx., McWeeney to Mr. Monroe
Res APPLE EYE.

Since there is a pending Title III affidavit, at the
Department of Justice, for Borders' office telephones, the Miami
Office will not pay these monies to Borders until this Title III
affidavit has been approved and an order issued by a United States
District Judge, District of Columbia, and in addition until such
time as the undercover agent has generated telephone calls to Borde.
office in an effort to get Borders to call Judge Hastings.
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INSPECTOR-DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
ADDENDUM: CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION DEC:jarn.-4.0)10/2/8

Subsequent to preparation of this memorandum, the Title III applicatio
for telephonic coverage of Borders' business telephones was obtained and will be
operational this date. In line with this, the following observations and comments az
made:

I recommend that the $125,000 bribe money be provided to SAC, M.12.7:10

personally to afford the Miami Division the flexibility necessary to continue tive
investigative scenario. However, SAC should be clearly instructed that no adigaliaiu
paymen made to Borders without:

(1) Additional recorded incriminating conversation between

.61<frThila4

Borders and UCA implicating Judge Hastings (UCA
attempting to make this call this date).

.• –
(2) Authorization from DOJ to arrest Borders upon receipt of

payment.

The aforementioned telephone ca/1, hopefully, will result in Borders
'telephonically contacting Judge Hastings requesting the Judge to expedite signing an
order 'returning a substantial portion of the property. Contact between Borders and
Judge Hastings may not, in fact, be recorded and payment to Borders should not be
predicated upon same. However, prior to payment aid upon arrival in Miami,
Borders should be placed under continual surveillance in hope that he can be placed
in personal contact with Judge Hastings. If this meet does not occur prior to scheth
meet with UCA, Borders should be paid bribe and arrested immediately. No intery
of Judge Hastings should be authorized prior to exhausting efforts to have Borders'
cooperation obtained, but no immunity granted, in targeting Judge Hastings. Pre=
interview of Hastings could and, I believe, would be unproductive. However, Judge
Hastings should be interviewed illy after the SAC is
convinced that additional effo obtain Borders' cooperation would be fruitless.-

Min. Stem. tab:year!  - 
eriR. 1m.  Levi Ca..

Oft of Cam.
& nth.

ENDC. Word. Rte. Mrpt.
Esse. AD-.4r. WeitscriZR Toeft. Serra. _
Errs. A0443 Irmit Trartreg 



Memorandum 4r I.. * 278

To SAC, WFO (58-1899) Data 10/9/81

rim= : SUPERVISOR PETER V. MARCOLINE, JR.

sub0m: APPLE EYE
00:MIAMI

On 10/6/81, a strategy meeting was held at
the Organized Crime Section, FBIHQ, with Unit Chief,
Jim Nelson, and Supervisor Sean Hilly. Attending from
WFO was SA's Bob Foster, Dale Bird, and myself. Among
the topics discussed, was the possibility of enlarging
the scope of the investigation to include Santos
Trafficante and the methods by which this could be
accomplished. Another topic discussed was the posibility
of enlarging the scope of the minimization requirements
set forth by the Department of Justice in this case to
include the ability to overhear conversations between
the subjects and an individual identified as
At the conclusion of the discussion, all present met
with Chief Jerry McDowell, Deputy Chief Lee Radek, and
Departmental Attorney Reid Weingrten. The main topic
of discussion was the possibilities to_be explored in
the removal of Judge Hastings from the case involving
Santos Trafficante. It was determined that this simply
was not feasible in the Southern District of Florida.
The possibilities of liberizing the minimization require-
ments was also discussed along with the general strategy
of the case.

<P58-1.899
1-Supervisor Peter V. Marcoline

PVM : k.f
(2)
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